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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is concerned with the description of. Yuluta language 

which has not previously been subjectcd to modern linguistic analysis, 

Thus this thesis has two important aspects*Firstlyphowever remote a 

languagelits description adds a valuable contribution to linguistic 

knowledge. Secondlylits description tests the validity of linguistic 

theories in general and the theory used in_this work in particular; as 

a linguist should not only be able to describe one universelbut any 

number of parallel universes of speech-phenomenalnamely different 

languagesjor dialects or even idiolects, Since the theory has been instru- 

mental in describing the phonological system of. Yulu in a-consistent 

and adequate mannerlit haslonce againpproved its usefulness as a 'gene- 

raVlinguistic, theory. The theory applied is that of Professor J. W*Fo 
I 

Mulder and is a sub-component of his 'Axiomatic Funationalist, Linguistics, 

This thesis is divided into three parts*Part Ildealing with the 

theoretical background, comprises twelve chapters)of which the first 

four provide an introduction to the basic principles of axiomatic 

functionalism. The remaining eight chapters introduce the theoretical 

notions of phonological theory and analysis as practised by axiomatic' 

functionalists. Chapter I deals with the axiomatic functionalist princi- 

ple of maintaining a strict distinction between the linguistic theory, 

linguistic descriptionsland the speech-phenomena)and also with the basic 

criteria for evaluating both the linguistic theory and linguistic 

descriptionseChapter II, dealine with the 'hypothetico-deductive Method', 

explains the philosophical principles underlying the axiomatic function- 

alist approach, Chapter III deals with 'The origin and scope of the theoryl 

Chapter IV explains the definition of 'language' as "a semiotic system 

with a 'double articulation' 11(liulder 1968)o'%"ohapter V covers 'The domain 

of phonology'; Chapter VI)'The notion "phoneme" as defined in axiomatic 

functionalism'; Chapter VIII'The "abstract" approach to phonologyt; 
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Chapter VIII is concerned with 'Identity'and distinctive function of 

a phoneme'; Chapter IX with 'Phonematics'; Chapter X with 'Neutralization' 

and larchiphoneme'; Chapter XI with 'phonemes and their realizations 

(allophony)'; and Chapter XII with'Phonotacticsto 

Part II)consists of one basic chapter)and-is intended to give 

general background information about Yulu - the language whose phonolo- 

gical analysis we are concerned with in this thesis* 

Part III$dealing with the actual phonological analysisleonsists of 

five chapters. Chapter I deals with 'The phonemes of Yulu and their 

realizations'; Chapter II 'Neutralization' and 'Concord'; Chapter III 

'Classificatory calculus in Yulu'; Chapter IV 'Phonotactic distribution 

in Yulul; and Chapter V 'The tones of Yulul, 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is concerned with an 'Axiomatic Functionalist 

Analysis of the Phonology of Yulu'. The theory applied is 

that of Professor J. W. F. Mulder's and a sub-component of 

his 'Axiomatic Functionalist Linguistics'. Phonological 

theory is a sub-discipline of Mulder's 'Axiomatic Linguisticat 

becausep axiomatic*functionalism,, as a theory for linguistic 

description, covers - in an adequate and wholly integrated 

manner - not only phonology, the aspect with which this thesis 

is concerned, but also grammar and linguistic semantics andp 

basic to everything else, general semiotics. 'That is not 

only because the parts of the theory relevant to these 

domains are based on the same set of postulates and defin- 

itions but also because the notion 'functional' n particular 

'functional' to communication, pervades the whole theory. 

For the axiomatic functionalists' approach to grammar, 

linguistic semantics and general semioticst reference may be 

made to the already published or forthcoming literature 

"listed in the bibliography. 

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part 1, 

dealing with the theoretical backgroundp consists of twelve 

chapters. Though the basic concepts of 'Axiomatic 

See the an met unpublished Proceedin! ýs of the Pirnt Inter- 
national ColloquiU_m of Functionalist Linmiisticsp Groningenp 
The Netherlands, 1974, for the most recent and precise 
statement of Mulder's Postulates for Axiomatic Functionalism, 
together with Hervey's Postulates for Axiomatic Functionalism 
Continued. 
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Functionaligm' had been set up by Mulder as early as 1960, 

he did not manage to find recognition of their value until 

about 1966. He did not get a University appointment in 

linguistics until 1968, and it is from that time onward that 

publications begin to fb-1low. Therefore, axiomatic function- 

alism as a theory of linguistic description can be regarded 

as a relative new-comer to the linguistic scene. As its 

basic concepts might not be familiar to some readers, I 

-haVe devoted the first four chapters to giving some account 

of the basic principles of the theory which are an essential 

background to an understanding of thepresent woiýk. This 

general-introduction to the basic concept of the theory is 

particularly important for the African'context where the 

theory is being applied for the first time. It is, there- 

fore, hoped that the introduction will give the reader a 

bird's eye-view'of axiomatic functionalist theory and it 

is left to the reader to judge for himself how this par- 

ticular approach differs from earlier approaches which 

have long dominated the African field. Chapter I deals 

with the axiomatic functionalists' principle of maintaining 

a btric t distinction between the linguistic theorys linguistic 

descriptions', "and the speech-phenomena, and also with the 

basic criteria for evaluating both the linguistic theory 

and linguistic Aescriptions. These criteria ares in 

order of importance, the principles of consistency,,, adequacy 

and simplicity (Mulder 1973 & 1974). Chapter II dealing 

with the 'hypothetico-deductive Method'. sets out to 

explain the pýilosophical principles underlying the 

taxiomatic functionalist' approach. Chapter III deals 
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with. 'The oriain and scope of the theory'. Chapter IV 

explains the definition of 'language' as "a semiotic syste M 

with a 'double articulation"' (Mulder 1968). Though this 

is a type of definition found in most. functionalists 

approaches (Martinet 1960 and 1962), inAxiomatic functional- 

ism it has a unique interpretation. 

The remaining eight chapters set out to introduce the 

theoretical notions of phonological theory and analysis as 

practised by axiomatic functionalists. This introduction 

to the theory is important because description cannot take 

place without the knowledge of a theory, since a description 

is "the ar-nlicntion of -a 
theory to a seiect class of 

phenomena. " (1,11ulder 1968). Chapter V covers 'The domain of 

phonology'; Chapter VI, 'The notion "phoneme" as defined 

in axiomatic functionalism'; Chapter VII, 'The "abstract" 

approach to phonology'; Chapter VIII is concerned with 

'Identity and distinctive function of a phoneme'; Chapter IX 

with 'Phonematics Chapter X with 'Neutralization' and 

larchiphoneme'; Chapter XI with 'Phonemes and their 

realizations (allophony),; and Chapter XII with 'Phono- 

tactics'. 

Part 11, the shortest section, consists of one basic 

chapter, intended to give general background information 

about Yulu - the language whose phonological analysis we 

are concerned with in the final section of the thesis. 

Because this language is little known to outsiders, the 

chapter covers such ground as 'The implications of the term 

Yulu';. 'Wherý and by whom spoken'; 'Sub-dialect of research 

and prior linguistic work'; 'Approximate number of speakers'; 
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and finally, 'Its language family (or families) within the 

context of the classification of African languages as a 

whole' . 

Part III, dealing with the actual phonological analysis, 

consists of five chapters. -C; hapter I deals with 'The 

phonemes of Yulu and their realizations'; Chapter II 

'Neutralization' and 'Concord'; Chapter III'Classificatory 

calculus in Yulu'; Chapter IV lPhonotactic distribution in 

Yulu'; and Chapter V with 'The tones of Yulu'. 

This thesis has no conclusion becausep to quote 

Professor Mulder, the founder of axiomatic functionalism, 

".,, a theory is a 'conclusion' in itself - or, 'perhaps, 

better, every part of the theory is a 'conclusion' in 

respect of all the other parts of the theory" (Mulder 1968). 

In other words, since a description is "the application of 

-a 
theory to a select class of phenomena" (Mulder 1968), the 

description is, therefore, a conclusion in itself. The 

success of the theory can, however, be reflected by the 

success of a description based on that theory, i. e. if a 

description has successfully attained its purpose of 

accounting for all the relevant phenomena within the scope 
. of the theory in a consistent, adequate and simpler manner. 

It is the writer's opinion that since the theory has 

been instrumental in describing the phonological system of 

Yulu in a consistent and adequate manner, it hasp therefore, 

proved its usefulness as a theory to be reckoned with and 

it is fitting that it be given its rightful place among 

contemporary schools of linguistics. 

The data for this analysis'are partly a result oT a 



field trip which the writer made to the Sudan in the Summer 

of 1973 and come Partly from his own knowledge of Yulu. 

Though himself a native speaker, the writer has also relied 

heavily on data provided by other Yulu speakers. The data 

recorded on tapes consist of the history of this tribe, 

folk tales, casual conversations, interviews, proverbs., 

and riddles. 

-7-%, 

4 4 

0 
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# CHAPTER 1, 

The 'Axiomatic Functionalists' Methodology 

Followers of 'Axiomatic Functionalism' believe that, 

for a description to take place, two things are essential: 

"observation of the data and a theory which enables them to 

give an interpretation to these data" and,. since the method 

of description "reflects the attitude one has towards 

description in general" (Mulder 1968), this inevitably has 

its roots in a philosophy of science. For axiomatic 

functionalists, the role of linguistics as a science of 

language is to provide a linguistic theory for the description 

of an unlimited number of parallel universesp i. e. ofselected 

fields of speech phenomena - the data for separate des- 

criptions. In other'words, using the theory thus provided 

by linguistics, one should be able to describe the speech 

phenomena of any language. Linguisticap unlike for instance, 

the physical sciences (e. g. physics and chemistry), is not 

concerned with the description of ONE universe but, as I 

have already said, of an unlimited number of parallel 

universest e. g. the speech phenomena of Yuluf of French, of 

Arabic ... etc. To each one of them the whole theory can be 

applied - not to all togetherp but each# one at a time., 

This one-to-nýany relationship in linguistics between the 

theory and the parallel universes of speech phenomena to 

be described can be diagrammatically shown as follows: 
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Parallel universes 
of speech phenomena 

Linguistic 

Theory 

10 

applied to! Yulu 

applied to' > French 

applied tol ':? P Arabic 

4 

applied tol > etc. 

The linguistic theory applied to the speech phenomena 

of Yulu yields a description of Yulu. Applied to*Prench,, 

it yields a description of Prenchp and so on. In contrast 

with this, in the physical sciences mentioned above, and also 

in other natural sciences, there is not a one-to-many 

relationo but rather a one-to-one rdlation between the theory 

and the field of phenomena, A theory of physics, for 

instance, just as a theory of chemistry, has only one 

universe as its scope. If only part of that universe is 

describedp only part of the theory is applied. To every 

one of the universes of speech-phenomena, however, as I 

have said above, the whole theory is applicable. Another 

thing a theory does is to determine what is to be considered 

as the relevant aspects of the phenomena. This is true 

of any theoryp not just of linguistic theories, E. g. physics 
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deals with a different aspect than chemistry does, of what, 

in this*casep happens to be the same universe. Because of 

the one-to-many relation between theory and fields of 

phenomena, it is, in linguistics - unlike, perhaps, in the 

natural sciences where there is a one-to-one relation 

absolutely necessary never to lose sight of the intrinsic 

difference between theory and descriptions under that theory 

(Mulder 1973). As can be seen from the diagram below, 

there is a direct relationship between the linguistic theory 

and every single description, and between a description and 

the phenomcna described, but the relation be-tween the theory 

and the phenomena is an indirect one, i. e. it goes via the 

descriptions. 

Parallel universes 
of speech phenomena 

Descriptio, 11 Yulu 

Linguistic 
Ion > Prench Theory 

Lon > Arabic 

etc. 

meant; 
'presupposes' 

e 

C, 0 
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As will be evident throughout the thesis, in order to 

achieve a rigorous scientific description of language, both 

the theory and descriptions' under the theory are guided by 

certain principles, principles that have to be adhered to in 

order to achieve a good theory and good descriptions that. 

are based on it. These criteria are consistency, adequacy 

and simplicity 
2_ the meaning of which terms will become 

clear later. 

As for the philosophical principles underlying the given 

approach, axiomatic functionalists follow a form of what is 

known as the 'hypothetico-deductive method' (c. f. chapter II). 

The concept of having to specify a priori týe principles 

which underlie one's attitude to the description of language 

is not new in linguistics; in facto it goes at least as far 

back as Perdinand de Saussure, the father of modern structural 

linguistics. With the Bloomfieldian era in linguistics in 

J. W. P. Mulder, the founder of axiomatic functionalism, 
maintains strict distinction between theory and description, 
an approach which is one of the aspects differentiating 
axiomatic functionalism from other linguistic theories. 
Prof. Mulder has written a fair amount of literature on it. 
Though in his book 'Sets and Relations in Phonolopy: An 
Axiomatic Approach to the Description of Speechp Oxford, 
1968t he does not yet make this distinction, this work is, 
nevertheless, of particular importance, as it is the first 
major account of the theory. . Since its appearance a number 
of important improvements and extensions to the theory have 
been made, and it is about time that another, now comprehensive, 
account should be published. Prof. Mulder is at present 
Head of the Department of Linguistics at the University of 
St. Andrews, Scotland. His main research interests are 
theory and methodology in linguistics with special reference 
to an axiomatic deductive approach. 

2 The other school of linguistics that explicitly mentions 
very similar guiding principles is that of "Glossematics'l., 
or the Copenhagen school, founded by Hjemslev (c. f. 
Hjelmslev'd so-called "empirical principle"). Louis 
Hjelmslev's Prolegomena jo a theory of Lanquaqe - trans- 
lated by Francis J. WhitTield; Wisconsin: The University 
Press. Madison, 1969. 
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the United States, and even with the Neo-Bloomfieldians, it 

is common-place to hear the term 'empirical'. Since that 

timep and particularly after Householder I. 
most non- 

Saussurian based, and also many Saussurian basedjlinguists 

have either identified themselves with so-called 'God's truth' 

(empirical) or with 'hocus-pocus' (instrumentalist - they 

usually call themselves rationalists, which need not, however, 

be the same as instrumentalist) approaches. For the 

axiomatic functionalists, and to a certain extent for other 

Saussurian-type linguists, things are different. Axiomatic 

functionalists are both fully-fledged empiricists and fully- 

fledged rationalists. They do, however, reject instrumen- 

talism (c. f. Chapter II, p. 14.. footnote No. I for Instrumen- 

talism). They also reject, in accordance with a hypothetico- 

deductive'philosophy of science, all forms of speculative 

linguistics. Both instrumentalism and the speculative 

approaches are very popular nowadays, as they are typical 

features of the transformational-generative approach. 

As I have already mentioned, the theory and description 

are here guided, throughout by the three requirements for a 

good theory and good descriptions, i. e. those of consistency, 

adequacy and simplicity. The theory must be consistent in 

it must not contain any mutually contradictorv state- 

ments, nor should such statements be derivable - by logical 

inference - from the theory. The best way to achieve this, 

and to ensure that the theory can be evaluated on this basis, 

is by having the-statements in the theory connected with one 

See Fred. Vt. Householder's review of Zellig Harris's book 
Methods in Structural Linguistics, University of Chicago 
Press, 1951, in IJAL vol. 18, no-4 (1952), pp. 260-8, for 
the 'god's truth' and the 'hocus-pocus' approaches. 
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another in a deductive structure. The theory must be. 

adequate in that any description based on it should be itself 

consistent and simple andp moreover, should be able to cover 

the whole field of relevant phenomena, i. e. should be, 

adequate itself. The theory on which descriptions are to be 

based must be as simple as possible, i. e. it should not be 

more involved than is necessary for its dependent descriptions 

to account for the phenomena in an adequatep consistent, and 

simple manner. Of the three, the consistency criterion is, 

howeverv the most important one. Neither in the theory nor 

in the description should there be, in fact,,. or, potentially, 

any mutually contradictory statements, since thia would render 

the theory and descriptions based on it meaningless. This' 

over-riding importance of consistency over the other two 

criteria, i. e. adequacy and simplicity,,, has been strongly 

stressed by Karl Popper from whom I quote the following I: 
ýI 

The requirement of consistency plays a special role 
among the various requirements which a theoretical system, 
or an axiomatic system, must satisfy. It, can be 
regarded as the first of the requirements to be satis- 
fied. by ever_V theoretical system, be it empirical or 
non-empirical. ... But the importance of the requirement 
of consistency will be appreciated ir one realizes that a 
self-contradictory system Is uninformative. It is so 
because any conclusion vie please can be derived from it. 
Thus no statement is singlea out, either as incompatible 
or as derivable, since all are derivable. A consistent 
system, on the other hand, divides the set of all possible 
statements into two: those which it contradicts and those 
with which it is compatible. (Among the latter are the 
conclusions which can be derived from it. ) This is why 
consistency is the most general requirement for a system, 
whether empirical or non-empiricalg if it is to be of 
any use at all. 

The simplicity criterion does not, however, play such a 

predominant role as the other. two. It usually takes care of 

itself after'the other criteria have*been satisfied. it 

must be remembered in connection with the adequacy of a 

i The Logic of Scientific Discovery, 6th edition, Londonp 1972, 
pp, 91-92, 
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linguistic theory that, for a theory to be called a general 

linguistic theory, it should 'be able to'lead to descriptions 

of any number of parallel universes of phenomena, namely 

different languages or dialects, or even idiolects; as I 

said already,, in the description of each one of these the 

whole theory can be applied. To reinforce this particular 

point, I here quote Hjelmslev I 
who explicitly states this 

aspect by the following: 

A theory must be general in the sense that it must 
provide us with tools for comprehending not only a given 
object or the objects hitherto experienced, but all 
conceivable objects of a certain premised nature. By 
means of a theory we arm ourselves to meet not only the 
eventualities previously presented to us, but any 
eventuality. 

The theory of 'axiomatic functionalism' is called IAxio- 

matic' because it unfolds from the axioms and is called 

'Functional' becausep as a branch of semiotic theoryq it 

considers only features which are 'functional' t6 communication. 

The latter feature it shares with all functionalist theories, 

especially that of the functionalism proper i. e. the 

-descendants of the Prague-school who have followed the 

Troubetskoy-IMartinet line. Indeedv Axiomatic Functionalism 

belongsWith other functionalist theories, rather than with 

Glossematics, to which it bears some resemblances here and 

there. It remains a functionalist theorys. not a glossematic 

one. But like Glossematics it stresses the importance of 

certain philosophical principles, hence there is a strong 

philosophical resemblance. Most linguistic theoretical 

resemblance is rather superficial, a mere matter of terminology, 

Prolegomeng to a theory of Lanauage - translated by Francis 
J. Whitfield; Wisconsin: The UnNersity Pressp Madison, 
1969. p. 16. 
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formalisation, etc. At the same timep it has to be 

regarded as'a completely new development within functionalism,, 

especialiy within areas that have hitherto been neglected 

or superficially treated by functionalistsp such as grammar 

and semantics. 

C' 
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CHAPTER II 

The Hypothetico-deductive Method 

As mentioned inthe preceding chapter, the approach to 

linguistic description followed by axiomatic functionalists 

is a form of what is known as the 'hypothetico-deductive 

method". In general termsp the hypo the tico-deduc tive method 

Most other linguists follow inductivism, instrumentalism, or 
a mixturep sometimes with a smattering of hypothetico-deductiv- 
ism. Especially the 'generative' approaches are, thereby, 

, rendered rather speculative than scientific descriptive. 
While refraining from discussing the differences between 
the hypottietico-deductive method and the other mentioned 
approaches in the main body of the thesis, since such a 
discussion would fall outside the scope of the thesis, I 
still d6em, it necessary that a brief mention of the inducti- 
vist and the instrumentalist approaches to linguistic 
description be given in this footnote. 

The inductive approach, until the early sixties the most 
common approach in linguistics (-especially Bloomfieldians and 
neo-Bloomfieldians, but also Firthians)p is an approach in 
which one reasons from particulars to generals, rather than 
vice-versa. That is, for instance, a linguist following the 
inductive approach in linguistic description would start from 
observation to generalized descriptions and from descriptions 
to a theory, which is typically called a "general linguistic 
theory". Inductivists, in a phrase coined by Householder, 

IJAL, vol-. 18 No-4,1952, pp. 260-8), have often been called Uo-drs truth" linguists. 
Instrumentalists on the other hand, are supposed to be 

those who use 4, ý1ý_qist_kc_theory as a mere tool for linguistic 
description. Although there is no instance of pure instru- 
mentalism in linguistics today, Chomsky's transformational 
generative grammar though actually a mixture of instrumentalism 
and many other creeds, e. g. *mentalism,, speculativism, and 
even inductivism, is very much instrumontalistic in spirit. 
It is instrumentalistic especially in its transformational 
component. Instrumentalists have also been known, to quote 
Householder'again, as ##hocus-pocus" linguists. 

The hypothetico-deductivists reject instrumentalism 
because as mentioned earlier, they are both fully-fledged 
empiricists and fully-fledged-rationalists. As also 
me tioned before (cf. preceding chapter)v they also reject 
inguctivism and all forms of speculative linguistics., 
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consists of making use of a theory in the observation and 

selection of phenomena, in the formulation of hypotheses 

about the phenomena, and, finally in subjecting the hypo- 

theses to attempted refutations. This process yieldd a 

"descripti'on" of the phenomena., A description is, therefore, 

'. 'the application of a theory to a-select class of phenomend, 

(Mulder 1968). The hypotheses are dependent on the theory 

because they make use of statements and notions from the 

theory. Notions are terms in the theory which are introduced 

by definition. Examples of notions in functionalist lin- 

guistics to quote Mulder, are: "opposition", "commutation". 

"distinctive function"p "distinctive feature", "simultaneity",, 

"neutralization", "archiphoneme"... ete. (Mulder 1975). Some 

of the statementawhich are derived from the theory concern 

"models". Examples of models in the linguistio. theory, are: 

lexpression'p 'content'v Tallomorphl,, 'phonological form',, 

vallophone"'... etc. (Mulder 1973). Since a description is 

dependent on the theory in the sense that statements in the 

description must in one way or the other be justified by the 

theory, it is inevitable that descriptions make use of certain 

models from the theory. These models (descriptive models) in 

the descriptionp theory dependent as they are, must have 

correlates of a very general Idnd in the theory. Though these 

correlates are not of an empirical naturep but are completely 

abstract,, J. e. cannot be directly tested with reference to the 

phenomenap they-have nevertheless a certain similarity with the 

descriptive models in the description that are based upon 

them. The models in the theory are linked with descriptive 

models by a one-many relation of isomorphism. These model- 
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I 
like correlates in the theory (. which are prior to descriptive 

models) are called "meta-models". Examples of meta-models 

(i. e. models in the theory) are "such structures as distinctive 

feature, phoneme, syllable, word, phrase, and even such 

structures as accent group and intonation contour" (Mulder 

1968). Besides hypotheses and modelst a description also 

contains other terms such as those appropriately called, 11.1abels". 
9 

which aret as everything else in a descriptionp languageý 

specific, but which need not have correlates in the theory 

An example of labels from English, for instancep is'the category 

'noun' which-is used as a name of a person,, thing.... etc. 

These labels are arbitrary, but they are "included in a 

description for reasons of convenience" (Mulder 1975).. 

From the foregoing, it can be inferred thatp since even 

the observation of data with a view to protoco3isation pre- 

supposes the theory, it logically follows, that a theory is in 

a logical sense prior to description. So a thorough knowledge 

of the theory is an essential criterion on the side of the 

linguist before he embarks on descriptions of languages. Not 

only that, but as I also mentioned earlierp (cf. the : Orec6ding 

chapter), since one-of the things a theory does is to determine 

what are to be considered as relevant aspects of the phenomena, 

the description is. therefore, focused on picking out what is 

relevant under the given theory. In the case of axiomatic 

functionalismv only features that are 'functional' are con- 

sidered relevant; 'functional' in the sense of being "separately 

Example of a model "the phoneme /p/ in English", correlate, 
in the theory the notion "phoneme" 
Example of label the word-class "; erbltv with no correlate 
in the theory. 
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relevant to the purport of the whole of which it is a part" 

(Mulder 1968). the purport being 'communication'. On the 

basis of observation., which itself already involves, the 

iheory, a tentative hypothesis is formulated. In order to 

either accept or reject the hypothesis, that hypothesis must, 

as mentioned earlier, be subjected to critical tests in the 

form of rigorous attempts at refutation. This process, i. e. 

subjecting the hypotheses to attempted refutations, as mentioned 

earlier, yields a description of the phenomena. 

All statements in such a description are hvT)otheses. 4 

The hypothe,, ses in the description according to Mulder, and 

also according to Popper, are in agreement with the theory' 

since they are theory-dependent. For Mulder,, the hypotheses 

forming a linguistic description are by requirement also 

mutually consistent, and adequate. Because the hypotheses 

always remain subject to attempted refutationsp a linguistic 

description, conceived as a structured set of hypotheses 

( explicit or implied) remains always tentative. If until the 

end of the description the hypotheses pass the test (in the 

sense that there is no counter-evidence from the data)v then 

This should not be taken to imply that the-approaches followed 
by these two scholars are necessarily similar on all points. 
Because it is not within my scope to discuss the differences 
between their approaches, I shall only mention very briefly 
what I consider to be the basic ones. 'Firstly; Mulder main- 
tains a strict distinction between theory and description, 
whereas for Popper, theory and description form an undif- 
ferentiated whole. As a result of this, for Mulder unlike 
Popper, the postulates are not hypothetical. Secondly, 
Mulder considers that it can only be the hypotheses in the 
description and not the theory - as Popper suggests - which 
may be empieically tested. The statements in the theory are 
however, open to refutation of their consistency and ade- 
quacy, two assumptions (as hypotheses) underly the launching 
of statements in the description. 
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the hypothes6s are accepted as being upheld. Otherwise, 

i. e. if there is counter evidence from the data, the hypotheses 

are refuted and must be discarded. 

4 

C 

a 
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0 
CHAPTER III 

Origin and score of the theory 

Although 'axiomatic functionalism' as a theory of 

linguistic description is a relative new-comer to the lin- 

guistic world, it belongs to the Saussurian family of linguistic 

theoriesp and is therefore closely akin to such movements as 

the Prague school, Glossematics, and the Geneva school. it 

owes its direct origin to the Prague school and especially 

to Martinet's Neo-Prague functionalism. It is closer to the 

latter than to any other linguistic theory. This does not, 

however, imply that it is a rehash of Martinet's, functionalism. 1 

One of the major distinctions between axiomatic functionalism 

and Martinet's orthodox functionalism is that axiomatic 

functionalists lay even more stress on the 'functional 

principle' than orthodox functionalists do. In addition, 

they put greater rigour into this theory by formalising the 

philosophical principles underlying theory and description. 

In order to do all this they ha-Ve, given their theory 6n 

axiomatic structure andp as I have said beforet they let both, 

theory and description be governed by the principles of 

consistencyp adequacy, and simplicityp in that order of 

This accusation has been made by C. Bailey in his review of 
Mulder's book Sets and relations in-Phonology, Oxford, 1968, 
in Language, voT. 47 no-3. For the differences between 
'Axiomatic Functionalism' and Martinet's Functionalism, - 
reference may be made to S. G. J, Hervey's reply to Bailey in 
Lingua 28 (1972), pp-348-379. It is not within my scope 
here t iscuss differences between the two theories. 
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importance (Mulder 1973 & 1974). 

Axiomaiic Functionalism, as mentioned-earlier, is not 

meant to be a theory solely devoted to, or better adapted to, 

either grammatical or phonological descriptions as such, but 

it is an all-embracing theory even including within its scope 
linguistic semantics. ' In this respect toop axiomatic 
functionalism differs from orthodox functionalismv, which tends 

to take distance from semantics as a linguistic sub-discipline. 

So axiomatic functionalism might fairly claim that it offers 

a truly integrated theory for linguistic description. This 

is not only because the parts of the theory relevant to these 

domains are based on the same set--of axioms and definitions,, 

but also because the notion 'functional'. in particular 

'functional' to communication, pervades the whole the. ory. 

This constant and explicit concern with function in com- 

municationp whichp incidentally, makes the theory truly semi- 

otiop ensures that the major purpose of the approach is to 

establish links between the substance of speech-sounds and of 

messages. 

From the established scope of the theory, it follows that 

phonetics does not qualify as being central to the theory. 

Phonetics, as it is usually acknowledged, studies speech sounds, 

not from the point of view of the 'functional' role they 

fulfil in communicationp but is concerned with the productive 

inechanisms of sounds, the actual sound productionp description 

and classification of sounds, and with the transmission and 

perception of sounds. This approach to the study of speech 

See S. G. J. Hervey: Grammar and Semantics in 'Axiomatic 
Functionalist' Linguistics in Lingua, Vol. 36, no. it Mayp 
19759 pp-47-67. ý 
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sounds makes phonetics rather more aligned to the physIcal 

sciences., i. 'e. physiology and physics, than to linguistics 

proper, In agreement with most schools of linguistics, with 

the exception of the Pirthians' (although many only pay lip 

service to this) Axiomatic functionalists consider phonetics 

and the other sister disciplines to linguistics like 

sociolinguisticst psycholinguistics, anthropological lin- 

guistics., etc. to. be peripheral to linguistic theory. The 

former, i. e. phonetics, on the basis of the 'functional 

principle' and the latter three because a theory could not 

be both simple and have within its scope both, the description 

of the speech-phenomena as suchandt as in some types of 

psycholinguistics, the description of the intuition of native 

speakers with regard to the phenomena, etc. But there is 

still a difference between phonetics and the others as to its 

importance as a sister-discipline, i. e. parts of phonetics 

are necessary auxiliary disciplines to linguisticsp whereas, 

the others canp and should, be dispensed with altogether in 

a consistent semiotic description of language. 

Parts of phonetics are linked to linguistics proper 

via the sign theory by the concept of 'allophony' (see Ch. 

VII for details). The "linguistic sign",, meant here., is that 

in line with the Saussurian concept of the conjunction of a 

Significant (Expression) and Signifi(ý (Content) as two sides 

The Firthians are the followers of the late Professor J. R. 
Firth., the foundeyý of the London School of Linguistics. 
Phonetics is predominant in their phonological analysis known 
as 'prosodic phonology'. The best account of this approach 
is contained in a collection of articles edited by F. R, 
Palmer, a Noo-Pirthian himself, entitled Prosodic Analysis, 
Oxford, 1970. For a critical review of the linguistic 
theories of this School, see D. Terence Langendoen, 1968, 
The London School of Lininiistics. A Study ofthe linvuistic 
theories of B. Malinowski and J. R. Firth. The M. I. T. 
Pressp Cambridge, Massachusetts* 
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of the same , coin'(de Saussure 1959)- From the Saussurian 

concept of the linguistic sign it follows that a particular 

sign implies, and is implied by, a particular expression and 

a particular content that mutually imply one another, i. e. 

S, (--4(EOC)1, where S stands for any particular signp E for 

any particular expressionp and C for any particular content". 

"The character indicates the equivalence of the terms 

that are connected by it. It is the conjunction of 

(implies) and its converse (is implied by)" (Mulder 

1971). The relation of phonetics to linguistics can be 

shown by Mulder's and Hervey's pragmatic scheme below: 

Phonetics 
(protocols) 

C 

General sign 
theory 

(Branch of Semiotics) 

Theory of the semantics 
------. )'Linguistic Signý (protocols) 

all\o'p'hony alllmorphy 

Theory of 
emiotic 

system 
(Branch of 
Semiotics) 

The division of human language into phonology and grammar, 

phonology into phonematics and phonotactics, and grammar into 

morphology and syntax, is derived from the theory of semiotic 

systems. For the details of "language as a system of 

Sys tems't (Mulaer and Hervey). 2. 

Mulder now has rejected this formula, and prefers the formula 
OS ru as more truly representative of what he means. 

2 9<--+ C 
Mulder, J. W. F. and S. G. J. Hervey, Tin Linwulstiauo 1975,11. 
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But an understanding of the linguistic sign is not 

complete without reference to semiotic systems ("syst-ems of 

convention for communication")'; for SIGN is "a subspecies 

of SIGNUM" and "SIGNA themselves belongt together with 

entities that fall outside semiotic systems, to a yet wider 

group of INDICES". "Sivnum stands for semiotic elements 

having both form and meaning" (Mulder and Hervey 1971). and 

indices are things from which information can be derived 

e. g. the information that it will rain derived from heavy 

clouds. 

An index can either be 'NATURAL' or 'CONVENTIONAL' 

Conventional indices being signa. Natural indices are in 

turn divided into 'symptomatic indices' and 'signalling 

devices'. (Mulder and Hervey 1971). Signum, likewise, is 

also divided, into sign and symbol. A sign is "a signum 

whose information value in any given operation is WHOLLY 

determined by fixed conventions of the system (s6miotic) 

to which it belongs" whereas, a symbol is "a signum whose 

information value in any'given operation is NOT 1"iHOLLY 

determined by fixed conventions, but needing definitions for 

establishing the information value in each operation". 

Symbols themselves are sub-divided into "Nonce symbols" and 

"proper symbols"; instances of proper symbols being the 

names John, Mary ... etc. A proper symbol is "a symbol whose 

information value in a given operation is PARTIALLY bETEMIINED 

by the FIXED conventions of the system to which it belongs, 

but also depends on a separate definition for each separate 

I Mulder, J. 1i. F., Sets and Relations in Phonology, p. 10. 
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14 
operation". while a Nonce symbol is "a symbol whose infor- 

mation value in a given operation is IN NO WAY determined 

by the fixed conventions of a system to which it belongs, 

but depends WHOILY ON A CONVENTION by separate definition 

for each operation". (Mulder and Hervey 1971). 1 here re- 

produce their scheme of the categorization of indices. 

Natural Index 

Symptomatic signalling 
Index Device 

4 

a 
sign symbol 

Nonce pr,, -er 

symbol symbol 

In agreement with orthodox functionalistsp especially 

Martinet (c. f. Economie des changements Pho Aiques et alia)., 

axiomatic functionalists regard diachronic linguistics (and 

also the closely akin "comparative linguistics"), rather as 

an extension to synchronic linguistics than as a sister 

discipline. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Language as a semiotic system 
a 

As a semiotic theory, axiomatic functionalism could 

not content itself with defining language as, say, "a system 

of arbitrary vocal symbols by which members of a social group 

co-operate and 'interact"', a type of definition which is 

prevalent in a number of introductory text bpoks on 

linguistics Insteadp "language is considered a sub-type 

of semiotic system i. e. as a particular kind of system of 

conventions for communication" (Mulder 1968). It should, 

at this point, be noted that for something to qualify as a 

semiotic system it should contain at least two entities 

(Mulder and Hervey 1972). 

Semiotic systems may be either ' simple' or 'comT)lex' 

(Mulder 1968 and Mulder and Hervey) 2. Examples'of simple 

semiotic systems are 'animal cries, human gesturesp etc'. 

Complex semiotic systems can be either unordered or orderedl. 

Examples of unordered complex semiotic systems are traffic 

signs, communication of bees. Ordered complex semiotic 

systems may have one articulation, i. e. either a grammatical 

articulation or a phonological articulation., or both 

1 Sturtevant, E. H. An introduction to Linguistic Science, 
1947, New Haven, Yale University Press, gives such a typical 
definition of language. 

2. Mulder, J. W. F. and S. G. J. Hervey, Language as a system 
of Systems! La Linquintioue, 1975,11- 
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articulations i. e. gra=atical and phonological articulations. 
Examples of ordered complex semiotic systems with only a 

phonological' ýrticulation are 'morse code, digital computer' 

(Mulder 1968). Ordered semiotic systems with grammatical 

articulation are subdivided into those with signs and those 

with symbols (Mulder and Hervey 1971). A sign, as I 

mentioned earlier, is defined by Mulder and Hervey (Mulder 

and Hervey 1971) as "a signum whose information value in any 

given operation is WHOLLY determined by the fixed conventions 

of the system (semiotic) to which it belongs", 'an example of 

this being 'arithmetic'. whereas. a symbol is ýefined 
as "a 

signum whose information value in any given operation is NOT 

WHOLLY determined by the fixed conventions of a system to which 

it belongs, but needs to be assigned a separate definition 

for each operation. " As also mentioned previouslyp symbols 

can either be proper symbols e. g. "all in algebra, or the name 

"John". or a nonce symbol, as, for instance, when some crank 

'christens' his ash--tray "John", and we therefore may infer 

that an ash-tray is being referred to when we hear the name 

"John" uttered by him (Mulder and Hervey 1971). 

What differentiates.. human language from other samiotic 

-systems is that human language has a double articulation', 

(Mulder 1968). Although other functionalists, particularly 

Martinet 2, 
give the same definition of language# there are, 

'Phonological' is here used in a wide sense. Mu Ider nowadays 
usually calls it 'Cenologicall and restricts the term 'phono- 
logical' to linguistics proper, ý. e. with regard to natural 
language. 

2 Martinet, A., This definition of language is found in several 
of his writings, for instancet 'Arbitrrdre linguiatique at 
double articulation' Cahicrs Ferdinand de Saussure 15,1957 
(also in La Linguistique Synchronic, t Elements de LingiiistiqlIe 
Generale, (rev. ad. 1967)p A functional view of Lanpmap,, e, 1962. - 
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I 
nevertholosr,, fandamontal differences The 'first' arti- 

I 

culation (Martinet 1960 and 062) is that into elements with 

both form and meaning and the 'second' articulation is that 

into elements with distinctive form alone. Although still 

maintaining his definition of language as "a semiotic system 

with a double articulation'19 (Mulder 1968), Mulder has 

redefined articulation 
2 to stand exclusively for ordering 

relations i. e. phonotactics and syntax. So what differentiates 

proper language or natural language from other semiotic - 

systems is that proper language has a fully-fledged phonology 

with both a Phonematics and a Phonotactics and a fully-fledged 

gr-ammqr with both a morphology and a syntax (see next chapter 
0 

for phonematics and phonotactics). The concept of the 

'double articulation'rof human language is very important 

because other semiotic systems may have either the first 

articulation and not the second, or vice versa. Some may 

have no articulation at all, and again some do not-even contain 

complex elements on any level. 

1 See S. G. J. Hervey's reply to C. Bailey in Ling 28 (1972) 
pp-348-379. 

2 The most recent and precise statement of this one finds in 
Mulder's revision of a set of postulates for Axiomatic 
Functionalism which originally appeared in his book 'Sets and 
Relations in Phonology. This as yet unpublished revision 
became necessary as, in the course of years, several improve- 
ments and additions had been made, and many of those had 
appeared, implicitly or explicitly, in publication by Mulder 
or in collaboration with his former student and present col- 
league Dr. Hervey. The work of these two scholars has become 
so integrated in recent years, that it is difficult to tell 
exactly who contributed what.. In general, it is Mulder - 
the founder of the theory - who deals with phonology and syntax, 
Hervey with semantics, whereas in morphologyp general 
semiotics, *and sign-theory, both seem to be taking an equal 
share nowadays. But even in phonologyp syntax and semantics, 
there is a great deal of collaboration between the two. 
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In language,, 'the type of semiotic system with a double 

articulationp one finds both on the level of grammar and 

on the level of phonology simple, as well as complex 

elements, among the latter, unordered as well as ordered, 

elements, and the treatment of such elements in the description 

isý'the same as that of elements in corresponding (i. e. simple, 

complex, unordered, and ordered) semiotic systems. Grammar 

and phonology, belonging to different ontological levels, must 

be kept strictly separated, i. e. without any deductive inferences 

from one to the other, as - though there are relations 

between the levels as a whole - the elements of the one 

level and those of the other have in reality (i. e. apart from 

some isomorphism here and there, which may lead to similarities 

in methodology) nothing in common. They belong to different 

worlds (of existence). In trying to explain this, and also 

for the rest of the other semiotic systems, I can do no better 

than refer to Mulder and Hervýyl since such a discussion falls 

outside the scope of this thesis. 

This strict compartmentalization of the first and second' 

articulations, i. e. between the grammatical and the phonological 

planes, is one of the facets that gives the theory its distinct 

character. The relation between the two planes is established 

via the sign theory which plays a central role in axiomatic 

functionalism. Following the structuralist dictum that no 

element can be properly understood in isolation i. e. without 

reference to the other elements with which it is connected, it 

Mulder, J. V-I., F. and S. G. J. Hervey 1972, Theorv of the LinrMistic 
§. jan, Mouton, The Hague and also by the same authors of their 
most recent view of how they see language as a branch of 
semiotic system 'Language as a system of systemD' 
Ln Linguintique, 1975.. 11. 

4 
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is theorematic in axiomatic functionalism that language has - 

both a 'syntagmatic' and a 'paradigmatic' aspect; this holds 

both for grammar and for phonology. This is roughly in line 

with the Saussurian concept of relationships 'in praesentia' 

(syntagmatic) and of relationships 'in absentia' (Paradig- 

matic) (de Saussure 1959). The syntagmatic relations are 

relations of ordering between elements within complexes and 

the paradigmatic relations are those between elements that can 

be mutually substituted for one another in equivalent contexts. 

(' C. 

C 

t 
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I CHAPTER V 

The domain of Phonolopy 

This and the subsequent chapters will be concerned with 

introducing the theoretical notions of phonological theory 

and analysis as practised by the followers of axiomatic 

functionalism. This introduction to the theory is necessary, 

as an earlier familiarity with it is an essential prerequisite 

to an understanding of the present workv for as I already 

mentioned in chapters I and II, a description cannot take place 

without the knowledge of a theory, since a description is 

"the application of a theory to a select class of phenomena" 

(Mulder 1968). 

The domain of phonology is the cenological system (Mulder 

and Hervey)' of language. 'Cenology' has been defined (in 

Mulder and Hervey)2 as standing for 'cenematics' or 'cenotactics' 

or both. In human language., which has a fully-fledged 

phonology wi. th both a phonematics and a phonotactics and a 

fully-fledged grammar with both a morphology' and a syntax, 

the terms 'phonologylt 'phonematics', and 'phonotactics' are 

to be substituted for 'cenology', 'cenematicol and leenotactics, 

respectively. The division of phonology into phonematics 

and phonotactics, as already mentioned in chapter IV, is 

Mulder, J. W. P. and S. G. J. Hervey, c Ldnguag'a 
I- 

as a system of systems. Tja Linquisti-Qu-e. 1975.. 11. 

2 Ibid. 
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derived froý the theory of semiotic systems as also is the* 

parallel division of grammar into morphology and syntax. 

Since phonological description studies the function of. speech 

sounds in communication within a particular languagep it 

follows that any phonological analysis using axiomatic 

functionalist theory must be based on the 'functional' prin- 

ciple. It must on the other hand be based on phonetic 

protocols about the phenomena. 

Phonematics is that part of phonology which deals with 

phonemes in terms of distinctive features; A. e., it is con- 

cerned with the minimal phonological elements, and how these 

elements combine by 'simultaneity' into phonemes. In other 

words, it deals with that sub-system of language which is a 

'complex unordered phonological system' (Mulder and Hervey)'. 

(See chapter IX for more on phonematics). Phonotactics on 

the other hand is that part of phonology which deals with 

phonemes in terms of their syntactic combination into self- 

contained phonotagms. In other words, it deals with that 

sub-system of language which is a 'complex ordered phonological 

system' (Mulder and Hervey)2. As will be seen below, the 

'phoneme' spans both the 'unordered' and 'ordered' aspects of 

phonology. 

While there is a division of phonology into phonematics 

and phonotactiesp there is, at the same time, an interlocking 

between them, particularly in a description. This is 

because the phoneme, which is the maximum unit in phonematics, 

Mulder, J. W. F. and S. G. J. Hervey, ( Landuage' as 
a system of systeme. Ta Linmitqttnu , 1975j, 

2 Ibid. 
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is carried 6ver into phonotactics where it becomes the 

minimal unit in the syntagmatic structure, whereas the 

maximum unit here is*the 'distributional unit'. ' See chapter 

VI for definitions of phoneme and the 'distributional unit' 

and for further details on the 'distributional unit' refer to 

chapter XII on phonotactics. The interlocking between 

phonematics and phonotactics also holds for morphology and 

syntax in more or less the same manner in that the word, which 

is the maximum unit in morphology, is carried over into syntax 

where it becomes the minimal element in synýagms. Beyond 

this there is also an interlocking between phonology and 

grammar in that it is phonology which provides the forms for 

the allomorphs of signs in grammar. (For the details of the 

interlocking between phonematics and phonotactics, between 

morphology and syntax, and between phonology and grammar, see 

Mulder and Hervey). ' 

From the foregoing paragraphs it will, no doubt, have 

been noted that phonematics deals with the paradigmatic aspect 

of language whereas phonotactics deals with the syntagmatic 

aspect. This approach is again consistent with the axiomatic 

functionalist theorem that 'language has a syntafrmntic and a 

-paradigmatic aspect' (Mulder 1968). This is also equally 

applicable to grammar in that morphology deals with the 

paradigmatic aspect whereas syntax deals with the syntagmatic 

aspect. 

The phonological analysis of a language cannot by any 

means be said to be exhaustive without taking into account a 

Mulder, J. W. P. and S. G'. J. Hervey,, Language 
as a system of systemsI. La Linguisticiuep 1975.. 1,. 
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third aspect'- an aspect which has commonly been known under 

the name prosody. Because prosody deals with non-discrete 

elements, i. e. features which fall outside the double 

articulation, prosody can, thereforev be considered to be 

peripheral to phonology and, as such, can be called Ipara- 

phonotactics'. The peripheralness of para-phonotactica to 

phonology proper is as shown in Mulder's scheme below. As 

will be noted, the grammatical part has been omitted from the 

diagram since it does not concern us here. 

4 

Natural Language 

Functional 
Phonetics Phonologýý 
(allophony) 

Para-Phonotactics 

Phonematics Phonotactics Contrastive Distinctiv, 
(e. g. accent) (tone) 

From the above diagram it can be seen that para-phono- 

tactics deals with para-phonotactic features which are of two 

types - contrastive and distinctive. Contrastive para- 

phonotactic features are accent. "Although 'accent" too 

To be distiliguished from "accent" are such realiza , 
tional 

features as connotative stress, or connotative modulation. 
(See Mulder's Postulates for Axiomatic Functionalism. which,, 
together with Hervey's P6stulates for Axiomatic Functionalism - 
Continued, will be appearing in the published ceedingn of 
the- First International Colloquium of Functionalist Lingrujatira 
Groningen, The Netherlands, 1974. 
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falls outside the double articulation pattern, it has., 

nevertheless, to be treated in a phonological description, 

as it may be a cpntext in which phonemes operate and by 

which their distribution, in some languages, is affected. 

Besides, 'accent' may be an integral part of the phonological 

form of certain linguistic. units" (Mulder 1968). Distinctive 

paraphonotactic features in natural languagep on the other 

hand, are tones. Although tones are functionally on a par 

with phonemes in the sense that, like phonemesq they can 

commute with each other, their occurrence is, however, 

It wholly dependent upon phonemes or sequences of phonemes" 
(Mulder 1,968). Because both 'accent' and 'tone' are super- 

imposed upon phonemesp and the distinctive function of toncs, 

just as that of phonemes, is also language specific, I shall 

postpone discussing this aspect until the chapter dealing 

with the tones of Yulu. 

I shall, in the rest of this part of the thesis, deal 

with the following topics: the notion 'phoneme"as defined 

in axiomatic functionalism, chapter VI; the 'abstract' 

approach to phonology, chapter VII; Identity and distinctive 

function of a phoneme, chapter VIII; Phonematics, chapter LX; 

'Neutralization' and the 'Archiphonemet, chapter X; Phonemes 

and their realizations (Allophony), chapter XI; and, 

finally, Phonotactics, chapter XII. 

a 
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CHAPTER VI 

The notion I ohonemel ns defined in axiomatic functionalism 

The notion 'phoneme' is defined in axiomatic function- 
r 

alism in"such a way that it has a role in both the paradigmatic 

and the syntagmatic aspects of phonology, as can be seen from 

. Mulder's equivalent definitions of 'phoneme' as "a 

simultaneous bundle of distinctive features in phonology not 

extending over more than one position in a chain" (from the 

paradigmatic point of view) and "the minimum syntagmatic 

element in phonology" (from the syntagmatic point of view) 
(Mulder 1968). 

To exemplify what is meant by the above two definitions 

of the phoneme, and to illustrate that they are in actual fact 

equivalent, let us, for instance, take the English phoneme 
/b/. If we analyse this phoneme into its distinctive features 

which are the ultimate unanalysable elements of phonological 

form which distinguish it from the rest of the phonemes in the 

English language, it is found that its distinctive features 

are /occlusive/i /labial/. and /voiced/. These distinctive 

features combine into an unordered complex (i. e. a simul- 

taneous bundle) to form the phoneme/b/. These distinctive 

features combine by a relation of simultaneity to form the 

phoneme /b/. and the reversal of their order, for instance, 

into /labial/, /voiced/ and /occlusive/. which, in this , 
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f 

particular case, is not even physically possiblep but this is 

irrelevant, does not affect the phoneme at all, since there 

are no fasymmetrical' (ordering) relations between them. 

It is only between phonemes and not between the distinctive 

features of the phonemes that there can be ordering relations. 

This is consistent, with-the definition of the phoneme itself 

whether from the paradigmatic or the syntagmatic aspept. 

Since the phonemes can stand in ordering relations to each 

other, and since each 'terminal' of such a relation can be 

represented as a 'position'. it logically followsp according 

to the definition of the phoneme, that phonemes can stand in 

positions. The notion 'position' should not be taken here to 

mean sequential order alone as such. This does not,, however, 

deny the fact that sequential order may be implicated, as it 

can be shown by, for instance, /top/ versus /pot/, or /pit/ 

versus /tip/. But there is a much more important meaning 

attached to it than that. 'Position', as defined by Mtýlder, 

(Mulder 1968), "is a place in which a form can stand and is 

substitutable for similar forms or zero. Vie can call it a 

paradigmatic point on the syntagmatic axis". As will be 

seen later in the phonotactic chapter* (viz chapter XII 

it is only Iýy utilising the notions of 'position' and 

'distributional unit', which is defined as "a simultaneous 

bundle of positions". (Mulder 1968), that we are able to state 

the positional,, i. e. syntagmatic, distribution of the phonemes 

in the relational structure, thus enabling us even to predict 

their occurrences in complexes. 

From the foregoing definitions of the phoneme, and the 

explanation thatTollowed them,, it willp no doubt, have been 
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noted that, 'the approach to the notion 'phoneme' as followed 

here is an 'abstract' one. This 'abstract' approach should 

not, however, be regarded as confined to the phonological 

component alone as such, but should, on the contrary, be 

regarded as also equally applicable to the other domains of 

linguistics proper, i. e. grammar and linguistic semantics, since 

these two together with phonology form the central cope of 

linguistics in axiomatic functionalism. This is not only 

because they are based on the same set of axioms and defin- 

itions, but also because, as I already mentioned in chapter III, 

the notion 'functional' in particular 'functional' to com- 

, munication, pervades the whole theory. (For further 

illustration of the 'abstractt approach as practised in 

phonology by axiomatic functionalists, see the next chapter. ) 

Besides the orthodox functionalistsp i. e. followers of 

Martinet's neo-Prague functionalismp other followers of the 

abstract approach known to the writer are: (i) the Danish 

linguist, Louis Hjelmslevt the founder of Glossematics; 

(ii) his associates in the Copenhagen linguistic circle, e. g. 

H. J. Uldall and K. Togeby; (iii) and, on the continent of 

America, C. F. Hockett who fluctuates between an 'abstract' 

'(functionalist) view and a concrete, physicalist (Bloomfioldian) 

view. 

As for other approaches to the phonemep the 'mentalistic' 

or 'psychological' view which originated with the Polish 

linguist Jan Baudouin de Courtenay, considers the phoneme as 

an ideal sound at which the speaker aims, whereas the 'physical 

realist' view regards the phoneme as a family of sounds 
1. 

viz VI. F. Twaddell "On defining the phoneme" Lawniarte Monomraph 
16., (1935), also reprinted in Rendinfrs in Linguistics I 
eUited by Martin Joos, The University or Ufticago Press-ý1957)- 
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It is neithe ,r within the scope of this thesis to quote various 

definitions of the phoneme under the above-mentioned viewso 

nor even to enter into discussing the reasons why axiomatic 

functionalists reject such views. I shall, instead, deal in 

the next chapter with the axiomatic functionalistst 'abstract, 

approach, a theme which is in conformity with the aim of the 

thesis. 
_ 

Since the strongest supporters of the 'physical' 

view of the phoneme are Daniel Jones and Leonard Bloomfield, 

direct reference can be made to their respective writings I. 

4 

Daniel Jones, 1950 The. Phoneme. Tts-Nnture nnd Use, p. 10. 
Bloomfield, L., 1933, LanMiap,, p, 79, p. 136. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

The abstract approach jo phonology 

c C 

As already mentioned in the preceding chapter, the 

axiomatic functionalist approach in linguistics, in general, 

follows the 'abstract' pattern. But,, because the. present 

work is concerned with phonology, I shall. cohfine myself to 

phonology as such by trying to show how phonological form, 

i. e. "features belonging to phonological system"., is to be 

regarded as an 'abstraction' by means of the theoryfrom 

phonetic protocols. 

To begin witho axiomatic functionalists, like other 

phonologists in general, need phonetic protocols which record 

speech sounds - these phonetic protocols are usually made 

with the aid of "letters of the International Phonetic 

Alphabet, or other descriptive models or terms employed in 

theories of phonetics"t (Mulder 1973). It is these protocols 

. which are st. udied and analysed. The sounds which have been 

protocolized are known as 'phonetic form'. "A class of all 

different phonetic forms, but having (and in their capacity 

of having) the same distinctive function, is called a 

PHONOLOGICAL form". "So a phonological form is a class, not 

of phonetic forms as such, but of allophones, that is of fellow- 

phonetic forms havingp and in their capacity of having, the 

same distinctive function" (Mulder 1973). To quote Mulder 

a 
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yet again, '. phonological form' (M) can be represented by the 

formula j2 =QRd to be read as "a particular class of 

phonetic forms (f) each member f IN ITS CAPACITY of having 

a distinctive function d in phonology where 
J. Lý stands for a 

class, or rather an area, of phonetic form, f for a particular 

phonetic form, R for relation, I for distinctive function, 

and j2 for a phonological form" (Mulder 1971). It is worth 

mentioning here that 'phonological form' is not entirely 

disconnected from 'phonetic features' since phonetic features 

are necessary (but not sufficient) for the identification of 

phonemes in axiomatic functionalism. In other words 

Tphonological form'O of which 'phoneme' is an instance, it 

'abstract' in the sense that it is not constituted of physical 

sound, nor of the psychological equivalent of physical sound, 

nor is it to be identified with mere phonetic substance 

it is,, howevdr,,, not 'abstract' in the sense that it is vacuous 

(i. e. empty of phonetic content or reference to phonetic 

entities). 
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CHAPTER VIIT 

Identity and distinctive function of a phoneme 

p 

Having outlined the definition of the notion 'phoneme' 

and the relation of 'phonological form' (an 'abstraction', 

but not a mere 'fiction') to phonetic protocolop it in now 

time that mention was made of the ways by which we can 

establish the identity and distinctive function of a phoneme, 

since the phonological analysis of a language entails the 

establishment of the phonemes of the language concerned, 
' 

To establish the identity of a phoneme in a given lan- x 

guage, one minimal distinctive pair is sufficientfor 

instance, the pair/bil/-/pil/ for the establishment of/b/ 

versus /p/ and vice-versa in English. But this does not 

establish the intrinsic identity of the phoneme since, for 

functionalistsp the identity of anything in language depends 

on its distinctive function, i. e. the set of oppositions into 

This would., of course, hold true only of schools. of linguistics 
which believe in the phoneme as a basic unit in phonological 
analysis. This will, of'course, not hold for either the 
Firthians or the Generative Phonologists. The Firthians, 
instead of the phoneme, use two elements abstracted from the 
phonic data known as Sprosodies' and 'phonematic units'. 
This approach originated with J. R. Firth, the founder of the 
concept, in his article "Sounds and prosodies" TPS (1948),, 
pp. 127-52, also reprinted in his Papers in Linguistics,, 
1934-1951, pp. 121-138, Oxford University Pressp 1957. The 
Generative Phonologists on the other hand consider the 
distinctive features of phonemes and not the phonemes'them- 
selves as the central units in phonological analysis. A 
short good account of this approach is found in Robert T. 
Harm's 1968 Introduction to Phonological Theor-yo Prentice- 
Hall Inc. 0 
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which it enters. To quote Muldero "the distinctive function 

of a phoneme is the complement of the sum of all phonemes with 

which it commutes, which equals the product of all the 

oppositions into which it enters" (Mulder 1968). 

Since opposition concerns the paradigmatic aspect, vie 

shall, in order to establish the paradigmatic distinctive 

function of a phoneme, use the commutation test What is 

meant by the commutation test is that, if two phonemes can be 

replaced one by the other in the same paradigm and thus 

bring about a change in communicationp then these phonemes 

are said to commute with each other (e. g. /b/ and /p/ in 

/bi: L/-/pil/ above). But since the distinctive function of a 

phoneme entails the whole set of oppositions into which it 

enters, this will involve establishing a separate minimal 

pair for every opposition into which a phoneme enters. Mulder 

has termed the set of phonemes established in this operation 

as the "commutation class" of the phoneme in question and which 

he defines as "the sum of all paradigms in which a certain 

item occurs" - alternative definition: "The set consisting 

of an item (the commuter) together with all the items which 

commute with it (the commutants)" (Mulder 1968). The -com- 

mutation classes of phonemes of a language form one type of 

phonological "sub-system". 

The term "commutation" according to Pischer-J/rgonsen, E. 
(1956) was first uued in print by HjelmsleV, the founder of 
"Glossematics" or the "Copenhagen school" in the Proceedings 
of the Second International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, 
London, 19ý5-1936. THe procedure is, nevertheless, used 
today by most structuralist schools of linguistics who stress 
not only the syntagmatic aspect of language, but-also the 
paradigmatic aspect, since commutation is the. paradigmatic 
function Pnr excellenct. 
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As wiil be seen in the next' I chaptery the distinctive 

function of phonemes of a language cannot be established solely 

by paradigmatic operations as such; since not all the phonemes 

of a language commute with each other. One way to establish 

the distinctive function of a phoneme is to refer it to the 

phoneme-inventory of the language as a whole - which is 

usually referred to as the 'over-all system' and which Mulder 

defines as "the set of all phonemes which, when presented-in an 

orderly two-dimensional fashion (i. e. cartesian table) by 

classifying phonemes according to 'series' and 'orders' 

based on distinctive features" (Mulder 1968). For further 

details,, see next chapter. The procedure will, at the same 

time, also mean establishing phoneme identity. This will 

involve the analysis of the commutable entities of tho various 

sub-systems into distinctive features after which all the 

phonemes of the various sub-systems are to be projected into 

the over-all system where distinctive features are hssigned to 

simultaneous bundles. Since distinctive feature analysis 

falls within the domain of 'phonematics' - the aspect of 

phonology concerned with phonemes in terms of distinctive 

features and how these elements combine by simultaneity into 

phonemes -I shall leave this part for discussion in the 

next chapter. Bu, t some clarification is needed here in that, 

although the commutation test is also used in distinctive 

feature analysis, the distinctive function of phonemes with 

reference to distinctive featuret operates in the over-all 

system - since distinctive features of the various sub- 

systems are mapped onto the over-all system. It is only there 

in the over-all system and with reference to the phoneme- 
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inventory o. ý the language as a whole can the identity of a 

phoneme be established in its own right as it is not always 

possible to establish the distinctive functions of phonemes 

solely by commutation. An instance from English are the 

phonemes /h/ and /ý/ which do not commute with each other but 

are, nevertheless, regarded as separate phonemes on the basis 

of the over-all inventory of the English language. The phoneme 

lhl just like /l/ cannot be analysed into distinctive features 

other than its own identities because it is simply i7lobally 

opposed to other phonemes, not opposed to them in terms of' 

separately relevant distinctive features; whereas /ý/ has týe 

distinctive features /dorsal/ and /nasal/. 

Cl - 
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II CHAPTER IX 

0 

0 
e 

r, -- 
Phonematics 

As mentioned earlier in chapter V. phonematics is that 

part of phonology which deals with phonemes in terms of 7 
distinctive features; i. e. it is concerned with the minimal 

phonological element(s and how these elements combine by 

simultaneity into phonemes. In other words, it deals with 

that sub-system of language which is a 'complex unordered 

phonological system' (Mulder and Hervey) Since dia- 

tinctive features serve to distinguish_phonemes from one 

another, it is as well to state briefly how distinctive feature 

analysis is carried out., not only in axiomatic functionalism., 

but in functionalism as a whole. 

But before carrying on with discussing the actual method 

of distinctive feature analysis, it is necessary to say a 

few words about the functionalist position with regard to this 

'aspect of phonology. Contrary to Jakobson,. who draws upon 

.a universal inventory of distinctive features set up as an 

a priori and belonging to a general-theory of linguistics, 

for functionalfsts the setting up of inventories of dis- 

tinctive features is a descriptive act and has to be done 

for every language separately, For functionalistsp for whom 

Mulder, 
' 
J. VI. F. and S. G. J. Harvey, Language as a system of 

systems. ' La LinMiistique, 1975,11. 
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the identity of anything in a language depends on its 

distinctive function - i. e. the set of oppositions into 

which it enters----distinctive features, just as phonemes, are 

language specific. Their functional roles# and, therefore, 

their identities in one language, cannot be equated with those 

in other languages. This approacht as I have already indi- 

cated, is in sharp contrast with the aprioriPtic universalism 

of JakAsonians who considers the set of distinctive 

features to be an integral part of a general phonological 

theory. 

To act about the distinctive. feature analysis of 

phonemes, we need to make use of minimal pairs. In other 

wordso just as in the establishment of the distinctive 

function of phonemes# (viz preceding chapter VIII), we need 

to apply the commutation test. Taking our previously cited 

examples in the already mentioAed chapterv i. e. /bil/ versus 

/pil/, vie established that the phoneme /b/ is functionally 

distinct from the phoneme /p/ because the replacement of one 

for the other may bring about a difference in co=unication, 

but vie did not proceed to specify in what way phoneme /b/ 

is distinct from phoneme /p/. It is tfie role of distinctive 

feature analysis to account for minimal functional differences 

between. phonemes. For pragmatic reasons, axiomatic 

functionalistsp and other functionalists as well, prefer 

6 
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articulatory rather than acoustic terms' in labelling 

distinctive features. Although distinctive features have 

phonetic labels, this should not be'taken to imply that 

distinctive features, as treated here, are phonetic entities. 

The analysis by which distinctive features are established 

is a functional analysis and its resultants are functional 

entities. Their-connection with phonetics is via realiz- 

ation, i. e. distinctive features, like all other phonological 

entitiesp each have a restricted range of ways in which they 

may be realized. Within this. range there is an infinite 

number of possible realizations, so one may say that the set 

of realizations is infinite but not unlimited. Having 

established the fact that phonemes may differ from one 

another due to their distinctive feature composition, lot 

us now return to our previous example and see how this works. 

To establish the distinctive features of a phoneme, i. e. 

the phoneme /b/ for instance, let us assume that the phoneme 
/b/ has'the features /voiced/, /lenis/, /bilabial/,, and 
/occlusive/. To establish that each of the mentioned 

features are separately relevant to the phoneme /b/,, all 

we need is to find phonemes which are in all respects similar 

to the phonene /b/ but are oný. y different'bedause they do 

not share each of the mentioned features. Taking the 

Acoustic terms first appeared in distinctive, feature analysis 
in R. Jakobson, C. G. M. Fant and M. Halle: Preliminaries to 
Speech Analysis: the distinctive features and their correlates, 
1,952, Cambridge, Mass. The distinctive features established 
here were lqter revised, expanded and appeared in Roman 
Jakobsorf and M. Halle: Pundamentals of Language, 1956, 
Mouton, The'Hague. ' The difference between acoustic and 
articulatory terms seems not to be essential because Jakobson 
himself points out that acoustic versus articulatory terms 
is unimpqrtant. 
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feature /voiced/ first, the pho. neme which is similar in all 

respects to /b/ but which does not have the feature /voiced/ 

is the phoneme /p/, as /pil/ above, which has the feature 

/unvoiced/. Since the feature /voiced/ is always accompanied 

by the feature /1pnis/. then the feature /lonis/ is not 

separately relevant. Taking the feature /bilabial/ next, 

we do not find a phoneme which is opposed to bilabial, 
. 

rather than labial. I. e. there is, for instance no labio- 

dental b- like phoneme. But the feature /labial/. as. 

distinct from the rejected bi-labial is shown to be relevant 

when /b/ is opposed to /d/. Here the feature /apical/ 

opposes /labial/ as in /dil/ versus /bil/. Taking the feature 

/occlusive/ next, a phoneme which is similar to /b/ but 

which is different from /b/ because it does not have the 

feature /occlusive/ is the phoneme /v/ which has the feature 

/fricative/ as in /bil/ versus/Vil/. Having established 

that /b/ has the feature /voiced/ which is the only feature 

which distinguishes it from /p/, a fact established above 

it follows that /p/ like A/ should also have the features 

/labial/ and /occlusive/ (our earlier assumption), an 

assumption which is easily confirmed when we oppose /p/ in 
1-11 
turn also to the phonemes /d/ and /v/ respectively. Thus, 

in'order to set up the over-all distinctive features of the 

phonemes of a language, say English for instancep from which 

we have been drawing our examples so far, the analysis of 

phonemes into distinctive features proceeds on this pattern 

for the sub-systems referred to earlier in the previous 

chapter, and, once most of the phonemes in the sub-systems 
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have been analysed into distinctive featuresp they must be 

There, in the over- projected onto the over-all system, 

all system., their distinctive features must be established 

as well, and, since there is much overlapping involved, this 

is usually done by cross-checking with those in the sub- 

systems in order to avoid contradictions and inconsistencies. 

The best, way to assign distinctive features to respective 

phqnemes in the over-all system is, as mentioned in the pre- 

vioifts chap"terp to present them in a two-dimensional way (e. g. 

a cartesian table) by-classifying phonemes according to 

'series' and 'orders' based on'distinctive features, To 

quote Mulder, IIooforders' and 'series' are sets of disjoint 

(non-overlapping subsets of phonemes having in realization 

roughly the same 'place' (orders) and the same 'mode' 

(series) or articulation" (Mu lder 1968). 'Series' are sub- 

sets such as 'occlusive'. 'fricative',, 'nasal'p 'vocalict,,,, 

etc., whereas forders' are subsets such as 'labial', 'apical'.. 

'hissing', 'hussing's, 'dorsal... etc.. As to which series 

and orders we establish, this depends on the sub-systems, and 

the phonological system as a whole, of the language in 

question. 

Not every phoneme in the phonological system of a language 

can be analysed into two or mor6 distinctive features - the 

same holds true for words in grammar which cannot be analysed 

into any more than one moneme, i. e. monomonematic words. 

Examples from phonology are, for instancep the English 

phonemes /I/ and /1; / which cannot be analysed into distinctive 

features other than their own identities and, as sucht cannot 
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be fitted into a scheme such as Mulder and Hurren's table of 

English consonant phonemes (Mulder and Hurren 1968). Al- 

though the method of distinctive feature analysis as 

illUstrated here has been solely with reference to consopants, 

the same method of analysis is equally applicable to vowel 

phonemes. 

Although the above mentioned approach is the best 

procedure in distinctive feature analysis, the real test of 

distinctive feature analysis is testing the consistency of 

the over-all hypothesis. In this the "two-. in-a-column- 

two-in-a-row" requirement in the cartesian table is a useful, 

but not always sufficiently precise test. The most precise 

test is one that tabulates the distinctive functions of the 

features in all the phonemes (and archiphonemes)'in which 

they are said to appear. (See end of chapter I of part III 

for the application of the mentioned approaches to Yuiu. 

This takes the form of a table which bears superficial 

resemblance with a Jakobsonian-type tabiQ 

4 

a 
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CHAPTER X 

'Neutralization' and the larchiphoneme' 

Besides the operations mentioned under phonematics in the 

preceding chapter, there are other operations which also deal 

with the paradigmatic aspect of phonemes and which should be 

regarded as part of phonematics in the phonological des- 

cription of any language. Notable amongst these are 

operations involving the concepts 'neutralization' and 

larchiphoneme' which originated with the Prague school and 

which today still play a predominant role not only in the 

axiomatic functionalist approach to phonology', but also in 

other functionalist approaches. Neutralization, as already 

mentioned, and as will be seen later, is a typical paradigmatic 

operation. 

-Neutralization is the suspension, in specific contexts, 

of distinctive opposition between phonemes, whereas the term 

"archiphonemell designates the simultaneous bundle of 

distinctive'features resulting from the-suspension of 

distinctive opposition between phonemes. This bundle of 

distinctive features is, of coursep a phoneme in its own . 

right, but its occurrencq is restricted to the context that 

effects the neutralization. As will be seen later in the 

phonotactic chapter (viz, chapter XII )v neutralization and 

archiphoneme-are the paradigmatic equivalent of 'concord'. 

(in a phonological sense) or suspension of contrast and 
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larchi-position' which deal, with the syntagmatic aspect of 

phonemes. Conventionally, archiphonemes are written in 

capital letters. Mulder has defined the archiphoneme as "a 

phoneme in a sub-system, which, when projected into the 

overall system, is represented there by two or more phonemes" 

(Mulder 1968). To quote Mulder., "there are three pre- 

requisites for the establishment of neutralization or concordil 

(Mulder 1968). (See chapter XII section (iv) for 'concord'. ) 

These are: 

First, there should be, in some sub-systemp two or more 

potential opposing phonemes. An instance from English are 

the phonemes /t/ and /d/ which can be said to be in opposition 

because the replacement of one by the other in certain contexts 

can bring about a change in communication, e. g. /ten/ versus 

IderV. Secondly,, the phonemes in opposition must have at 

least one distinctive feature in common. A case in point 

are the English /t/ and /d/ above; which have not only one., 

but, in fact, two distinctive features in common, i. e. 'apicall 

and 'occlusive'. The criterion of a common distinctive 

feature is important because neutralization, as such, is not, 

as is popularly conceived, simply a direct suspension of 

distinctive opposition between phonemes; but is a suspension 

of distinctive opposition between distinctive features of 

phonemes - as it is distinctive features which serve to 

maintain minimal functional differences between phonemes. 

Thirdly, the context in which neutralization takes place must 

be specified. Taking the English /t/ and /d/ once again, 

we can say that, the opposition between voiced/voiceless is 

neutralized in certain well defined contexts, e. g. pegged 
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(pfgd) /pegT/ and pecked (pEkt) /pekT/. Using the convention 

of a capital letter to symbolize the archiphoneme, we can, 

therefore, choose either /T/ or /D/ to symbolize the archi- 

phoneme which results from the suspension of distinctive 

opposition between /t/, and /d/. 

() 

C 

0 
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CHAPTER XI 

Phonemes and their realizations (all0phony) 

Another aspect which oughi to be included in the 

phonological analysis of a language is the "realizational 

aspect" or the aspect of "allophony". Its inclusion is 

important in any phonological analysis because, to quote 

Mulder, "statements of realization are necessary to make 

possible the activation of the phonological description, i. e. 

to generate new data on the basis of the description", (Mdldcr 

1968). Not only that, but, as already mentioned in chapter 

IIIv it also links parts of phonetics to linguistics proper 

via the sign theory, thereby making a part of phonetics a 

necessary auxilliary discipline to linguistic descriptions. 

This link, i. e. of allophony, to linguistic descriptions, is 

through the concept of 'phonological form' which has been 

def. -L. ned by M'ulder as a "class of allophones,, that is of fellow- 

phonetic fo3ýms having, and in their capacity of having, the same 

distinctive function" (Mulder 1968). (For further details 

refer back-to chapter VIL) 

In linguistics, when talking about realizations or 

allophones of phonemes, it is usually important to distinguish 

between two types of variants, i. e. 'contextual' or 'combin- 

atory' and 'free variants'. Mulder defines these terms as 

follows: "Contextual variantsýare realizaLions of the same 

Phonemep occurring in different contexts and governed by these 
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contexts... "whereas "free variants are realizations of the same 

phoneme, occurring in the same contexts... " (Mulder 1968). 

In other words, when dealing with contextual variantso we are 

in a position to give systematic rules about the occurrence 

of the variants; whereas we cannot do the same for free 

variants. An example of 'contextual variants' of a phoneme 

are the clear and dark allophones of the /l/ phoneme in 

English which can be exemplified by Cli: f] (leaf) and 
[fi: ý] 

(feel)respectively. Although these phonetic forms are 

different from the point of view of phonetic. taxonomy, they 

are, nevertheless, functionally speakingv non-distinctive, 

since it is not the case that the replacement of one by the 

other ever corresponds to a change in communication. They 

are, therefore, phonetic forms of allophones or realizations 

of the same phoneme which are contextually determined; the 

clear allopone always occurs initially in the pre-vocalic 

position, whereas the dark allophone always occurs either in 

pre-consonantal position as in Cmilk] or in the final 

position as in the example mentioned earlier. Compared to 

'co, -, Ibinatory' or 'contextual' variantsy 'free variants' do 

not have any systematic occurrence and, thus, as mentioned 

before, no rules can be given about them. An example of free 
II 

variants, to quote Malmberg . is that found in British English, 

where "for example speakers may use the 'standard' alveolar 

frictionless continuant or a "w"-like labiodental 

frictionless continuant haphazardly; some speakers will 

occasionally Fse a rolled Cr) for great distinctness - these 

may be called free variants of the /r/ phoneme". 

Maltberg, Bertil: New Tronds in Lin! nj. sticri, Stockholm, 1964,, 
P-79. 
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CILkPTER XII 

Phonotactics,. 

(i) introdiiction 

This part of phonology, as mentioned earlier, (Viz chapter 

V), is concerned with complex ordered phonological systems, 

i. e. with how phonemes combine syntactically into self-, 

contained phonotagms. Another way of expreýsing this is to 

say that this part of phonology is concerned with the 

syntagmatic arrangement and distribution of phonemes. ' But 

in order to describe the distribution of phonemes effectively, 

we need to establish a basic unit which will act as our 

framework of reference for the phonotactic distribution. 

Unfortunatelyo linguists differ widely in the selection of the 

appropriate unit, and there is, as yet, no unanimity on this 

issue. For instance, to quote Sigurd 1. "Hockettv (Hockett 

1955), suggests the macrosegment, the microsegment and the 

syllable as basic units, Trubetzkoy, (Trubetzkoy 1939) prefers 

the morpheme, Haugenp (Haugen 1956a, 1956b) and Fischer- 

J, drgens-en (Fischer-JýSrgensen 1952) insist on the syllable... etc 

I shall not enter into discussing the reasons why axiomatic 

functionalists reject the above views, since such a dis- 

cussion would, undoubtedly, fall outside the scope of this 

thesis. I shall, instead, outline the actual approach 

Bengt Sigurd "Phonotactic aspept of the linguistic expression" 
in MannnI of Phonetics edited by Bertil Malmberg,, Nýrth- 
Holland Companyp Amsterdam, 1968p PP-450-63. 
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axiomatic functionalists use$ a theme which is in line with my 

present aim., 

'DistributionnI unit' and 'position' 

As mentioned in chapter Vlv in order to account for the 

syntagmatic distribution of phonemes, axiomatic functionalists 

establish two concepts - that of 'distributional unit' and 

that of 'position'. The latter, in actual factv is an 

ir)tegral part of the former, as can be seen from the defin- 

itions below. To the best of the writer's knowledge, it was 

Mulder who first introduced these concepts into phonology' 

(Mulder 1968); at any rate, they are two of the most dis- 

tinctive hallmarks of the axiomatic functionalist approach to 

phonology. A 'Position' is defined as "a place in which a 

syntagmatic element can stand and is substitutable for a 

similar element or zero. One can regard it as a paradigmatic 

point on the syntagmatic axis". (Mulder and Hurren 1968) 

whereas a 'distributional unit' is defined as "a self-con- 

tained simultaneous bundle of positions. It is at the same 

time the smallest possible unit within which the distribution 

. of the phonemes can be explained completely and exhaustively. 

It is, in phonologyp the largest unit one has to consider. for 

the establishment and distribution of the phonemes" (Mulder 

and Hurren 1968). 

Since the 'distributional unit' plays such a predominant 

role in the axiomatic functionalist approach to phonology, it 

Robert L. Cheng in his review of Mulder's book Sets and 
Relations in Phonology: An axiomatic appronch to the 
De-scription of' Speech, Oxford, 1966 in Lin! -mq 25 (19-10),, 
'j? p. 47-63,, also acknowledges Mulder's originality. 

01 
r 
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would be most appropriate to state. - though very briefly, the 

way that a distributional unit can be established in the 

description of a language. To establish the distributional 

unit, it is of the utmost importance to establish the nuclear 

position first. Other positions dependent on the nucleus, 

and clustering round it, can be interpreted according to their 

relative 'distance from' the nucleus. Since the nucleus 

always corresponds to a syllabic peak (though not necessarily 

vice versa), a distributional unit should at least contain one 

syllable. Mulder defines the syllable as "a simultaneous 

bundle of positions which is a subset of a simultaneous bundle 

of positions called a distributional unitp which subset con- 

tains an explosive, a nuclear, and an implosive position. or 

position group" (Mulder 1968). Although a distributional 

unit is also defined as 'la, simultaneous bundle of positions" 

as seen earlier, it is howeverp "not a subset of a simultaneous 

bundle of positions other than itself" (Mulder 1908).. The 

most practical way to establish a distributional unit is to 

find either the form of a word which has the maximum number 

(possible in that language) of peripheral elements both before 

and after the nucleus, or two different word formsp one with 

the maximum 15osaible number of phonemes before the nucleus and 

one with the maximum possible number of phonemes after the 

nucleus. It should be remembered that vowels occur (by 

definition) only in the nuclear position, and semi-. vowels 

(by definition) in both nuclear and peripheral Positions. 

It is the consonants which occur (again by definition) only 

in peripheral positions. The peripheral positions are those 

positions which are either to the loft or right of the nucleus 
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and which can contain elements functionally dependent on that 

nucleus. A label chosen, for phonetic reasons, for per- 

ipheral positions left of the nucleus is 'explosive' because, 

phonetically speaking, their realization starts from silence 

'exploding' towards the nucleus (where it reaches a high 

'ballistic' point)p whereas those to the right of the nucleus 

are called 'implosive' because, after realization of the 

nuclear element, the phonetic realization gradually recedes 

back to silence. 

Expansions (by definition) are peripheral elements (which 

can commute with zero), whereas the nuclear position usually 

contains a bound element. There are exceptionsp for the 

syllabic peak can, for instance,, be carried by andp in 

some languages, e. g. Chinese, this may be equated with 0. 

To quote Mulder and Hurren, (Mulder and Hurren 1968), "the 

minimum extension of the distributional unit is one syllable. 

- In some languages, e. g. Sinitic languages, this is also the 
I 

maximum extension. The distributional unit may in some 

languages be more than one syllable, but the nucleus of the 

distributional unit is invariably simultaneous with the nucleus 

of the syllable". Quoting Mulder and Hurren again, (Mulder 

and Hurren 1'968)p "three types of position form. the basic 

pattern of a distributional unit, and these types can be 

labelled "explosive"., "nuclear" and "implosive". For 

example, the phonemes and'their respective positions in the 

word 'cat' /kat/ are: explosive /k/. nuclear /a/ and 

implosive /t/. The word 'at' /at/ has explosive /zero/,,. 

nuclear /a/ and implosive /t/". 0 

Althoughýthe tripartite view of positions (i. e. 

C, 
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'explosive', 'nuclear' and 'implosive') forms the basic 

pattern for establishing distributional unitsp one may find 

that an adequate model for languages has to account for furthor 

positions, either not merely a single explosive or a single 
implosive position or both. At times, it may even be 

necessary to set UP Pro-explosive, and post-implosive positions * 

in a distributional unit in a language. An instance to 

exemplify this is the English form /sKraNblz/ "scrambles" 

quoted below. The pre-explosive can be said to be the 

furthest position to the left of the nucleus. After the 

pre-explosive, we label the positions immediately after it and 

moving toýyards the nucleus as first explosive, second 

explosive ... etc. ", depending on how many positions there are 

between the pre-explosive and the nucleus. The post- 

, 
implosive Position on the other hand is the furthest Position 

to the right of the nucleus. The positions betweeh the ' 

nucleus and the post-implosive can be labelledp starting from 

the nucleus, as first implosive, second implosive... etc, de- 

pending also on how many positions there are between the 

nucleus and post-implosive. On the other hand one may find 

that, say, implosive positions are never filled in a 

language (e. g. in some South Sea languages) - this means 

dispensing with implosive, or rather: the distributional 

unit in those languages does not contain implosive positions. 

The elaboration (of further sub-positions) does not cause any 

problem, because, as I mentioned beforop the number of 

peripheral positions can always be extended when descriptive 

adequacy demands it. For instance, in order to account for 

the English form "scrambles", we need a model of no less than 
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eight positions as can be seen below: 

(1) pre-explosive 8 
(2) first explosive 

(3) second explosive r 

(4) nuclear a 

f irst imPlosive 

(6) second implosive b 

(7) third implosive 1 

(8) post implosive z 

(iii) Syntagmatic distribution of phonemes 

Having explained the concepts 'distributional unit' and 

'position', it is time that mention was made of the methods 

by which we can account for the syntagmatic arrangement and 

distribution of phonemes within the distributional unit. 

Mulder says of distribution that it is "the syntagmatic 

reflection of the possible paradigms in a language. It is 

a set of statements concerning which combinations of items are 

possible within... the distributional unit. Alternativelyp one 

can say that 'distribution' assigns the occurrence or non- 

occurrence of an item with respect to each of the contexts 

in the language in question" (Mulder 1968). In his set of 

postulates Mulder defines distribution as: "the set of 

1 'Postulates for Axiomatic Functionalism' is a revision of 
Mulder's original set of postulates which, together with 
Hervey's 'Postulates for Axiotnatic Functionalism-Co! ntinued', 
will be appearing in the published ftoceedings of the First 

-International 
00110(ýUium of Functionalist Linguistics, Gron- 

ingen, The. Netherlands, 1974. A version of the postulates 
first appeared in his book Sets and Relations in PhonoloFý. V: 
An axiomatic Appronch to the Description of SI)cech., Oxford, 
1968. This revision was necessary as a number of important 
improvements and extensions had to be made to the theory, 
in order to widen its scope. 
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occurrences of an entity in constructional relations with 

other entities". 

As for the context to which we can assign the occurrence 

of an item., "there are two main types of context in which an 

item can occur. The first and most general one is the context 

of the rosition of the item itself. The second one is the 

context consisting of the items, each in their position, within 

the same distributional unit" (Mulder 1968). Pollowing'this 

approach, we can account for an item, say /p/ in the English 

word /Pil/ as standing: 

(1) in the context 'explosive' and 

(2) in the context (i, nuclear) and (l. implosive). 

Considering the position of the item itself first, i. e. 

whether it occurs, for instance in eitherthe first explosive, 

or second explosive, or the nuclear or implosive... etc. p items 

can be classified into what Mulder has called 'Position 

classes'. 'Position classes' are defined as "sets of items 

which can occur in the same position or archi-position"', where 

a 'position'. it will, no doubt, be remembered, is defined as 

"a place in which a syntagmatic element can stand and is 

substitutable for a similar element or zero. One can regard 

it as a paradigmatic point on the syntagmatic axis" (Mulder 

1968). By consistently using the notion 'position class', 

all the phonemes of a language can be assigned to 'position 

classes'. Mulder, for instance (Mulder 1968)p establishes 

nine 'position classes' to which he assigns all the phonemes 

of Pekingese. But since 'position classes' like all other 

phonological entities are language specific, the number of 

'position classes' may vary from language to language. 

The aspect of the distribution of the phonemes of a 
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language is treated further by assigning phonemes into classes 

which Mulder has called 'main distribution classes'. When 

we have established all the 'position classes' we are able 

to classify together items that represent the intersection of 

position classes. The resulting sets form "main distribution 

classes". So. main distribution classes can be said to be 

intersections between position classes. By following this 
X 

approach, Mulder establishes eleven main distributional classes 

for the phonotactic description of Pekingese. To mention 

just a few examples from Mulder, one type of a main 

distribution class could be one whose members occur in the 

first explosive, second explosive, and nuclear positions 

whereas another would be that whose members occur in the first 

explosive and implosive positions (Mulder 1968). 

The second aspect, as mentioned earliert involves taking 

the phonotactic context into consideration. By adopting 

this point of view, some of the "main distribution classes" 

can be further subdivided into classes which Mulder has 

called 'distribution classes' (Mulder 1968). The important 

principle followed here to subdivide "main distributional. 

classes" into 'distribution classes' is to find outp within' 

the distributional unit, with which phonemes in which positions 

a particular phoneme can co-occur. Taking the English 

phonemes /i/ and /r/ (see, for instance, the form: Ifl-I and 

1fr-1), these phonemes can be said to be members of the same 

position class since each one of them occurs in the second 

explosive position. Furthermore, it can even be said that 

they are also members of the same "main distributional cla,, is" 

because, as mentioned earlier, "main distributional'classes" 
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are intersections between position classes; as these phonemes 

are also members of other position classes as well, i. e. first 

explosive position as in the forms /li-/ and /ri-/ etc. But 

when we come to subdivide the "main distributional class" 

into 'distribution classes'. these phonemes as will be seen 

below do not belong to the same 'distribution class'; i e, 

the phoneme Irl (see, for instance the form /tr-/) can be 

said to belong to a distribution class of its own since the 

context where it occurs in this case does not permit the 

occurrence of /1/; i. e. the cluster /tl-/ does not occur in 

English. The phonemes /l/ and /r/ in English belong there- 

fore to different distribution classes. However, the main 

, 
distributional classes which contain only one item cannot, 

of coursebe further subdivided and,, as such, are equated on 

a par with distributional classes. 

(iv) 'Concord' and 'Archi-nosition' 

By still using the concepts tdistributional unit' and 

'posi-tiont, we can further account for other operationn which 

are necessary for a consistent and adequate theory for 

-phonotactic. structures. These are the concepts 'concord' 

and 'archi-nos-Ition'. In phonology, concord is the-suspension 

of contrastive function between phonemes within the same 

distributional unit; whereas the term "archi-position" is, 

by analogy with the term "archiphoneme",, used to designate 

the positions resulting from total suspension. The term 

'contrastive" as used in axiomatic functionalism should not, 

however, be confused with the American terminology tcontrast' 
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which refers to paradigmatic operation as can either be seen 

from Pike's definition of 'contrast' as "a consistent, persis- 

tent difference between two sounds in analogous environments"' 

or Pei's definitipn of 'contrast' as a "basic American term 

112 to differentiate two utterances 

The term 'contrastive' as used in axiomatic functionalism, 

should, in contradistinction to the American term 'contrast'l, 

be understood to mean a purely syntagmatic operation. This 

is because, as already seen earlier, a 'distributional unit'' 

is defined by Mulder as "a simultaneous bundla of positions; 

whereas, a position,, it will also be remembered., has been 

defined by Mulder as "a place in which a form can stand and 

is substitutable for similar forms or zero... " (Mulder -1968). 

Because "items standing in an y position contrast with items 

in other positions in the same distribu'tional unit" (Mulder 

1968); 'the occurrence of a particular phonemet or phonemes, 

in one or more positions, is, as will be seen laterl bound to 

preclude the occurrence of certain phonemes in another position- 
I 

or positions. The archi-position can, therefore, be said to 

be a position which is common to two or more adjacent positions 

whose contrastive function has, in a certain context, been 

suspended. This is understandably so,, because,, as mentioned 

earlier, since a phonemic segment by definition cannot "extend 

over more than one position in a chain" (from the paradigmatic 

point of view) and phoneme is "the minimum syntagmatic element 

Pike, K. L. , *Phonemics: A technique for reducinZ LanguacZes 
to VlritinP7 Ann Arbor - The University or lylichigan Press - 
12th edition, 1971. 

2 Pei, Mario., 1966, Glossary of LinglilPtic TorminoloMr. Anchor 
Books edition, New York. 
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Pike, K. L., *Phonemics: A technique for reducin5 Languages 
to Wrilino, Ann Arbor-= The University ol* Kichigan Press - 
12th edition, 1971. 

2 Pei, Mario, 1966, Glossary of Linpnistic Terminology. Anchor 
Books edition, New York. 
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in p1mrology" (from the syntagmatic point of view) (Mulder 

1968), it can, therefore, only be the archi-position which 

can be equivalent to two or more positions where it represents 

the suspension of contrast between these positions. To 

quote Mulder, 'concord is "the syntagmatic equivalent of 

neutralization. Neutralization, on the paradigmatic level is 

intuitively similar to concord on the syntagmatic level, but 

one does not necessarily imply the other" (Mulder 1968). 

As for the prerequisites for the establishment of concord, 

there are, mutatis mutandis, the same as those for the 

establishment of neutralization which have already been 

mentioned in chapter X dealing with 'neutralization' and the 

larchiphoneme'. 

By consistently using the concepts 'distributional unit' 

and 'position', Mulderp for instancep establishes four 

positions in Pekingese. "These are: (el) first explosive, 

(e2) second explosive., (n) nuclear, (i) implosive.. As a 

result of a suspension of contrastive function between phonemes 

within the distributional unit (syllable)' in the positions 

mentioned, Mulder establishes five archi-positions for the 

"over-all system for the different structural types of 

syllable (distributional units) in ]Pekingese" as can be seen 

in his diagram reproduced overleaf. 

Mulder statL that "the syllable in Pekingese happens to 
coincide with a distributional unito i. e. a phonological unit 
within which the distribution of phonemes can be described 
completely and exhaustively" (Mulder 1968). 
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el e2 n 

E n 

el N 

el e2 
m 

el m 

Ill. 
Following Mulder's symbolization, the symbols in the diagram 

should read as follows: (E) = (ele2)9 (N) = (e2n), (M) = (ni), 

( EJ) = (el e2n) and (M)' = (e2ni) (Mulder 1968) . 
To show how the concepts 'concord' and farchi-position' 

work, it would be helpful to apply them to one or two cases 

in English. But before doing that, it is important first of 

all, to say a few words about the 'distributional unit' and 

the 'positions' in English since their understanding is 

necessary for the establisIment of 'concord' and 'archi- 

position'. As already seen in section (ii) in this chapter, 

. 
the maximum extension of the distributional unit in English 

covers eight positions i. e. pre-explosivet first explosive, 

second explosivat nuclear, first implosiVep second implosive, 

third implosive, post implosive. Following Mulder and 

Hurren let us, for convenience sake, refer to these 

positions as 1) pre, 2) e 
't 3)-e 2,4) 

n. 5) 11 6) 123 7 

8) pos. As d1ready shown in the aforementioned sectionp an 

Mulder, J. W. F., and H. A. Hurren, "The English vowel phonemes 
from a functional point of view and a statement of their 
Distribution "La Linguisticlue, 1968, ' -60. -PI.. PP-43 
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instance of a distributional unit in which all these positions 

are filled is the form /sKraNblz/ 'scrambles' which can be 

expressed as(pre,, /s/); (e I 
, 
IKI); (e 2 

, 
/r/); (n. /a/); 

2 (13. (i (i 
p/b/); /]/) and (pos,, /z/). The fact that 

all these positions can be filled by phonemes does not imply 

that they are always filled by phonemes. There aret namely, 

cases where positions can be filled by zero. Such an 

instance, to quote Mulder and Hurren again 
12 is the form 

I /tuelfOS/'twelfths'. which has (prep/zero/); (e 
, 
/t/); etc. 

Having explained the concepts ldistribuýional unit' and 
'position' with specific reference to English, let us return 

once more to the concepts 'concord' and larchi-position' 

and see how they operate. It should however., be noted that 

an archi-position implies-concord (in a negative way), but not 

vice-17ersa. "Suspension of contrast can obtain between any 

two or three adjacent (but only adjacent) positions" (Mulder 

1968), and which leads to the establishment of an "archi- 

position". An example of an archi-position is that filled 

by the phoneme If/ in /flaitS/ 2 (flights) which stands in the 

archi-position E, representing a suspension of contrast between 

the pre-explosive and first explosive positions. ' This is 

because, as mentioned earlier, its occurrence in this par- 

ticular position precludes the occurrence of other phonemes. 

That is to says in this context, no other phonemes can occur 

either between the If/ and /l/ phonemes or before the If/ 

phoneme itself. 

Ibid. 

2 ISI is an archiphoneme designating the suspension of the 
voiced-unvoiced opposition between the phonemes /z/ and /q/. 
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PART II 

THE YULU LANGUAGE 

(i) Aim of the chapter 

The aim of this chapter is to give some general background 

information about Yulu - the language whose phonological 

analysis we are concerned with in this thesis. This intro- 

duction is particularly important since the language is little 

known to outsiders. For one thing, as will be seen later 

in section (iv), there has been, so far, virtually no 

linguistic research done on the language. Although this 

introduction will necessarily have to be sketchy, it will, 

nevertheless, cover wide areas as, for instancep the impli- 

cationSof the term 'Yulu',, where the language is spoken, 

sub-dialect of research and prior linguistic work done, 

approximate number of speakers, and finally the language family 

to which Yulu belongs, within the context of the classifi- 

cation of African languages as a whole. 

(ii) The implications of tho term 'Ytiliil 

The term 'Yulu' is first and foremost a tribal rather 
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than a linguistic term and it should be with this consider- 

ation in mind that the word should be understood. But 

because it is quite a widespread practice on a larger scale 

today, not only in Africa, but also in other parts of the 

world to identify a language with the tribe or nation which 

speaks itp the language is also known an 'Yulu'. The term 

'Yulu' as used here should also be understood to be the 
I 

original name which the tribe has given to itself 

(iii) Where rand by whom snoken 

The Yulu language is spoken today in two neighbouring 

African countries - in the Central African Republic (formerly 

French Equatorial Africa) and in the Republic of the Sudan. 

In the former, it is spoken in the sub-prefecture of the 

Ouande-Djale mainly by the Yulu tribe itself. In the 

Sudan, things are somewhat different. Other tribes, i. e. the 

Binga (pronounced biý a) and the Kara speak it as viell. 

Yulu is spoken in two areas in the Sudan - in and aroLd the 

Various other names are sometimes given to-a tribe, for 
instance by Europenn administrators, to act as official 
names,,, etc, Santandrea had recognized the fact of Yulu 
retaining its original name when he says "This is almost the 
onl tribe that is known under its original name: Yulu". 

2 
(sanýýdýea 1964) 
Ouande-Djald is supposed to be the original home of the 
Yulu. As to how some of the Yulu came to the Sudan towards 
the end of last century, there are two conflicting versions. 
According to oral tradition, some of the tribe had to leave 
the Central African Republic as a result of the war against 
the invading French concluerorn. But Santandrea (Santandrea 
1964) thinks it was as a result of inter-tribal war with the 
Banda tribe that some of the Yulu had to leave. To strike 
the balance, Tucker (Tucker 1933-35) considers the presence 
not only of the Yulu but also of the Binga, Kara... etc. as 
an overall flow from tribes in Central African Republic. 
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Sh9vis the position of the Sudan and -the Central 
African Republic in Africa. 
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Rodom area in South-Western Darfur province mainly by the 

Binga and the Kara, and in the Raga district of the Bahr el 

Ghazal province of the south Sudan by the Yulu and the 

neighbouring Binga and Karal. See (maps 1 and 2). 

Yulu and Binga are, however, mutually intelligible. 

The degree of mutual intelligibility between them is so high 

that they are better regarded not as separate languages but 

closely related dialects. This similarity was recognized as 

far back as 1928 by the Rejaf Language Conference which grouped 

Yulu and Binga as one language. (See section (iv) for details 

of the Rejaf Language Conference. ) Other foreigners who 

had been in the area recognized this fact as well and notable 

amongst them was Santandrea about whom much will be said in 

section (iv). He mentioned the similarity between Yulu and 

Binga in t,;., o of his writings from where I quote the following: 

"Their languages have much in common: indeed Binga and Yulu 

may be said to represent two dialects (or varieties) of the 

same language. All circumstances seem to point to a 

common origin" (Santandrea 1964). "Yulu and Binga may be said 

to have the same'language., for the differences between them 

are absolutely negligibld, not even enough to form two dialects 

of the sa-, rr-- landuage" (Santandrea 1970). Still dwelling on 

the similarity between Yulu and Binga, Santandrea concludes 

by saying that, of the two, Yulu is the "standard form" 

(Santandrea 1970). As will also be seen later in bection (vi)., 

the section dealing with the classification ofAfrican languages, 

This should not be taken to mean that Yulu is the dominant 
language of this area. Although many languages are spoken 
here, Yulu is still to be reckoned with - though Kraisli yjas 
the language chosen later after the Rejaf Conference to be 
the language of instruction in this area. 
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TuCker and Bryan consider Yulu and Binga not as separate 

languages, but dialect clusters and Greenberg even goes 

further to consider the two as one language with Binga being 

dialectally different from Yulu; and their conclusions are 

based on the marked similarity between Yulu and Binga. 

Although the Kara language is different from either YulU 

or Binga -a fact also noted by Santandrea who says "Kara, 

though closely allied to Yulu-Binga, exhibits obvious 

characteristics of its ovm*,,. " (Sandandrea 1970) - the Kara 

have to still use Yulu as a linITtia francR because., ýadminis- 

tratively, they form a unit with the Binga the immediate 

neighbours of the Yulu. These three tribes. are so much 

linguistically and culturally integrated today that-the 

common nomenclature by which other tribes call them is Iýulul. 

(iv) Sub-dialect of research and T)rior linp: uistic viork 

The sub-dialect chosen here for research is. that spoken 

in the Raga district. The principal reasons for the choice 

of this sub-dialect are twofold: First, the writer is 

especially knowledgeable in this particular sub-dialect chosen 

as he was born and raised in the region where the sub- 

dialect is spoken. Second, all the data collected for 

analysis have either been obtained from speakers in this 

region or from speakers who originally come from this area. 

As mentioned earlier (Viz section (i)) in this chapter, 

there is in fact very little lingifistic literature on Yulu. 

The only sub-clialect of the language which does have a 
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literature is the one chosen here for research The only 
2 work that exists on it today is that written by Santandrea 

His linguistic research was, however, restricted to grammar 

and was based on the classical Latin tradition. Although he 

has devoted only a single book to Yulu grammar amongst so many 

of his writings (Santandrea 1970), this can, nevertheless, 

still be regarded as a major contribution when considered in 

the context of the complex linguistic situation of the South 

Sudan as a whole. The number of languages spoken in this 

region appears to be between thirty and fifty or more3. 

Moreover, Yulu was not one of the languages recommended by 

the Rejaf Language Conference4. Although Santandrea's book 

As for the Rodom sub-dialectq whose area the writer became 
acquainted with in the course of his visit there, there exists 
no literature on it whatsoever. This is equally true for 
the Cuande Djal(ý sub-dialect as it is the official policy 
of the Central African Republic to direct all its efforts 
and resources to Sango - the linqua franca of the country. If 

there had existed any literature, the writer would no doubt 
have acquired some since the Sudan Embassy tried to use itp 
good offices, but without success. So every indication seems 
to point to the fact that there exists no literature.. 

2 Rev. Fr. Stefano Santandrea, now retired in Rome, is a 
Catholic priest who has lived in the Bahr el Ghazal province 
for more than a decade or two. In the course of his missionary 
work there, he carried out linguistic research hnd wrote 
much on the languages of this area. 

3 In a place with such a complex linguistic situation like the 
Southern Sudang it is left to the individual's guess how 
many languages there are. So the writer's guess should not 
be taken as absolutely binding. The situation will be 
clarified when the Institute of African and Asian Studies, 
University of Khartoum completes its language survey of the 
Sudan, a task which is still in progress. 

4 This conference known as 'Rejaf Language Conference' acquired 
its name from Rejaf the place where it was held. It is a 
small town ifear Juba now the regional administrative 
capital of the Southern Sudan. 
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on Yulu grammar is fairly recent, the material was collected 

as long ago as the late forties and early fifties. 

The Rejaf Language Conferencet which was held in April 

1928, was called by the Sudan Government. At this conference 

Missionaries, Government officials etc. were present and the 

late Professor Viestermann, then Director of the International 

Institute of African Languages and Cultures (now International 

African Institute) was inivted as linguistic adviser. The 

objects of the conference were 
I: 

(1) To draw up a classified list of languages and dialects 

spoken in the Southern Sudan. 

(2) To make recommendations as to whether a system of group 

languages should be adopted for educational purposes and, 

if so, what languages would be selected as the group 

languages for the various areas. 

To consider and report as to the adoption of a unified 

system of orthography. 

To make proposals for co-operation in the production of 

textbooks; and the adoption of a skeleton graiýmaip reading 

books., and primers for general use. 

The languages originally chosen by the conference were: 
2 

Dinka, Nuer, Shilluk, Bari, Latuko and Zande Other languages, 

For further details of the aim, resolutions etc. of the 
conference, refer to the Report and Proceedings of the con- 
ference itself published by the Sudan Governmentp Khartoum 
1928. It is not within the scope of the thesis to dwell on 
this. Although its inclusion in this part of the thesis 
might sound petty to outsiders, it is of utmost importance to 
the Sudan, a. country plagued with language problems, where 
language planning is put in tiie forefront. Moreover,, it 
will help the reader to understand more about the situation 
of Yulu. 

2 The educational role of these languages was restricted to the 
lower grades of elementary education whereas English was used 
in the higher level of education as well as enjoying the 
status of official language. 
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i. e. Krcish, etc., a language also spoken in the Raga district, 

were later to be added to the list. It wasp therefore, the 

languages chosen by the conference which were to be thoroughly 

investigated. The so-called criteria for the choice of 

these languages were 
I: 

First, that dialects with practically no power of expression 

should be excluded;. 

Second, that if a language is spoken by a very small number of 

people it is impracticable to use it; 

Third,, that if two vernaculars are so closely related that 

people speaking one can, without serious difficultyp under- 

stand speakers of the other, one of the two should be adopted 

for educational purposes, 

As for the orthography chosen by the conference, it was 
2 that recommended by the International African Institute 

The basis of this script was and is still the Roman alphabet. 

The Institute however, introduced additional symbols from 

From the Report of the Proceedings of the Rejaf Language 
Conference, 1928. 

2 In its Memorandum No, I of 1927, rev. ed. 1930P Prnetical 
Ortho)7rarhy of African Lanpivapres. The Institute came into 
being as from July Ist,, 1926 and its objects according to 
its constitution were: "To study the languages and the cul- 
tures of the natives of Africa, to give advice and aid in the 
publication of studies on African languages, folk-lore and 
art; to constitute a bureau of information for bodies and 
persons interested in linguistic and ethnological and 
educational work in Africa... ctc. " (See its constitution for 
detailsý The Institute was instrumental in spreading its 
alphabet to other parts of Africa in advising the colonial 
governments i. e. British, French ... etc. who were all in 
search of an appropriate script. As will also be seen later 
in section ývi)p the Institute contributed a lo. t towards-the 
classification of African languages by producing the series 
of volumes under the general title of Handbook of African 
Languages. 
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phonetic script to the original Roman alphabet in order to 

cater for certain sounds which could not be adequately covered 

by the Roman alphabet. This phonetic script was based on, 

that originally proposed by the-Association Phonetique 

Internationale. It was this script which was to be used not 

only for the languages chosen by the conference but for other 

languages as well, i. e. Yulu etc. which was not chosen by the 

conference. To conclude this section, it would be fair to 

say that fully-fledged language policy and linguistic research 

started in earnest in the South Sudan immediately after the 
I Rejaf Conference This should not however., be taken to 

imply that linguistic work had not existed prior to the Rejaf 
2 Conference 

(v) A-pproximate number of speakers 

Given the wide geographical area where Yulu isrpoken, 

it is extrcmely difficult to give even a rough estimate. I 

shall., therefore, confine myself to the sub-dialect under 

research. Even here the problem ib complicated by the fact 

In fact Dr.. and now (retired) Professor A. N, Tuckerv Pro- 
fessor of Bantu and Sudanic languages in the School of Oriental and African Studiesp London, was employed as Lin- 
guistic Expert by the Sudan Government in 1929-31 to carry 
out the decision of Rejaf Conference by studying the main 
group languages and applying the new alphabet to the writing 
of the various languages. 

2 There did exist isolated linguistic work done by various 
individuals and Christian missionaries. See details in 
Stevenson, R. C. "The Significance of the Sudan in Linguistic 
Research Past, Present and Future" in Sudanin AfrJcn. (ed. ) 
Yusuf Fadl Hasan, University of Khartoum Press, 19VIa 
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that, as mentioned earlier in section (iii) in this chapter, 

the language is spoken not only by the Yulu, but also by the 

neighbouring Binga and Kara. Furthermore, the only available 

figures from which the statistics have been quoted were those 

taken from the tax-payers listi. Just taking examples at 

random to illuntratc, what I mean, the Rejaf Conference of 1928, 

for instance, puts the combined number of Yulu and Binga at 

2,700 whereas Tucker a few years later puts the figures for 

Yulu, Binga and Kara at 1,, 12Lt/638 and 328 respectively (Tucker 

1933-35). And Santandrea (Santandrea 1963). quoting also from 

the tax-payers list (that of 1953) pats Yalu, Binga and Kara 

at 301/234 and 87 respectively. As recently as 1971, the 

authors of Current Trends 2 have put the numbers of Yalu in the 

Sudan at 1500 and of Binga at 1000. Whatever the controversy 

that might arise with regard to the number of speakers, the 

importance of these languages lies more in their existence as 

a connecting link of apontinuation of the language family 

rather than in their number of speakers. This fact has been 

put by Santandrea as follows: "the importance of these 

languages dependst more than on the number of tribesmen by 

whom they are spokeng on the role which they play forming 

as they do a link between the furthest'rings of a long big 

chain: the Sara-Bagirmi-Bongo group" (Santandrea 1970). It 

As is well known, tax-payers lists are,, of course, the most 
unreliable source of population census. Talking particularly 
of this area, it used not to include womenp unmarried adults, 
and even children as they were not legally required to pay 
tax. Taking a household of say, ten people, the only person 
to be registered in this family would be the head of the 
household who pays the tax. Evan A. N. Tucker the then 
Linguistic Expert employed byýthe Sudan Government was sceptical 
about the reliability of these figures and suggested that a 
fair estimate of tribal strength may be obtained by multiplying 
the number of tax-payers by five" (Tucker 1933-35). 

2 Current Trends in Linguisticso Vol. 7,, Linfmlstics in SlIb 

-Saharan Africe, (ed. ) Sabook., A. Top 1971P Mouton,, The Hague. 
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is the writer's ov, 7i estimate from all indications that the 

number of speakers of this particular sub-dialect under 

research may well range between 3,000-5)000- 

(vi) The lanpiiape family (or families) of Yulu 

Introduction 

As mentioned earlier, this concluding section on general 

background information about Yulu will concern itself with 

placing Yulu in its appropriate language family (or families). 

within the context of the classification of African languages 

as a whole. Given the scope of the present work (which is 

not meant to be devoted to the classification of African 

languages), such classification as is relevant and necessary 

will, understandably, not be exhaustive but brief and sketchy. 

So mention of the other language families will be en T)assant 

just to gýve the reader a general idea of African language 

families. ýorýdetails on the classification of African 

languages, reference can be made to the literature contained 

in the bibliography 1. 

I shall restrict myself to only two approaches used in 
2 the classification of African languages First, the approach 

Given such a vast field as African linguistics which is 
supposed to be the most complex in the world, it is impossible 
that these references are exhaustive, These arep however, 
those which the writer has been able to consult. 

2 The third approach known to the writer is Dr. David Dalby's 
treferential classification'. For details of this, refer to 
some of his writings, particularly Dalby 1966, 'Levels of 
relationship in the comparative study of African languages 
in Afr- LS7, PP-171-179 and Dalby 1970 'Reflections on 
the classification of African languages with special reference to the work of Sigismund Wilhelm Koelle and Malcolm Guthrie- 
in Afr LS lit PP-147-171. 
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followed in the International African Institute's series known 

under the general title of Handbook of African Lanpmagesl and 

related publications; the-particular ones ivhých will concern 

us here as far as the language family (or families) of Yulu 

is concerned are: Tucker and Bryan's Handbook of African 

Languages Part III - The Non-Bantu Lanquages of_North-Eastern 

Africa with a supplement on the Non-Bantu languages of Southern 

Africa by E. O. J. Westphal (1956) and its companion volume 

Linmiistic Analyses - The Non-Bantia Lanmino, *es of North- 

Eastern Africa with a supplement on the Ethigpic languages by 

Uolf Leslau (1966). And secondly, Greenberg's Langunges of I 

Africa (1963) and his most recent article 'Nile-Saharan and 

I'lleriotie'l. The reason for the choice of these two approaches 
2 

is that they are by far the most widely known and used 

Moreover,,, as will be seen later,, despite the differences in 

their methodology, their conclusions with regard to the 

language family (or families) of Yulu do not vary as much as 

might be expected taking into account the fact that the former 

approach is synchronic and typological in nature -wýer6as the 

latter is diachronic. 

In Current Trends in Lingmistics, Vol-7; LinmiisticZ in Sub 
Saharan Africa pp. 421-442, (ed. ) Sebeok, T. A. j, 1971s, Mouton. 
The Hague. 

2 This should not, however, be taken to mean that they go un- 
criticised. But despite the criticismsp no person so far, to 
the writer's knoviledgep has rejected them out of hand. For 

some of the reviews or criticisms sect for instance, Welmers. ' 

ces of Africa", W. B. (1963) Review of 'Greenberg's Langrusfr WORD 
19, pp. 407-416; Winston, P. D. D. (1966) 'Greenberg's classifi- 
cation of African Languages' Afr LS7, pp. 160-170; I'lestermann, ' 
D.,, 'African-linguisti$ classification' AFRICA 22.. (1952) 
250-256; Fodor, Istvan 'The Problems in the Classification 
of African Langrua7es - YethodnJ_QZJ_=I_an I-. nI rnrnll 

jfJ_Qa: L! on S 
_s_j, ons concQ the Clasl., s - ystem of Joseph H, Grej'nber; z. 
Center for Afro-Asian Research of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences - Third ed. 1969 and KShler, 0., 'Review of A. N. 
Tucker and IIII. A Bryan's Linguistic Anal_vnes (1966) in J Afr L 
Vol. 6, part 3; (1967).. PP-258-291. 
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But before we carry on with the abovementioned approaches, 

it is appropriate at this juncture to explain first of all the 

dichotomy of Bantu versus Non-Bantu since this iS an important 

distinction followed not only in the series of the Handbook 

of African Dincruap-es but also by many African linguists before 

proceeding with further subdivision of either the Bantu or 

the Non-Bantu languages Furthermore, it will help-the 

reader to understand more about the language family (or 

families) of Yulu since Yulu is a member of the Non-Bantu 

languages of North-Eastern Africa (Tucker and Bryan 1956 and 

1966). 

(b) The dichotomy of Bantu versus Non"Bany 

The word 'Bantu' which has come to be accepted as a 

popular classificatory linguistic term by most, if not all, 
2 African linguists was first coined by W. H. I. Bleek 

As regards the date when Bleek first used the word, this 

is still an unresolved issue. Cole, for instancep thinks 

I Greenberg, as will be seen in section (d)t does not follow 
this approach. While accepting this dichotomy, he does not, 
however, allot Bantu langunýl, cs a separate language family. 
Instead, hp lumps them together with Non-Bantu languages 
into Niger-Kardofanian, one of his four major African lan- 
guage families. Furthermore, he considers that Bantu languages 
constitute a subsection of the Niger-Congo, a branch of the 
Niger-Kordofanian. 

2 
114H. I. Bleek, a South African Scholar, was according to Knappert 
(Knappert 1970) born in Berlin in 1827 and died in Cape Town 
in 1875. Knappert says that the single factor which in- 
fluenced Bleek to arrive at the term 'Bantu' was the fact he 
was born in Germany and was taught by Alexander von Humboldt. 
That von Humboldt's book which had the trost influence not 
only on Bleak but also for a generation of German linguists 
was Uber die Verschiedenheit des menschlichen Sprrnchbatis, 
Darmstadt, 1949. That the other linguist who influenced 
Bleek was Karl Richard Lopsius (1810-84). 
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that he first used it in 1857 (Cole ig6g). Welmers on the other 
hand thinks he first used it in 1862 (Welmers 1965); whereas 
Silverstein thinks he first used it in 1858 (Silver 

, stein 

1968)... etc. But whatever the controversy triat might con- 

tinue as far as the date is concerned, the most important thing 

to note is the fact that the word itself has come to stay and 

will continue to be a valid classificatory term and, to quote 

Welmers, 11 
... has enjoyed a universal acceptance rare in 

compara tive linguistics" (Welmers 1965). 

The word 'Bantu' as first used by Bleek, to quote just 

a few sources, was "to denote all the classifying languages 

of sub-equatorial Africa" (Knappert 1970). Knappert., 

however, goes on to say that Bleek had taken the word 'Bantu' 

from the Nguni word 'Abantul meaning 'people' - Nguni being 
I 

one of the languages Bleek had studied Knappert's thesis 

is supported by some of the Bantuists; Cole 2, for inntance 

states., "It is used of people who speak a particular type 

of language, so it has assontially a linguistic, and not a 

racial or cultural connotation" (Cole 1969). Having traced 

the origin and meaning of the term, 'Bantu't it is now time 

that the main linguistic differences between Bantu and-Non- 

Bantu langua&s be given. 

The main linguistic differences between Bantu and Non- 

Guthrie, LT.., thinks that Bleek had taken the word 'Bantu' 
from Xhosa. For further details see Guthrie (1948) The 
Classification of Bnntu Lan, 7, uarres, Oxford. 

2 Cole, D. T. is a professor of Bantu languages in the University 
of Witwaterorand, Johannesburg. Cole (1909) as cited here 
is his Inaugural lecturep delivered on September 2.1955 
and published by the Witwatersrand University Press in 1957 
but because of' continuous demand, it was therefore published 
in Afr 

rS 
No. 3 (1969) which is the basic source for the 

wriý`er s access. 
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Bantu languages lie mainly on tlýe grammatical plane since 

most Bantu languages, like Non-Bantu languages, are "tonal - 

those which are not tonal like Swahili, are linguae francae" 

(Tucker 1940). Grammatical features such as gender, concord, 

prefix, plurality are prevalent in Bantu languages whereas 

these features are not common in. the Non-Bantu languages. 

These differences have been put by Cole in the following 

manner: "Bantu languages are identified by three main 

characteristics. First, common word roots....; Second, 

the division of nouns into a number of claspes, With dis- 

tinctive singular and plural prefixes - anything from four or 

five to fifteen such classes per language; Third, every 

word in a Bantu sentence which is grammatically related to a 

noun shows that relationship by means of a prefix or concord, 

which is commonly alliterative in nature" (Cole 1969). Even 

as far back as 1930, Warmelo had characterisdd the differences 

between the Bantu and the Non-Bantu languages in the following 

way: "Talcing the continent of Africa as a whole, we find on 

the one hand the huge, yet marvellously homogenous and compact, 

body of the Bantu languages, clear-cut in structurep simple 

and transparent in phonology, and, at the back of much of 

apparent diversity, exceptionally uniform in vocabulary, 

On the other hand there are in Africa numerous other 

languages of various type, which differ so much amongst each 

other that they have not yet been brought under any but the 

very broadest of classification" (Viarmelo 1930). For further 

details concepning the differences between Bantu and Non- 

Bantu languages, reference can be made to the literature 
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contained in the bibliography since this falls outside the 

scope of the thesis. 

Having stated - if briefly - the main differences 

between the Bantu and the Non-Bantu languages, it is important 

to emphasize here that, in spite of the clear-cut linguistic 

differences between them, it should not also be taken fpr 

granted that there exists a clear demarcation line between, 

them - for although it is generally accepted today that most 

of the Bantu languages are spoken in the Southern part of 

Africa, there are, nevertheless, Non-Bantu liýnguages also 

spoken there as, for instance, by the Bushman, Hottentots... 

etc. Cole has, however, tried to demarcate the northern 

limit of the Bantu languages as follows: "It runs roughly 

from the eastern boundary of Nigeria on the west coast., above 

the Congo River and Lake Victoria, to a point near the mouth 

of Tana River, north of Mombasa, on the east coast" (Cole 

1969). 

Lastly but not least, if any comparative numerical study 

, es were to be made, i. e. of the Bantu of the African languair 

vis a vis the Non-Bantu languagcs, it is most likely that 

the Non-Bantu outnumber the Bantu languages. This will, 

of course, hold true if, we accept the present figures given 

about African languages which have variously been estimated 

at "eight hundred or so distinct languages" (Cole 1969) or 

even at "a thousand languages Or so" (Fodor 1969) ... etc. 

For details on the Non-Bantu languages of Southern Africa, see 
for instanc6 E. O. J. Westphal's supplement on the Non-Bantu 
languages of Southern Africa in Tuckcr and Bryan (1956) 
and also by the same author his article (1962) 'A Re- 
classification of Southern African Non-Bantu languages' in 
JAfr 1, Vol. l., Part 1, pp. 1-8, 
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The number of Bantu languages amongst the above hao been put 

at "250 or more" by Cole, (Cole 1969). 

(c) Tucker and Bryan' s classification 

As mentioned earlierp Yulus according to Tucker and 

Bryan (1956 and 1966), is a member of the Non-Bantu languages 

of North-Eastern Africa. As for the method of classifi- 

cation adopted by Tucker and Bryanf it is based on the 

technique devised for the purpose by the Linguistic Advisory 

Committee of the International African Institute 1. Con- 

trary to Greenberg (see next section) who starts from a higher 

level of classification, the system devised by the Institute 

starts the classification viith the individual language, which 

is regarded as the basic unit ofclassification,, and not with 

the language area. Individual languages which have 

similarity with each other are grouped together into a larger 

group called the 'language group' and 'language groups' which 

show similarity to each other are in turn grouped into a 

larger group called the 'larger unit'. Because of its 

methodology, this approach is known amongst its adherents iLs 

the '_low-level classification'. For our'prosent classifi- 

cation, these three units are the most relevant. For the 

other units of classification, reference can be made to the 

reco-mmendation of the Institute 2. 
, The criteria for grouping 

AFRICA (The. Journal of the International African Institute) 
vol. 16., No. 3 (1946) PP-156-159- It is also the methodology 
followed by the other authors of the other Hnndbook of 
African Lan7waaes and related publications all published 
under the auspices of the International African Institute. 

2 Ibid. 
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individual languages into flanguage groupst and 'language 

groups' into 'larger units' are., as mentioned earliero 

synchronic in nature - though with much typological overtone 

(for details of the typological criteria used here, refer to 

Tucker and Bryan)'. But to give the reader some idea of 

these features.. they have been arranged under fifteen 

headings, some of them being: phonetic, tone and stress, 

word shape, structural elements i. e. number., gender, case 

verb conjugation, negation.... etc. 

Applying the above concepts, i. e. basic 
. 

unit, typological 

criteria and sometimes extralinguistiC factorsp Tucker and 

Bryan regarded Yulu and Binga as a basic unit - though of a 
2 dialect cluster Moving upwards, Yulu and Binga along with 

Kreish dialect clusters ... etc. are grouped into the 'Kreish 

langua ge ýroup'. The 'Kreish language group' along with 

other language Voups are in turn grouped into the larger 

unit - the 'Bongo-Bagirmi languages' whicht to quote Tucker 

and Bryqn (1956), "are spoken over a wide area extending from 

the South-western part of the Sudan across the Cent-ral African 

Republic to Lake Chad". It was with this aspect in mind that 

I previously mentioned the importance of Yulu in section (v) 

as depending less-on its number of speakers, and more on its 

being in the continuation of a long chain of related languages - 

the Sara-Bagirmi-Bongo group. 

Tucker, A. N. and Bryan.. M. A. (1966) Linguistic Anal. Vsf, -. -, 
Non-Bantu lanquages of North-Eastern Africa with a supplement 

on the Ethiopic languages by Wolf Leslau, Oxford. 

2According to-the recommendations of the International African 
Institutev the term 'dialect cluster' is used for "a number 
of dialects, no one of which appears to dominate". Compare 
this with Santandrea (Santandrea 1970) who of the two - Yulu 
and Binga, considers Yulu to b6 the "standard form". As 
will also be seen in the next sectionp Greenberg considers 
Binga only dialectially different from Yulu (Greenberg 1971). 
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The Bongo-Bagirmi, the larger unit under whioh Yulu 

falls, along with other larger units fall into Tucker's 

'Eastern Sudanic' group of langua,,,, cs. (Tucker 1940). The word 

'Eastern Sudanic' was used by Tucker "primarily in a 

geographical sense" (Tucker 1940). He had coined the word 

at the time to counterbalance Vlestermann'n 'Western Sudanic' I. 

In spite of his geographical claim, Tucker, however, goes on 

to postulate sixteen criteria for what constitutes a Sudanic 

language as such. (For details of these criteria see * 

Tucker 1940)0 but some of them are: monosyllabic, tonal, 

isolating, no grammatical gender.... etc. 

Lastly, these 'Eastern Sudanic' languages which are 

mainly composed of languages of the South Sudan are, together 

with the other Non-Bantu languages of Eastern Africa, the 

core of Tucker and Bryan's Non-Bantu languages of North- 

Eastern Africa (Tucker and Bryan 1956 and 1966). 

(d) Greenberols Classification 

Greenberg's Languages of Africa (1963) is an expanded 
2 

and revised version of his earlier work As mentioned 

Vlestermann, D., 19? 7, 
-Die 

Westlichen Sudansprachen (Und ihre 
Beziehungen zum Bantu M. S. 0. S. Beiheft (Jahrag 30» de Gruyter. 

2 Greenberg's Lansuages of Africa (1963)v Bloomington and the 
Hague also as JJM 29, No. 1 (1963)p is the culmination of 
work embarked on Yin the late forties, appearing first as a 
series of eight articles in the southwestern Journj of 
Anthropology 5: 79-IOOP 190-98p 309-17 (1949); -63.. 
143-60,223-37,388-98 (1950) and 10: 05-15 (1954T. These 
articles werl later published in a monograph as Undies in 
African LinpuistIc Qnssification in 1955, Now Haven. it 
was this monograph which was ultimately revised, expanded 
and appeared as Lanjunqes of Africa. 
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earlier, the method of classification adopted by Greenberg is 

the diachronic approacho i. e. tracing the genealogical re- 

lationship that exists between languages. As he states in 

chapter one of his above-mentioned bookv he uses three criteria 

for his classification: "The first of these is the sole 

relevance in comparison of resemblances involving both sound 

and meaning in specific forms. The second principle is that 

of mass comparison as against isolated comparisons between 

pairs of languages. The third is the principle that only 

linguistic evidence is relevant in drawing conclusions about 

classification". For a fuller discussion of Greenberg's 

methodologyp refer also to his book Essays in Lin7uistics I 

In essence, what Greenberg does here, to quote Welmers, is 

"to apply the principles of comparative and historical 

linguistics, as they had been established in such fields as 

Indo-European and Semitic languages to the languages of Africa" 

(Welmers 1965). 
Applying the above stated criteria to the classification 

of African languages, Greenberg arrives at an overall genetic 

class . ification of African languages into four major language 

families - the Niger-Kordofanian, Nilo-Saharanp- Afro-Asiatic 

I 
Greenberg, J H; V Rssqvs in Lin7u1stic especially PP-35-45 
(Chicago, 19; 7 
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and Khoisan 1. All these four major language families are in 

turn further subdivided into branches, groups and ultimately 

into sub-groups, the smallest unit beyond which no further 

classification can take place. . Since the major language 

family of which Yulu is a member is the 'Nilo-Saharan', I 

shall concentrate on the further subclassification of this 

family. (For the other families, refer to Greenberg himself 

since these fall outside our scope. ) Concerning the - 

geographical location of this language familyp Greenberg 

defines it as falling "east and north of the vast, Niger-Congo 

branch of Niger-Kordofanian and covering much of the Eastern 

Sahara, the Upper Nile'Valley and country northp east-and 

southeast of Lake Victoria in East Africa. Languages of 

this family are likewise spoken in the North-eastern part of 

Congo Kinshasa and further west in the basin of the Chari- 

River. The extreme western outlier is the Songhai of the 

Niger Valley in west Africa" (Greenberg 1971). 

The Nilo-Saharan family is divided into six branches and 
2 

the branch to which Yulu belongs is the Chari-Nile The 

Compare this with his earlier articles entitled 'Studies in 
African linguistic classification in the Southwestern Journal 
of Anthropology where 321 African languages were classified 
into 1ý families, reduced to twelve in, the final article in 
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology,, 10: 405-15 (1954) and 
then finally to the four above where more languages were 
later included. As mentioned earlier, Greenberg, while 
accepting the Bantu-Non-Bantu dichotomy, does not allot 
Bantu languages a separate language family. Instead, he 
lumps them together with the Non-Bantu languages of West 
Africa into the Niger-Kordofanian and where he also considers 
them to constitute a subsection of the Niger-Congo, a branch 
of his Niger-Kordofanian. The Khoisan family covers most 
of the Non-Bantu languages of Southern Africa; whereas the 
Afro-Asiatic covers language group - Semitic, Berber, the 
extinct Ancient Egyptian, the Cushitic Languages of East 
Africa... etc. 

2 The other branches are: Songhai, Saharan, Maban, Fur and 
Konan. For details of these branches, see Greenberg's 
article 'Nilo-Saharan' and 'Meriotic' in Curront Trends in 
Linguistics Vol-7v Pp. 421-442 (ed. ) Sebeokv12, A. P197T. Mouton* 
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Chari-Nilc itself consists of four subgroups and the subgroup 

to which Yulu belongs is what Greenberg terms 'Central 

Sudanic Greenberg's 'Central Sudanic' is further sub- 

divided into six and the group to which Yulu belongs is the 

'Bongo-Bagirmil which coincides with Tucker and Bryan's scheme 

mentioned"in'_the last section 
2. 

ý Contrary to Tucker, and Bryan 
I 

who, group Yulu and Binga as a dialect cluster as well as 

grouping the Yulu-Binga dialect cluster with the 'Kreish 

language group'p Greenberg considers Yulu as constituting 

a separate sub-group of its own within the 'Bongo-Bagirmilp 

with Binga,, being only dialectically different from Yulu, 

and Kara being included in the Sara-Bagirmi, (Greenberg 19703. 

(e) Conc3msion 

In conclusionp it would be fair to say thatp in spite 

of their methodological differences as already mentioned 

earlier, there is, nevertheless, more agreement than dis- 

agreement between the Tucker-Bryan and Greenborg approaches 

This is Tucker's 'Eastern Sudanic' mentioned in the last 
section (Tucker 1940). Westermann had earlier expressed 
his preference for the retention of Tucker's 'Eastern Sudanic' 
to Greenberg's 'Central Sudanic' AFRICA 22j, (. 1952) pp, 250-56. 
The other subgroups of Greenberg's Chari-Nile are: Eastern 
Sudanicv 'Kunama' and Berta. 

2 The other subgroups of Greenberg's 'Central Sudanb' are 
Kreish, Moru-Madit Mangbetu, Ylangbutu-Efe, and Lendu. 

3 The other subgroups of Greenberg's 'Bongo-Bagirmi' are: ' 
Bongo-Baka and Sara-Bagirmi. Greenberg in Lanýyiagýes of 
Africa had like Tucker and Bryan put yuju, Kara and Binga 
into one sub-group. 

4 
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I 
as can be seen from the somewhat simplified diagram below 

Tucker & Bryan 

The Non-Bantu Languages 

of North-Eastern Africa 

4. lEastern Sudanic 

jL 

3. 
[Bongo-Bagirmi 

JKreish Language 

IYulu-Binga 
(Dialect cluster 

Greenberp 

The Nilo-Saharan 

2. Chari-Nile 

3. 
lCentral 

Sudanic 
I 

14. 

V 

Yulu (with Binga 
being dialectically 

different) 

It is simplified because the other vari6' 
not been indluded. This is becausev as 
in the beginning of this chapter, we are 
the o44., ý. er language families as they fall 
of the present work. 

us branches have 
already mentioned 
not concerned with 
outside the scope 
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CHAPTER I 

The 'Phonemes of Yulu and their realizations 

I. Introduction 

This chapter will be concerned with establishing the 

identity of each phoneme in Yulu, its distinctive function 

as well as the main types Of the realization of the phoneme 

concerned. The same will be done for the arýchiphonemes. 

The order in wtlich the phonemes are presented is roughly 

based on the over-all system tabulated at the end of the 

chapter. The archiphonemes are then listed also in the order 

in which they appear on the table on page 159 . The super- 

scripts over ýhe forms refer to the three tones of Yulu. 

(See chapter V for detaills. ) As far as the statements of the 

realizations of phonemes and archiphonemes are concerned, it 

is worth stressing that these are, for purely practical reasons, 

restricted. This is as it should be becausep a description 

cannot under any circumstances claim to cover every aspect of 

the data. ýt must in one way or another be selective. In 

accordance with this and for our present purpose, we shall 

restrict ourselves to those aspects of speech-sound which in 

our opinion are conspicuous and which contribute to the 

descriptive adequacy of the data. MIulder and Hurren have 

expressed this in the foýllowing 

Mulder, J. S. F. and ji. A. Hurren 'TI,, e English vowel phonemes 
from a functional point of view and a statement of their 
distribution' Drn Linrruistirliiel 1968,1. 
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"Statements of realization are necessary in order to 
make possible the activation of the phonological 
description, i. e. to generate new data on the basis of 
the description. As the variety of speech-sounds in a 
language is infiniteone has, to make serious restrictions 
as to the degree of precision and detail. of those 
statements. What is brought in or left out is to a 
large extent dictated by practical considerations. VIC 
list what we note impressionistically and what strikes 
us as conspicuous. " 

Before we proceed to establishing the identity of the 

phonemes, their distinctive function... etc. p it is also worth 

mentioning that, if the phonemes of Yulu established here under 

the axiomatic functionalist approach were to be compared to 

t hose established under the International Afkcan Institute's 

approach (an approach which has long dominated the African 

field) it would undoubtedly be seen that those established 

here are fewer in number 
I. Of course, it is unlikely that the 

phoneme inventory of Yulu established under different approaches 

should turn. out to be the same; since the outcome of any 

part icular description is always dependent on the theory used. 

But as these differences in the number of elements-established 

night strike readers familiar with previous literature on 

Yulu as odd, the writer thought it appropriate to draw attention 

to this discrepancy at the beginning and to offer an explanation 

for it before proceeding any further with the phonological 

analysis of the language. 

The main reason for these differences springs out of the 

fact that, whereas the International African Institute, for 

instance, follows a phonetically-orientated approach towards 

Compare, with for instance, Santandrea 1970PBrief Grammar 
Oiitline of the Yiiln and Kars Lnrip-iia! ýes whose phoneme inventory 
is based on the International African Institute's model- 
Memorandum I PrRctical UrthoZr, 'vphy of African Languap, 'es, 
London, 1927, revised ed. 1930, which puts Yulu phonemes 

at 45. 
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establishing the notion 'phoneme', the axiomatic functional- 

ists, on the other hand, follow an 'abstract' and 'functional' 

approach. The phonetically-orientated approach of the 

International African Institute is clearly illustrated in 

its booklet Practical Orthograph-V 2f African Lans quafres f rom 

which I quote the following: 

It is to be hoped that the proposals here set forth, 
grounded as they are on scientific phonetic principles, 
may serve as a working basis and bring the ideals of 
unity and simplicity of writing nearer realization. 

The Institute's phonetically-orientated approach comes as no 

surprise if looked at from the point of view of the Institute 

itself, the setting where it was founded, and finally the 

background of its founding fathers as well as of those 

involved in working out the orthography. 

As far as the linguistic aim of the Institute was con- 

cerned., this was, as is evident from the title of its booklet 

mentioned above, to find a practical way of reducing African 

languages to writing. Because it was the general belief in 

England in those days that phonetics is the most practical 

subject, as is exemplified by Henry Sweet's letter below to 

the Vice-Chgncellor of Oxford University in 1902, it was 

not surprising that the Institute went on the search for 

phoneticians to devise the orthography. 

It My own subject, phonetics, is one which is useless. 
by itself, while at the same time it is the foundation 
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of all study ofl, ýanguage, whether theoretical or 
practical... etc. 

The Institute's attitude to phoneticians was clearly 

demonstrated by the appointment of the late Professor Wastermann2 

as one of its first two Directors, He was not only one of 

the Directors, but was also one of the founding fathers of 

the Institute, as well as the architect of the orthography, 

as he was charged with the responsibility of devising it. 

Moreover., thoug7h coincidentally, by the time that the 

Institute was founded in London in 1926, phonetics was already 

well founded particularly at University Collegep where Pro- 

fessor Daniel Jones was the Head of Department. Viestermann 

was, therefore, able to obtain the collaboration not only 

of Daniel Jones, but also of other British phoneticians like 

Firth, J. R., Pauers in Linquistics 1934-1951, Oxford, 1957. 
Sweet's letter was, however, in context-since phonetics as 
an academic discipline has always been more strongly represen- 
ted in Britain than any other branch of linguistics. For 
details, see, for instance, Abercrombiep D. 'Forgotten 
phoneticians'., TFIS 1948, also reprinted in his book, Studies 
in Phonetics and Linquistics, Oxford, 1965, PP-45-75; Firths 
J. R., 'The English school of phonetics', TPS 1946, also 
reprinted in his a-oers in Linmuistics above pp. 92-120; 
and Robins, R. H., 'General Linguistics in Great Britain 
1930-1960', Trends in Modern Linquistics, 1963, (ed. ) 
Mohrmann e. t al PP-11-35. 

2 The late Professor D. Westermann was Professor of African 
languages at the University of Berlin before his appointment 
in 1926 to the Directorship of the Institute. He was an 
authority as an Africanist and was also a former M4 ssionary 
in West Africa. As mentioned in Part 11 of the thesis, he 
was invited as linguistic Expert by the Sudan Government to 
attend the Rejaf Language Conference Of 1928 and to advise 
about a common orthography. Prior to that lie had in 1927 
travelled to the then Gold Coast (now GhanZ on the invitation 
of the Government to advise on the adoption ofa uniform ortho- 
graphy. For more on Viestermann and the work of the Institute 
in the early years after its foundationg see The Rt. Hon. Sir 
F. D. Lugard 'Institute of African Languages and Cultures' (as 
ýt then was) in AFRICA vol. 1.1928, pp. 1-12 and Edwin. V1. 
Smith 'The story of the Institute -a survey of seven years', 
AFRICA vol-VII 1934, pp. 1-27. 
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Mr. Lloyd James'. Dr. Alice Warner 2v the famous German Pro- 

fe',,,. sor C. Meinhof3 and Professor I. C. VIard4 of the School of 

Oriental Studicsý as it then was) and who was also co-author 

with riestermann of the- famous book Practical Phonetics for 

Stiidents of African Langiiafýe. s first published in 1933. This 

in brief is the background of the 1notitute's involvement 

with phonetics. 

As far as the axiomatic functionalist approach towards 

establishing the notion 'phoneme' is concernedv it is, as 

mentioned carlierp 'abstract' and 'functional, 5. The 

'functional' criterion is important because axiomatic 

I Mr. Lloyd James, was by then Head of Department of phonetics 
in the School of Oriental Studies of the University of London 
and secretary of the British Broadcasting Cor oration Com- 
mittee on spoken English (AFRICA vol. 1,1928Y. 

2 Dr. Alice Vierner was by then Professor of Swahili and Bantu 
languages at the School of Oriental Studies of London Uni- 
versity (AFRIC vol. 1t 1928p p. 259). 

3 Professor C. Meinhof was a Professor of African languages 
at Hamburg University and was Director of the Seminar fdr 
Afrikanische und Sdaseesprachen at that University (AFRICA 
vol. 1.1928, p. 259). 

4' I. C. Ward was a member of the teaching staff of the school 
from 1932 to her retirment in 1948 and Professor of West 
African languages from 1944, both in general phonetics, wherein 
her Phonetics of Fn_rr , lish is best known &nd in the linguistic 
study of the African languages. Also, according to Robins, 
it was because of 'Nard's work in the African field that the 
school'sname changed from the School of Oriental Studies 
to the School of Oriental and African Studies as from 1938 
(Robins, R. H., 'General linguistics in Great Britain 1930- 
1960', Trends in Modern Linqgistics,, 1963# (ed. ) Mohrmann 
et alp P-13-T_ 
por the axiomatic functionalist definition of the notion 
'phoneme' see chapter VI and for the 'abstract' approach 
to phonology, see chapter VII and for the detaýls for 
establishing the notion 'phoneme',, see chapter VIII, all 
of part I. 
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functionalism, seeing linguistic theory as a branch of 

somiotic theory, focuses its attention only on features which 

are 'functional' in the sense of each such feature being * 

"separately relevant to the purport of the whole of which it 

is,, a part" (Mulder 1968), the purport being communication. 

For an elbmcnt to be 'functional' it should be commutable 

with other element's or its absence (zero). That is,, it must 

be able to occur in its own right without being predetermined 

by the context. In the case of phonemes as 'functional' 

entities the distributional unit gives the framework for 

commutation. That is, a phoneme should be a 'minimum 

syntagmatic element' (definition of the phoneme from the 

syntagmatic aspect). It will, no doubt, be remembered from 

chapter XII section (ii) of part I that a position is defined 

as "a place in which a syntagmatic element can stand and is 

substitutable for a similar element or zero. One can regard 

it as a paradigmatic point on the syntagmatic axis" (Mulder 

1968). By consistent application of these criteriat axiomatic 

functionalism can greatly reduce the phoneme inventory of a 

language. This point has been'well put by Hervey from whom 

I quote the following': 

It is a matter of practical experience for those w-ho 
have worked with Mulder's phonology, that by consistent 
application of the notion 'position', phoneme inventories 
can often be reduced to appgoximately half the size 
given in other descriptions2p and the distribution of 
therse phonemes can be precisely stated in terms of their 
occurrence in T)ositions or grom)s of positions. 

S. G. J. Hervey "Mulder's Axiomatic Linguistics" A reply to C. 
Bailey's review in Language, vol. 46, No-3,, Lingun 28 (1972) 

pp-348-379. 

2 
See, for instance, Mulder, J. W. F. and H. A. Hurren 'The English 
vowel phonemes from a functional point of view and a statement 
of their distribution. La Ljn! 7uistique,, 1968,1... PP-43-60. 
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In order to illustrate the point that the phoneme inventory 

of a language established under the axiomatic functionalistst 

approach (or for that matter that of functionalists in general) 

is more economical than the phoneme inventory established 

under a'phonetic approach., let us take a couple qf examples 

from Yulu. Whereas the Institute, for instance, establishes 

lwl and /u/ as separate phonemes purely from the point of view 

of phonetic taxonomyv axiomatic functionalists regard Eu] 

and 
Cvvj 

as combinatory variants of the phoneme /u/, a decision 

consistent with their theory and with the data since it is not 

tFie case that the replacement of one by the other ever corres- 

ponds to a change in co=, unication. The adequacy of this 

solution becomes manifest when it is pointed out that the 
I-C. ýý 

phoneme /u/ is realized as Cwj in peripheral positions and as'*'v 
Euj in the nuclear position. Similarly, while Ci3 and 

[jjwould be treated as separate phonemes by the Institute's 

approachp functionalists would treat them as combinatory 

variants of the /i/ phoneme, Eij being the realization of 

/i/ in the *nuclear position and CJ3 in peripheral positions. - 

Given the phonetic approach of the Institute as outlined 

above, it can now be seen why phoneme inventories established 

under its approach should be larger in number. This is mainly 

becausep articulatory prionetiesp which has been the cornerstone 

of the Institute's approach does not study speech-sounds 

strictly from the point of view of the 'functional' role they 

fulfil in comr, ýunication, but is concerned with their differen- 

tiation through the study of the productive mechanisms of 

sounds. This should not, however, be taken to imply the fact 
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that some parts of phonetics are not linked to linguistics, 

for as mentioned earlier, even in 'axiomatic funational' 

theory parts of phonetics are linked to linguistics proper via 

the sign theory through the concept of 'allophony'. 

In conclusion, it can be said that, given the axiomatic 

functionalists' 'functional' and 'minimum syntagmatic element' 

criteria and the rigour with which these can be applied,, it 

is not surprising that the Phoneme inventory of a language 

established under its approach should contain fewer items when 

compared to other approaches - let alone the International 

African Institute's phonetically-orientated approach with 

Which we have been concerned in this section. 

2. The phoneme--/b/ 

This phoneme belongs to pos E and Pos 1. 

in pos B, it commutes with /p, 'b, O, kEpv'dphj3.. 4, ntu/ 

In pos I it commutes with /p, 'b, mb, 'd, z, snd, h,, ý,, V,, 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) b/p ' /ball/'he goat' va /pal 'Pstream' 

(b) b/'b /sib3/lto wash' ve /si'bl/'to untie' 

(C) b/v /bai 2 Pnew' ve /bai 2 /'big pot' 

(d) b/f /lob3/tdrum' ve /lofl/'to wrap" 

(0) b/rr, /ball/'he goat' ve /jrall/' in-lowt 

(f) b/m]D It it It V* /rýpall/l a whistle' 

(g) /lob3/t drum' ve /100 2 /'to shoutt 

(h) b/ko /ball/? he goatt vo /1ýpall/'Krcish' 

(i) b/d of It of ve /dz: tll/l f ish -. pear' 
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U) b/t /ball/'he goat' ve /tal I Pto teach' 

(k) b/'d It 11 it v 41 
/'dall/'razor blade' 

(1) b/d- /leb'/Ito lie, ve /lez Pto move' 

(m) b/s /ball/'he goat' V, /sal /'a bird' 

(n) b/n /ban'Pto delay' ve /nan /"himself' 

(0) b/V /bau 2/ 'bitter' V, /*au 2 Pleprosy' 

(P) b/g It it V* /gau 2 Pa crow' 

(q) b/k /bai 2 Pnew' V, /kai I /'millet' 

(r) b/h /bau 2 /'bitter' V, /hau 2 /'quickly' 

(S) b/ý /Sib3pto wash' V. /siý3/'scorpion' 

(t) b/O /ball/'he goat' V, /9-9all/' to whistle' 

(u) b /ban"/' to delay' V. /ýan 2 /'in the middle' 

(v) b /bau 2 /'bitter' V, 
1 

/, 5au 7'a string bag' 

(w) b/rj /bil d3p mortar' V* /jZft Id2/, to cook' 

b/ir 
1 

/bep /'finger nail V. 
1 /4ep 7'moon' 

(Y) b/g 2/1 /sab yam' V, 
1 /sa'g ; Psaliva' 

(Z) b/l /ban I^o delay' ve /lan 2 Pto arrive'. 

(a 1) b/r /tebl/'ground' ve Aer'Pstar' 

(bl) b/2 /. Libý/' to roast' V. /li'ZIP to 'give, 

(cl) b/i /lob3/ldrum' V, /loil/1 to drink' 

(d b/u /baly'ho goat' V, /uall/'orphan' 

(el) b/O /bis 1/1dog' V. /is I/'milk' 

Realizations of 

This phoneme is realized as 
[b] in all contexts. 

phonqTre n/ 

This phoneme belongs to pos E and pos I. 
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" 
0 

In pos E it. commutes with /b.. 'b,, e, ",, u/ ! gpnj, n 

In pos I it commutes with /b, 'b, m&, 'd, zps. rOph,, U 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(e) 

(r) 
(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 
(it) 

(1) 

(iii) 

(n) 
(0) 

(p) 

(q) 

(r) 

(s) 

(t) 

Cu) 

(v) 

P/b see: 2. a. 

p/lb /lap 2 Pto cry' vo 

P/v /Pil I /'cooking stand v. 

plf /lap 2 Pto cry, vo 

P/M /pall/'stream' ve 

P/Trob it ve 

P/0 It vo 

P/Iýp 
. p/d 

P/ t 

p/l d 

P/Z 

P/ s 

p/n 

p1nS 

p1g 

p/k 

p/h 

PM 

P/V 

P/ 15 

P/6 

H H V. 

V. 

It It V. 

/lap 2 Pto cry, vo 

it to of V. 

/pall/, stream' 

/laP2 Pto cry, 

/pall/' stream' 

/kap2/1 lake' 

/pallPstream' 

/n'ap 2 Pcommunal 

V, 

V, 

vo 

V, 

ve 

ve 

/lap 2/1 ' farming' 
V, , 

to c ry' 

/pall/' s-ILrcam' V. 

/kap 2 /'lake' V. 

It it ve 

/la'b 2/, to dance' 

/vill/la place of wor- 
ship' 

/laf 2 /'to go away 
angerily' 

1 /mal /'in-lovi' 

/m, ball/l a whistle' 

/Oall/1'type of small 
deer' 

/ýpai I /'Kreish' 

/dall/lfish spear' 

/tal 1/1 to teach' 

/la'd 
1 

/'to preserve' 

/jaz3/, to sweep, 

/sall/I a bird' 

/lan 2 /to arrive' 

/XLýal 2 /'hunger' 

/kag 2/1 tree' 

/kal 2/I 
one' 

rn ah 
I /'always' 

/laý 
i Priver' 

/ygall/l to whistle' 

/kaý 3 Psun' 

/kad /a person' 
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(W) p/ n /lap 2/1 to cry' 

W P/ 5 /kap2/'Iake' ' 

(Y) P/I 9 /lap 2 Pto cry' 
(Z) P/I /pal 1 

stream' 

(a 1 
p/r /lap 2 Pto cry' 

(b P/2 /lap 2 Pto cry' 

(C P/i /lap 2/ito 
cry, 

(dl) P/u 

(e I) P/ 0 '' 

Realizations of 

V* /lariX'/' to ripen' 

ve /kaS 2P 
whi te 

ve /la'gl/', to, be tired' 

V. /lall/I to swallow' 

V. 
I /lar Pto sing' 

V, /lall/' to be cold' 

V, /lail/I to curse' 

ve /lau'l hyena' 

ve /la3/'Somethingi 

This phoneme is realized as [p] in all, contexts. 

The rhoneme /lb) 

This phoneme belongs to pos E and pos I., 

In pos E it commutes with /b#poo, lEpy'd, hpý, gjxLýsen-jpu/, 

In pos I it commutes with 

rý-, Y-,, n, 9P ltr. 92 I ifu/ 

(iv) The-identity and distinctive function 'of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) 'b/b see: 2. b. 

(b) lb/p sec: 4. b. 

(c) 'b/v /lu'b 2 /'to find' vo /lUv 2 Pto send' 

(d) 'b/f /lo'bl/' to massage' V. Ilof P to wrap' 

(e) 'b/m /lu. 'b 2 /'to find' V. /lum 2 Pto enter' 

(f) 'b/rr3, ) ,p 
/snake' /n"a'bl/l persistent' V. /., i a, ý n2 

W 'b/g) 2 begging 2/, to runt /la'b /'to dance' V. /la*, 
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(h) 

(p) 

(a1) 

'b/kjjý /'ba'bl/I foot tracea' 

b/d /ma'b /'a blind ve 

tb/t Iý. perso /ko bYgrave' 
n' 

ve 
lb/'d /la'O' to dance' V. 
lb/z It of ve 

b/s Ve 
lb/n it ve 
'b/ro /lA/, to find' ve 
lb/g /; ýalbl/peraistent V, 

lb/k , /, 
begging' 

/kolb grave' Ve 

tb/h /gabl/tpersistent V. 
'b/I 2 begging' 

/-gu'b /'lazy' Ve 
'b/! V /'boll/'leather bagv. 

tb/-y /lu' b2 Pto find' V0 
lbIS /kutb 2/ta 

miraclet V. 
'b/4 /la'b 2 /'to dance' V. 

'b /h"' /lu! b 2/Ito find' V* 
'b/tg /1aIb. 2 /'to dance' V. 
lb/1 II ve 
tb/r II V* 
lb/i II ve 
lb/i II ve 
lb/u Vs 

'b/O ve 

AzpalTlProof 
supporter' 

/mad3/'a baboon' 

/kot 2 /'grinding stone' 
/la'd ; Pto preserve' 
/laz3/Ito sweep' 

I /las 71to stumble' 

/. Ian 2 /1 to arrive' 
/lurZq 2/, 

road 
2 /n"ag /'to hear' 

/kok 71a. cock' 

/5ahl/l always' 

/Xu93/' to bite'. 

/1501 2 /'elder' 

/I luX311 to milk' 

/kud 2 /'chest' 

/lael/'to ripen' 

/lufj2/j to smell' 

/la'gl/'to be tired' 

/lall/' to swallow' 

/larl/1 to singf 

/la7.1 /'to be cold' 
/lail/'to curse' 
/lau'Phyena' 

/la3/'Someth'ing' 

7. 
0 

RenliZations_of 

This phoneme is realized as a voiced bilabial ingressive 

in all contexts. 
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The phoneme /v/ 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

(d) 

(e) 

This phoneme belongs to pos eI and pos' 
2 

4'. 

In pos eI it commutes with /f, g, k, m, o, d, t, n, o, z, s,, 

In pos 12 it commutes with /fvgtk,, Q., V., d., tvY,, (YvKgYLPO 

The identity and distinctive function og this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

V/b see: 2, c. 

V/P see: 4. c 

V/lb see: 6. c. 

Vlf /Vul 2 /deep water' Vlf 

V/m " 
Vlnob 

V/pjl, b 

V/k, p 

v/d 

V/ t 

v/' d 

V/z 

V/ s 

v/n 

vlnq 

vIg 

v/k 

v/h 

V/1 

V/ 

/kav 2 /'ashes' ve 

/3 dav /'grandfather' V. 

/vill/lplace of ve 
2 worshi 

/vul /I deep water' 
p' 

V. 

/vukl/lfire' ve 

/vuv2/'bellow' ve 

/kav2/l ashes' ve 

it to V* 

/vu, 2/'deep 
water' v. 

/kav 2 /1 ashes' Ve 

/vuv 2 /'bellow' Ve 

/vill/lplace of. Ve 
2/ worship' 

/vuv 'bellow' Vo 

/y V3/s louses Sa vo 

/kav 2/v 
ashes' ve 

/vul 2/1 deep water' V. 

vo /: ru, 2/sto 
mix with 

water' 

/kam 2/1 
eye' 

/danjp 2P 
arm' 

/0,12/ 'deaf' 
1 

/ktpul /'completely, 

/duk'Panthill' 

2 /tuv Pto cover' 

/ka'dl/'monkey' 

/kaz /'to scatter'% 

/Sul /'mosquito? 

/kan 2 Pmedicine' 

/rjýuvý/'watcrbuckl 

/gil 2 Pantelope' 

/kuv, 3 Pto mix, 
2 /jLgah /'to expectorate' 

/kaý3/'atonel 

/. Vul 
2 /1 round' 
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(u) 
(v) 
(w) 

(C1) 

(dl 

(el) 

V/ý 

V/ d 

v/nj 

v/ n" 

VP g 

V/1 

V/r 

V/2 to ve 

VA vo 

V/u ve 

V/0 Ve 

/vill/' place of vo 
,2 worship' 

/VUl /'deep water' V. 

it to It vo 

/kav 2 /lashes' ve 

/lav 2 /to make fire'v. 

of it to it ve 

of it ve 

/hl 2 /'shadow' 

/iYul 2 /'charcoal' 

14ul 2 Pto stoop, 
2 /ka"n /I white' 

/laIg i Pto be tired' 

/lall/'to swallow' 
/lar Pto sing' 

/la2 Pto be cold' 
/la' Pto curse' 
/laulPhyenal 

/la3/'Something' 

Realization of /v/ 

This phoneme is realized as Cv] in all contexts. 

0 

10. The phoneme Zfl 

12 M This phoneme belongs to pos e and pos i 

(ii) In pos ei it commutes with /v,. g., k,, m,, O,, dptpn.. Wi Vz,, s., 

(iii) In pos 12 it commutes with 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function Of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) f/b see: 2. d. 

(b) f1p see: 4. d, 

(c) f/tb see: 6. d. 

(d) f1V see: 8. d. 
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(e) f1m Aoý/'to clean' ve /tom 1/1 bug' 

(f) flo, /lofl/'to wrap' ve /loV'/'to throw 

(g) flo it it to V* /100 2/1to 
shout' 

(h) f/kEP /tofl/'to clean' ve 
1 

/toV /'to stop a fight' 

(i) f/d /laf 2 /'to go away V. /lad2/1to tell' 

(J) f/t I /lof Pto 
angerily' 

wrap' 
ve 2 /lot mid-day' 

W f/ld It it ., ve /lod Z'to-cultivate' 

(1) flz /luf2 vt /o swell, ve 
3 /luz Y'to whip' 

(m) f1s 2 Iful /'to mix with V. 
1 /Sul' mosquito, 

(n) fln /tofl/sto 
water' 
clean' ve /ýon'Y'yesterdayl 

(n) flo Iful 2 /'to mix with V. /rOul 2 /'charcoal dust' 

(p) f1g /tof1pto 
water' 

clean' ve 
2 /tog /'dove' 

q) f/k /lo: ý/' to wrap' vo 
1 /lok* ; Pto break' 

(r) f/h /tof'Pto clean' V, /toh 1 /' Smel3. y, 

(S) flý /lofl/, to wrap'' ve /. log'/' to lick' 

(t) f/V /fu, 2/, to mix with 
' 

V. 
21 1! (gul / round' 

(u) flý 2 Iluf Pto 
water 
swell, vo /IuY3/'to milk' 

(v) flS /fu, 2/, to mix with V. /tc U12 /I charcoal' 

(w) fAY it it 
water' 

it ve 
2 14ul Pto stoop, 

W f/jr /luf2pto swell' V. /lujj2p to Smell' 

(Y) fl, g /laf2/lto go a way V. /Ialgl/lto be tired' 

(Z) f1l 
angrerily' to it ve 

I Aal /'to swallow' 

(al) f1r V41 /lar I Pto sing' 

(bl) f/2 V* /la2l/'to be cold' 

(cl) f/i V, /lail/'to curse' 

(d') flu ve /lau I /'hyena' 

(el) flo ve /la. 3/'Bomething! 

I! have made i use of ossible true minimal p airspalso In respect of P 
tOne)whereverlpo ssible .I do not th ink that the few cases where I have 
not been able to find minimal pairs affect the validity of the 
cOmmutations. 
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Realizations of Ifl 

This phoneme is realized as 
[f] in all contexýs. 

12. The phoneme ZLI 

M This p honeme belongs to pos el, pos e2 and pos 1 1. 

(ii) In pos eI it commutes with /vpfpgpkvl&, z, s, d, t, n, 

ro,, _Y., c, PvK,, TvNvS9 ev 0/ 

(iii) In pos a2 it commutes with /n,, rO, l, rqif6/ 
(iv) In pos iI it commutes with /n,, O/ 

(v) The identity and disti nctive function of-this phoneme 

are established by the following cor; lparisonb: 

(a)_ nVb see: 2. e. 

(b) nVp see: 4. e. 

(c) rn/1 b see: 6. e. 

(d) r4/v see: 8. e. 

(e) 11, Vf see: 10. e. 

(f) nVM& /masl/'blood' Ve /nllpas 2 Pgranary' 

(g) m/O /mall/' in-low' V /Oall/'a type of deer' 

(h) nVk ,P 
/tom, bug' vo /tokEp /'to stop a fightt 

nVd it It ve /dall/Ifish spear' 
(j) nVt I ve /tal'/1 to teach' 

(k) nV'd /kam 2/leye' 
vo /ka'dl/'monkey' 

nvz /ma2 Pa woman" V, /za3/tslowly, 

(MY nVs /mall Pin-low' V. /sall/'a birdt 
C, 

n) nVn /man2ý'myself' 
I 

V* /nan Phimself' 

(o MA; 'ý/mall/' in-low' v /ndal 2 /'hunger' 

(p) nvg /kam. 2ý1' 
eye' vo /kag 2 'treol 

(q) r. Vk /maý3/'honey' ve /kaY3/'sun' 

(r) nVh /toml/lbug' ve /toh i /'smdlll" 

( s) NV9 /rom 2/1god' ve /roi 2 /'dry season' 
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(t) M/V /man 2P 
myself, ve /Van I /boundary' 

(u) M/Y /ma2/'a woman' ve /z5a3/'he'ad' 

(v) rrvý. it it It ve 
1 

/da Pname' 

(w) nVng' 
2 /. tam /shoe' ve . /t, 42 /'guineafowl' 

W nVnT /kam2/leye' ve /k .., 2 
an /'white' 

(Y) nvIg /kam 2/teye, 
ve /ka'g 1 /'-rainy season' 

(Z) nvi /=13/'honey' v0 /lal3/'beer' 

(a') nVr 140M 2/, 
grass' v0 /njor 2 /'epidemic' 

b /loml/' pregnant' v0 /la7/' to be cold' 

c A am 
2/1 

eye' '. I V* /kail/I millet' 
(dl) nvu /mad'/' in-low' Ve /Liall/I orphan' 
(e i) rvo /toml/'bug' VO /to 2 Pagain' 

13. Realizations of /yr/, 

This phoneme is realized ad Cm] in all contexts. - 

14. The T)honeme /Tob/ 

This phoneme belongs to pos eI and pos I. 

In pos el it commutes with /vf,, g., kpm., d,, t,, noz, s,, 
Y.. Lf, P, K, T., NvS, 6,, Ol 

In pos I it commutes with /b, p, 'b, 1dyz, svrLý, h, 

r"I ,iIU, 
(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) ml? /b see: 2. f. 

(b) n,. b /p see: 4. f 

(0) iLb/'b see: 6. f. 
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(0) 

(p) 

(Z)-' 

(a1) 

Mý)/v 
*If 

M3)/M 

rrG)/o 
*/kp 

*/d 

na)/t 

mjý)/' d 

ro-b Iz 

TO)/S 

MJ)/n 

rqlo/rlp 

olg 

mj: )/k 

Ra)/h 

M33)11 

m V 

rr, b/i 

M, I)/(y 

*/rLx 

rra)/d-o n 

mjp I 

m_b/r 

1*/: z 

*/u 

m , 
]P/O 

see: 8., f . 
see: 10. f. 

see: 12. f - 
/loqpl/vto throw' V. 

/rqpall/'a whistle' V. 

of It of ve 

to of to vo 

/ka* 2 Pwing' ve 

Ve 

/nLbal1/I. a whistle' V. 

/ný)an 2 Pmountain' V. 

/Val'/' a whistle' v. 

It it to V* 

of It it ve 
2 

/Satmj3)/' snake Ve 

/damp 2/larm' 
vo 

/ppan 2 Pmountain' V. 

/mban 2 /mountain' V. 

/lool/'to throw' V. 
2 

/frar9 /'snake' V. 

/kao 2/1 
wing' V* 

it of V4, 

/mpall/'a whistle' vo 

/Vamob 
2 
/'snake) V, 

/lanLb 2 Pfattening' vo 

ve 

vo 

ve 

2 /loo /'to shout' 
/kýTall /Kreish' 

/dall/Ifish spear' 
/tal I /'to teach' 

/ka'dl/'monkey' 

/kaz 1 Pto scatter' 
/13al I /'a bird' 

/nan 1 /'himself' 
2 /rLdal /'hunger' 

/gal 2 Pleft, 

/kall/Ileg' 

/Zh 1 Palways' 

/daý 2 /'Palace' 

/ýganl/'boundary' 

/ian2 Pin the middle' 
/106 2 Pnot' 

1, ý2 na / child' 
/kaS2/1 white' 
/kalgl/'rainy season, 
/lal I Pto swaliow, 

2 /Iýar P stubborness' 

/la7.1/' to be cold' 
/lai Pto curse' 
/lau /'hyena' 

/la3/'Something' 
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15. Realizations of /mb/ 

This phoneme is realized as [0] in all contexts. 

16. The T)b6n2m2_Z4/ 

M This phoneme belongs 
2 

to pos E and pos i 

(ii) In pos E it commutes with /b,, p., 'b,, kpV'd. h. týpd,, 5tu/ 

(iii) In pos 12 it commutes with /v, f. g., k, kZp., d,, t,: Y, 4Y,, F,, K,, 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) O/b see: 2. g. ' 

O/P see: 4. g. 

(c) see: 6. g. 

(d) gb /v se'e: a. g. 

(e) gb see: 10. g. 

(f) O/M see: 12. g. 

(g) see: 14. g. 

(h) 0/k-tP /aaý/' type of small v. /k,, pal1/IKreish' 

W &Plq 11 
deer' 

of of V. /dall/Ifish spear' 

(j) V. /tal I Pto teach' 

(k) a/'d /lag 2 
V. /la'd 1 Pto run, Pto preserve' 

(1) P/Z 9 11 it 11 V., /laz 311 to t sweep, 
(m) 

. 
P/S g to it It 

I 
V. /lao /'to stumble' 

(n) 
. 

O/n it it It V. /lan 2 Pto arrive' 

(0) gb/pa /Oall/'type of small V. /nýal 2 /'hunger' 

(p) 01g /Oil'/'deaf 1 
deer' 

V. /gil 2 /'antelope' 

O/k 
21 /lagb /'to run* ve /lak /'to be entrapped' 
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(r) 0/h /. IaQ 2P to run' 

(0) */1 It it It 
( t) */ ýg it 11 it 

0/, 9, /oil'/' deaf 1 

(v) 0/6 /lao 2/ 'to run' 

00 Q/rg it it It 

W O/ný If It to 

(Y) 9p/l 9 to It of 

(Z) 0/1 it it It 

(a') 0/r! Is to of * 
(bl) 0/2 It it it 

c 0/1 of If of 

d O/U 11 it If 

(el) g, 01,0 to it of 

v. /lah'Pto grind' 
I 

ve lal Priver' 

v. /laUg I /'to be tauýht 
a lesson 

2 
ve il /'shadow' 

V. /laý'/' to live' 

V. 1larV11I to ripen' 

V. /lan 2 /'whiteness' 

V. /la'gI /'td be tired' 

V. /laiý't'o swallow' 

V. /-lar I Pto 'sing' 

V. /la*21/' to. be coldf 

V. /lail Pto curse' 

V. /laul/1 hyena' 

V. /la3/'Something' 

17. Realizations of 14V 

This phoneme is realized as EOJ in all'contexts. 

18. The rhoneme 

This phoneme belongs to pos E and pos 12 

In pos E it commutes with /bpp., 'b,, Optd,, h,, V, rlX, 'n, u/ 

In pos 12 it commutes with /v, f, g, kOpd,, tvS, GV, FpK, Ty6vO/ 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 
a 

(a) kT/b see: 2. h. 

(b) kZp/p see: 4. h. 
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(c) kp/'b see: 6. h. 

(d) IýUD/v see: 8. h. 

(e) kT1 f sce: 10. h. 

M kTIM sce: 12. h. 

(g) k see: 14. h. 

(h) 
, Plg3) see: 16. h. 

W kTId /1ýpall/'Kreish' v. /dall/'fish spear' 

(j) k V. /tal lp to teach' 

(k) k V. /'dall/'blade' 

(1) kip/Z /kpul /'completely' V, zul"/'type of tree' 

(M) IýP/ s /kpall/IKreish' V. /sail/'a bird' 

(n)' IýP/n /tok, ýP'Pto stop a fight! v., /ton I /'yesterday' 

( C)) kp/rj 
W 

/kEpall/'Kreish', V. 
2 /rLdal Phunger' 

(p) kip/g V. 
2 

/gal /'left' 

(q) kLp/k V. /kal 1/1 
eat 

r) k p/h , pl/l to stop /tok af ighe v. 
I P smell' /toh 

(S) 
, 

kTIU it to V. /toý 2 /'the act of 
' biting 

(t) kgD/ V 1k. Tal'11 Kreish' V. /vall/'to whistle' 

(u) IýP/ i /salyl/'singer' V. /saý3/, python' 

(v) k,: P/ýC /kipul 1P 
completely V. /&1 2 /'charcoal' 

(w) k,, p/nl V, /nYul 2/ to stoop, 
W k P, ip/n /ýPall/'Kreishl V. 0- 1 /FaV'act of laziness, 

(Y) 
, 
PP g 

'/'singer' /saýp V. /ra'gl/' saliva' 

(Z) 4P/1 it It V. /sail/'bird' 

(a') kp/ r V. /sar 2 Plong ago' 

(b 1) k-tp/2 V. /ea2l/' to polish' 

(cl) ký,; D/ i v Ptype of grass' 

(dl) k 
, p/u V. /sau3/'brothl 

(el) kzp/o /tokZpl/l to stop a fight' Iv. /to2/, againt 
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19. Realizations of LIMI 

This phoneme is realized as 
CV, ] in all contexts. 

20. The phoneme-/d/ 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(a) 

12 
This phoneme belongs to pos e and pOs i 

In pos el it commutes with /v, f, g, k, m, Rb, t, n,, zopz., s, 

i, (Y, F,, K9M pN,, S, 69,0/ 

In pos 12 it commutes with /v, f, g#k, Opkppt.,: Y., 6., F., Kq 

YLP. 0 
61 0/ 

The identity and distinctive function of. this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons. 

d/b 

d/p 

d/'b 

d/v 

d/f 

d/m 

d/ mJ) 

d/o 

d/kp 

d/ t 

d/'d 

d/z 

d/s 

d/n 

d/rLd 

d/g 

see: 2.1. 

see: 4. 

see: 6. 

see: 8.1. 

see: 10.1. 

see: 12.1. 

see: 14.1 - 

see: 16.1. 

see: 18.1. 

/d 13/' here' 

/kod 3 /'gourd' 

/dal/'there' 

/dall/'fish spear' 

/dad 2/ 
grandmother' 

/dall/'f ish spear' 

/dom3/'dew' 

V. /ti3/, this, 

V. /ko'dl/'calabash' 

V. /za3/tslowly , 

V. /sal I /'a. bird' 

V. /nan Phimself' 

V. /qýal 2 /'hunaer' 

2 
V. /gom /'a jackal' 
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d/k /dud 2 /'back' 'V. /kud 2/1 
chest, 

d/h /dau 2 Peasily hurt V. /hau2/'quicklyl 

(s) d/j /dad2/lgrandmother' V. /daj2/Ipalace' 

(t) d/ýy /dall/Ifish spear' V. /ý, gall/fto whistle' 
(u) d/Y /dal/'therel V. /Sa3/lheadl 

(v) d/d it of V. /dal/'name' 

(w) d1nj /dom3/'dewl V. 140M 2 Pgrass' 

d/jr /dam3) 2 Parm' v. /h5a *2P sna: ic eI 
(Y) d/Ig /lad2/1to tell? V. /la'gl/lto be tired' 

(Z) d/1 it of of V. /ýal'/Ito swallow' 
(a') d/r it It it V. /larl/Ito sing' 

(bl) d/2 it to it V. /la: 11/1 to be -cold' 
(cl) d/i to It of V. /lail/Ito qurse' 
(A 1) d/u to it It V. /lau I Phyena, 

(el) d/O It It it V. /ld/'Something' 

21. Realizations of Zgl 

This phoneme is realized as Cd] in all contexts. 

22. The ! Rhoneme 

This phoneme belongs to pos eI and pos'l 
2, 

In pos el it commutes with /vOf., g., kpmjmb,, dnpO, zs., 

In pos 12 i't commutes with 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this Phoneme 

arc established by the following comparisons: 
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(a) t/b see: 2. j. 

(b) t/P sec: 4-J. 

(c) t/'b see: 6. j. 

(d) t/v see: 8. j. 

(e) t/f see: 10. j. 

M t/m see: 12. j. 

(g) t/ M3) see: 14. J. 

(h) t/* see: 16. j. 

W t/ýP see: 18. j. 

(J) t/d see: 20. j. 

(k) tI /'d /bat'/'a whip' v. /ba'd 2 Pa wild pigt, 

(1) t/z /ta2/'mouth' V. /za3/'slowly' 

(m) t/s 
2 /tair ; Pold' V. /sau3/'broth' 

(n) t/n /tan'/' to taste' V. /nan 1 /'himselft 

(0) t/ro /tau 
2 

'/'old' V. JrV au 
2 /'leprosy' 

(p) t/g ItII V. /gau 2 Pa crow' 

(q) t/k /tam 2 /Ishoet V. /kam 2et 
eye' 

(r) t/h /tau 
2 /'old' V. /hau 2 /, quickly' 

(S) t/I /letl/t to beat' v. /lOU3/, to fly, 

(t) tlýg /tall/'to teacht V. /ýgall/lto whistle' 

(u) t/191 /ta2/'mouth' V. /, xa3/'head' 

(v) ve V. /da I Pname' 

(w) t/rýI_y /tam2/'shoe' V. AAJPto sit, 

/talbl/'alright' V. /na'bl/lpersistent 
begging' 

(Y) t/I g /bat'/'a whip' ve /bal gll' cucumber'* 

(Z) t/l 11 It it V. /bal I /'he goat' 

(a t/r /tukl/Ito break' V. /ruk/'hill' 

(b t/2, /lot 2 /'mid-day' V. /lo2l/'to be painful' 
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(cl) t/i /lot 2 /'mid-day' v. /loil/' to drink' 
2 d t/u V. /lou /'length' 

(e') t/O /tOMI/I bug' V. - /to 2 /1 again' 

23. Realizations of /: L/ 

This phoneme is realized as Ct] in all contexts. 

24. The phoneme /Id/ 

This phoneme belongs to pos E and pos I. 

In pos E it commutes with /b., pj, 'b.. O., k, ýp., h, IVný.. *n-, u/ 

In pos I it commutes with I y, nX, 

n, , g., 1, r, 2 . i, u/ 
(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) 'd/b see: 2. k. 

(b) 'd/p see: 4. k. 

'd/'b see: 6. k. 

(d) vd/v see: 8. k. 

(e) vd/f see: 10. k. 

(f) 'd/m see: 12. k. 

(g) v d/ný3) see: 14. k. 

(h) d/gb see: 16. k. 

'd/kip see: 18. k. 

(J) ' d/d sce: 20. k. 

W vd/t see: 22. k. 

(1) 'd/z /lc? dl/'to prezerve v. /laz3/, to sweep, 
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(m) 
(n) 

(Z) 
(a1) 

d/s 

d/n 

d/rLd 

'd/g 

1 d/k 

'd/h 

d/I 

dlýg 

d/I 

d/8 

Wný 

'd/5 

1 d/'g 

'd/l 

'd/r 

' d/2 

'd/i 

'd/u 

I d/o 

/li'dl/'to pull' 

/la'dl/'to preserve' 

/ka'dl/l monkey' 

it it 

v. /lis'Pto sbear' 
2 to V. /lan / arrive' 

V. /kandl/' chicken' 

V. /kag 2/f tree' 

V. /mokl/'iron' 
2 

V. /moh /'plenty' 
31, 

e ve /kaj stone' 

V. /moýgl/'elephant' 

V. /laý 3ý'beer' 

V. /YaS'Pa persont 

V. /la4l/'to ripen' 

a,, 
2 

V. /k n /whitel 

V. /ka'gl/'rainy season' 

V. /kall/fleg' 

V. /lar I Pto sing' 

V. /la2. I /'to be cold' 

V. /lail/'to curse' 

V. /lau /hyena' 

V. /la3/'S ome thing' 

25. 

/mo'dl/'crocodilel 

it it 

/kal dl/I monkey' 

/mo'dl/'crocodilel 

/la'dl/'to preserve' 

/kal dl/I monkey' 

/laldl/'to preserve, 

/ka'dl/"monkey' 

It to 

It It 

/la'dl/i to preserve, 

f? to it 

it it it 

tIIIIf 

it II to 

Realizations of/ld/ 

This phoneme is realized as a voiced apical ingressive in 

all contexts. 

26. The phoneme /z/ 

This phoneine belongs to POS 01 and pos 

In pos cI it commutes with /vOfjgpkvm#mb, dOtn,, *, 
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S, Y, 6'#Fv Kj, M, T., Ns 6,, 01' 

In pos I it commutes with /bppp'bp*O'ds., rLý. h., ý, V y 

4i. n., g.. l, r., 2, iu/ 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) z/b see: 2.1. 

(b) Z/p see: 4.1. 

(c) Z/'b see: 6.1. 

(d) Z/v see: 8.1. 

(e) z1f see: 10.1. 

M Z/m see: 12.1. 

Z/M sec: 14.1. 

h) z1g ,P see: 16.1. 

(i) zlkT see: 18.1. 

(J) z/d see: 20.1. 

W Z/t see: 22.1. 

(1) z/Id see: 24-1. 

(M) Z/s 
I/'to Scatter' /k az v. /kasl/'bad' 

(n) z/n /laz 3 Pto sweep, v. /lan2/'to arrive' 

(0) zInS 
3 

/luz /I to whip' V. /lund 2/' 
ro ad' 

(p) z1g /kazl/I to scatter' V. /kag 2/ 1 tree' 

z/k 
3 /luz /'to whip' v. /lukl/Ito dress' 

(r) z/h /! Iffaz 2 /'to be scatte red v. /! Vahl/Ito expectorate' 

(s) z/V 
3 /laz /'to sweep' -VO 

1 
/la7 Priver' 

(t) zlug it to it V. /laýgl/'to be taught 
a lesson' 

(U), zl; ýr /zuý 3/ifestival, 
V. /iuý3/'to bite' 

(v) Z/6 /kaz Pto scatter' V. /ka 'a person' 

(w) zInJ /i. az3/'to sivecpl V. /laqý'/'to ripen' 
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W Z/#ý n 
1 

/kaz /'to scatter' 
(Y) zl, g It it of 

(Z) Z/1 11 it of 
(a') Z/r /laz 3P 

to sweep, 
(b Z/2 It it 

c Z/i 

(d Z/u 

(el) z /0 

,.. 2 
v. /kan Pwhite, 

V. /ka'g I/'rainy 
season' 

V. /kall/'ýlegl 

V. /lar'Pto sing' 

V. /la7.1/lto be cold' 

V. /lail/' to curse' 

V. /laul/v hyena' 

V. /la3/'Something' 

27. Realizations of /z/ 

This phoneme is realized as 
[z] in all contexts. 

28. The T)honeme. Zs/ 

W This phoneme belongs to pos el and'pos 1. 

(ii) In pos el it commutes with /v, fg. k., m., m)j , 
b,, d9t., n.. zjý.. z,, 

(iii) In pos I it commutes with 

rlý , nJ, 1 
g., 1) rP2 , iu/ 

(iv) The-identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) S/b bee: 2. m. 

(b) S/P see: 4. m. 

(C) S/'b see: 6. m. 

(d) S/V see: 8. m. 

(e) s1f see: 10. m. 

M S/M see: 12. m. 
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(g) s/0 ' poe: 14. m. I 
(h) see-. 16. m. 

Sýý'Pr see: 18. M. 
(J) s/d sce: 20. m. 

(k) S/ t see: 22. m. 

s/1 d see: 24. m. 

S/Z see. 26. m. 

(n) s/n /lasl/lto stumble' v. /lan2/'to arrive' 

(0) 0 /sau3/'broth' V. 
2 /xVau. I'leprosy' 

(p) sIg #I it . V. /gau 2 Pa crow' 

(q) s/k /sail/'a bird' V. /kall/1 leg' 

(r) s/h /sau3/'brotht V. /hau 2 /'quickly' 

(S) S/1 /lasl/'to stumble' V. /im-Priverl 

( t) S/ /sailP 6 bird' V. /Wall/'to whistle' 

(u) S/ý /s, 1.3 Pscorpion' V. /., ýiý3/, to open' 

(v) 3/6 /Sul I/'mosquito, V. 16ul 2 /1 charcoal' 

(w) s/nj, it ff ve ul 
2 'to stoop, 

(x) s/5 /sap 2 /'knife' V. /5ap 
2 Pcommunal farming' 

(Y) SlIg /kasl/'bad' V. /ka1gl/'rainy*season' 

(Z) S/1 It it V. /kai 1/flegt 

(a') S/r lisl/' to spear' V. /lirl/' to write' 

(bl) S/*2 /lasl/lto stumble' V. /la2l/'to be cold' 

(c S/i it of it V. /lail/' to curs'el 

(dl) S/u to It 11 V. /lau I Phyena' 

1) SIO it V. /la3/'Something' 

29. Realizati ons of Isl 

This phoneme is realized as Cs] in all contexts. 
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30. The phoneme /n/ 

This phoneme belongs to pos 
2 

e pos e and pos i 

ii) In pos eI it commutes with /v, f.. g,, k.. m., n,.; ); z,, s.. d,, t, 

nd, ýý, E, F, K, T, M, S, 6j, 0/ 

(iii) In pos e it commutes with 

(iv) In pos i it commutes with / m., ý/ 

(V) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) n/b -see: 2. n. 

(b) n/p see: 4. n. 

(c) n/'b see: 6. n. 

(d) n/v see: 8. n. 

(e) n1f see: 10. n. 

(f) n/m see: 12. n. 

(g) n/mb see: 14. n. 

(h) n/0 see: 16. n. 

(i) n/k, -D see: 18. n. 

U) n/d see: 20. n. 

(k) n/t see: 22. n. 

n/'d see: 24. n. 

-n) n/z see: 26. n. 

(n) n/s see: 28. n. 

(0) rj/* /nan 
1 

Phimself' v /Van. Pto drown' 

(p) n1g /kan 2 Pmedicine' V. /kag 2 Ptree, 

(q) rVk it, it V4, 
1 

/nan 'himself' 

n/h /ton'/' yesterday' V. /toh I Psmell' 

(S) rVj 
IL /lan P to arrive' V. 

1 
. 

/laý /'river' 

(t) n/Zjr - /nan Phimself' vo /4gan I /'boundary' 
V F 

(u) n1i /nan Phimself' ve 
% 2 /1.5an /'in the middle' 

(v) n16 /r,. pan 2 Pmountain' V. /Oa8 2 Psour' 

(VI) n14 /lan 2 /'to arrive' V. /1 aqý 
I /'to ripen' 

W n/ n" - /kan 2 /'medicine' V. /kaono 2 /'White' - 
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n/' g /kan2/' medic ine' 

(Z) n/l /nanl/'himself' 

(a rVr /lan 2 /1 to arrive' 

(b n/2 It to 11 - 

(cl) n/i 
. 

it it of 

(dl) n/u 

v. /ka-'g '/'rainy 
season' 

vo lan 
2 'to arrive' 

V. /lar I Pto sing' 

V. /10ý/'to 'be cold' 

V. /lail/'to curse' 

V. /lau I /'hyena' 

V. /la3/'Something' 

31. Rpalizationg of A/ 

This phoneme is realized as [n] in all contexts. 

32. The phoneme / 

W This phoneme belongs to pos 019 pos a2, and pos 1. 

(ii) In pos eI it commutes with /v, f,, g, kpm, o., d,, t,, n,, z, s., Y., 

(V, pFvKqMpTpSqdvO/ 
- 

(iii) in pos e2 it commutes with /m, n. l. roiqý/ 

iv) In pos I it commutes with 

. n, Igr,, 7,1,, u/ 
(v) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) n_d/b see: 2. o. 

(b) ný/p see: 4. o. 

(C) rLd/'b sce: 6. o. 

(d) rjý/v see: 8.0. 

(e) r&/f see: 10.0. 

M ro/m sce: 12. o. 
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(Z) 

(p) 

(Z) 

nd/mb ;r %11 

n 

n, glkp 

Ao/d 

nd/t 

rLo/ Id 

n'd 
, 
/Z 

ný/s 

ný/n 

rWg 

nk L91 

ntd/h 

nA wI %I 
n /ýg 

V z 

ný/(Y 

ný/n 

rLa/ 

no/ 

nd/2 

ro/u 

rL0(/0 

see: 14. o. 
see: 16. o. 

see: 18, o, 

see: 20. o. 

see: 22. o. 

sac: 24. o 

see: 26. o. 

see: 28. o. 

see: 30. o. 
/rLpu2p leprosy" V, 
/n. ýa, 2/1 hunger' V, 

týau2p leprosy' V, 
/kanol/I chicken' v4 
/njjýal2p hunger' ve 
/rLdill/l to roll' va 
/rou, 2/, 

charcoal dust' ve 

it It ff V. 
/njakl/'to meet' ve 

/kaný'/'chicken' ve 

/11ýau 2 Pleprosy, ve 

/nduv3Pwaterbuck' V* 

/kaný'/'chicken' ve 

it It ve 

/naall/Ito call' ve 

/n_duv3/1%vaterbuck' ve 

A, au 
2 Pa cr: owl 

/kall/fleg' 

/hau 2 /'quickly' 

/kaj 3 /'stone' 

/Val 
, 

'Pto 
whistle' 

4. 

/, X. il /'shadovil 

/eu, 2 /I charcoal' 
2 to r /IIYU 1 'toopt 

/5akl/'a farm' 

/ka'gl/'rainy season' 

/laul/'hyenal 

1ruv311 to put ends 
together' 

/ka2y'plate for 
dishing food' 

/kail/'millet' 

/ual I Porphan' 

/uv3pbrother' 

33. Realizations of /V 

This phoneme is realized. as CrIA] in all contexts. 
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34. The Phoneme 

This phoneme belongs to pos el and pos 12 

In pos eI it commutes witý /v., fkm,, nb. d., t, n, nZý., Z., Bt 

-9,6, F,, M, T,, N, 3,690/ ' 

In pos 121tco rmmu teswith /v., f., k,, ko., d,, t, P, K,, P 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) 9/b see: 2. p. 

(b) g/pý see: 4-P. 

(c) g/'b see: 6. p. 

(d) g/v see: 8. p. 

(e) alf see: 10. p. 

M g1m see: 12. p. 

(g) g/na) see: 14. P. 

(h) glo see: 16. p. 

W g1kp see: 18. p. 

(J) g/d seo: 20. p. 

(k) g/t see: 22. p. 

(1) g/'d see: 24. p. 

(n. ) 9/Z see: 26. p. 

(n) 9/s see: 28. p. 

(0) g/n see: 30-P. 

(P) g1ro see: 32. p. 

g/k 
2 /gom /'a jackal' 

9/h /gau2/1 a crow' 

(S) g/ý /kag2/'tree' 

(t) g/ zg /gau 2 /1 a crow' 

v. /kom 2 Pto gather' 
2 

v. /hau /'Quickly' 

v. /kaj3 Pstone' 

V. /Vau 2 /'a small type 
of crocodile' 
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(u) 9/y, /kag 2 /' tree' V, /kaý 3/l 
sun' 

(v) 916 It it ve /kaffl/'a person' 

nu'. ' 2 /gom /'a jackalf V. /rjý, 0 m2/' gra ssf 

W dgý n 
2 /kag /'tree' ve 

2 /kan /'white' 

(Y) g/, g it it vo /kaf g1l' rainy season' 

(Z) g/l it 
I 

It v* /kall/Ileg' 
1 (a gIr 

2 /gom /'a jackal' V. 
2 /rom /'God' 

(b 9/2 /lig3/'to dig' V. /lill/Ito gives 

(C gli /kag 2 Ptree' V, /k-ail/Imillet' 

(d') g/u /gal 2/ Iler t, vo /uall/lorphan' 

(el) gIJ6 /tog 2 /'done' V, /to 2 /'again' 

35. Reallzations of lppl 

This phoneme is realized asEgI in all contexts 

36. The rhonerne /k/ 

W This phoneme belongra 
2 

to pos e and pos i 

(ii) In pos el it commutes with /v, fpgpm, 1pjbvd, tpn, qOiVz# 

In pos 12 it commutes with 

Y%PvT96901 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) 1Vb sce: 2. q. 

(b) k/p see: 4. q. 

(c) k/'b see: 6. q. 

(d) k/v see: 8. q. 
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(e) k/f see: 10. q. 

M k/m see: 12. Q. 

k/ see: 14. q. 

(h) k/O see: 16. q. 

(i) X/kp see: 18. q. 

(j) k/d see: 20. q. 

(k) k1l t see: 22. q. 

k/'d see: 24. q. 

(m) X/Z see: 26. q. 

(n) X/'S see: 28. q. 

(0) k/n see'. 30. q. 

(p) x/ro see: 32. q. 

(q) k/9 see: 34. q. 

(r) X/h /mok2/liron' V. 
2 

/moh /'plenty' 

(S) lvý /lukl/I to dress' V. /juý /'to burn' 

(t) IV; J3 /mok2/'iron' V. /moý. gl/' elephant' 

(u) kl: Y 
2 

/kan /'medicine' V. /Yan2/'in the middle' 

(V) k/d /dukl/. Ianthill' V. /dud 2 /'back' 

(W) klnLý 2/leye' /kam V. iýam2pto sit, /Xý 

W , Veý 
n 

2 /kag /tree' v. /n'ag 2 /'to hear' 

(Y) k/'g. /lakl/'to be entrapped! v. /la'gl/tto be tired' 

(Z) Ivi V. /Iall/' to swallow' 

(a') k/ r V. /larl/'to sing' 

(b k/ V. /la2l/' to be cold' 

(cl) k/i 
C 

V. /lail/' to curse' 

(d 1) k/u V. /lau IP hyena' 

(e 1) k/O V. /la3/tSomething' 
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37. Realizations of /]ý/ 

This phoneme is realized a. B [k] in all conteýts'. 

38. The phoneme /h/ 
I 

This phoneme belongs to pos E and pos 1. 
, 

In pos E it commutes with /b., p., 1 bpopkEpt d,, jg. rjý . n,, u/ 

In pos I it commutes with /b,, p,, 'b., *., Idz,, sr&,, I.. 

nj .5 r, 2,1, u/ 
(iv) The id entity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are es tablished by the following comparisons: 

(a) h/b see: 2. r. 

(b) h/p see: 4. r. 

(c) IV'b see: 6. r. 

(d) IvV see: 8. r. 

(e) h/f see: 10. r. 

(f) h/m see: 12. r. 

(g) 4/ Tiý, see: 14. r. 

(h) Ij/* see: 16. r. 

(i) h/k-p see: 18. r. 

(j) VC, see: 20. r. 

(k) h/t see: 22. r. 

(1) h/Id see: 24. r. 

(m) h/z see: 26. r. 

(n) h/s see: 28. r. 

(0) h/n - see: 30-r. 

(p) 4/* see: 32. r. 

( Cj) h/g see: 34. r. 
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b/k see: 36. r. 

h/9 /tohl/'smell' V. /toý 2 /'the act of 
biting' 

h/tv /hau2/'quickly' v. /ýgau 2/Ia 
small type 

0f croqodile' 

(u) h/ /tohl/'smell' V. /toil/'to pick' 

(v) rv /hau 2 /'quickly' V. /6au 1 /a str-ing bag' 

(w) h/4 /n"ahl/' always' V. /; ý, a4 
2 /child' 

M h/h" /moh 2 /'plenty V. /mo'n 2 /'food made out. 
of yam' 

(Y) h/, g /lahl/'to grind' V. /la'g I /'to be tired' 

(z) h/1 V. /lal Pto swallow' 

(a') h/r V. - /lar Pto sing' 

(b') 4/2 it it V. /la2l/I to be cold' 

(cl) IV i V. /lai I Pto curse' 

d h/u V. /lau /'hyena' 

(el) h/O v /la3/"Something' 

39. Realizations of 

This phonem e has two basic realizations. It is realized 

as a pharyngaliz ed[A] in prenuclear positions and it is realized 

as a velar Eý]in postnuclear positions. 

40. The Iýhoneme Zyj 

This phoneme belongs to POB I- 

It cammutes with /b, P, IbpopldvzpsprLdh. *! IFeprlýv-n'v'g,, 

r, Z iv 12/ 

The identity and distinctiVe function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comportsons: 
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(a) ý/b see: 2. s. 

(b) VP see: 4-s. 

(C) 9 /'b see: 6. s. 

(d) VV see: 8. s. 

(e) llf see: 10. s. 

M see: 12. s. 

(g) see: 14. s. 

(h) see: 16. s. 
W ýAp see: 18. s. 

U) ý/d see: 20. s. 

(k) see: 22. s. 
I/ld see: 24. s. 

(M) Vz see: 26. s. 

(n) 9/s see: 28. s. 

(0) ý/n see: 30. s. 
(P) D/rjý see: 32. s. 

( q) Vg see: 34. s. 

(r) ý/k see *. 36. s. 
(S) ý/h see: 38. s. 

I 
/la rive r 

(U) /laý /'river' 

(v) /kaý3/'stone' 

(IV) jlnjý /sij'3/' scorpion' 

/kaý'3/'stone' 

(Y) g 
I /lal /'river' 

(Z) 1/1 of IP 

(a') J/r it 11 

(b') j /I it 

(cl) vi it 

V. /laV, ý 
1 

/'to be taught 
a lesson' 

v. /lai3y'beer' 

V. /kad"/'a persons 

V. /sirLý'Pfootl 

,2 V. /kan' /'white' 

V. /la'g1/1 to'be tired' 

V. /lail/Ito swallow' 

V. /lar1P to sing, 

V. /la2l/' to be cold' 

V. /lail/I to curse' 
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(I)1 
1/1 

d /U Y, river, v. /lau hyena' 

(el) /0 If v. /la3/ 

41. Realizations of /V 

This phoneme is realized as 
EýJ- 

42. The phoneme IE/ 

(j) This phoneme belongs to pos E and pos 1. 

.., 
Epy Idh., n; Y, 

p u/ (ii) In pos E it commutes with /b,, Pp'bpgbpk n 

(iii) In pos I it commutes with /b., pj, 'b., *., 'dpz,, s, *., h., ý. 9 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) Wb see: 2. t. 

(b) Ug/P see: 4-t. 

(c) see: 6. t. 

(d) ý. g/v see: 8. t. 

VIf sae: 10. t. 

Vim . (seo: 12. t. 

mia) see: 14. -t. 

(h) Vjg see: 16. t. 

W WIT see: 18. t. 

U) v/d sce: 20. t. 

(k) t see: 22. t. 

(1) Vj1d see: 24-t. 

(M) Iff/Z see: 26. t. 

(n) s see: 28. t. 
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(p) 

(a1) 

(b1) 

(c1) 

jjp/n 

Wro 

vIg 

! tg/k 

j, g1h 

vjý 

jz/ý 

W, 6 

Wný 

Ili V/n 

WU 

v/0 

see: 30. t. 

see: 32. t. 

see: 34. t. 

see: 36. t. 

see: 38. t. 

see: 40. t- 

/Van'Pboundary' 

/tgul 2 Pround' 

to be taught 
a lesson' 

v. /San2/'in the middle' 

v. /&l 2 /'charcoal' 

V. 14ul 2 Pto stoop, 

V. /., ., 2 
an /twhit6ness' 

V. /la'gl/, to be' tired' 

V. /lall/'to swallowl 

V. /larl/I to sing' 

V. /la2l/lto be cold' 

V. /lai I Pto mirse' 

V. /lau"/' hyena' 

V. /la3/-Some thing' 

43. Reni. izations of /4F-/ 

This phoneme is realized as 11,91 in all contexts. 

44. The nhoneme 
2 

This phoneme belongs to pos el and pos i 

(ii) In poS e it commutes Ivith 

zs, s, 6, PpK, M, T, NvS, O/ 
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(iii) In pos i2 it corrnutes with /v., fpgvkpL7, bkýT, dtdPKU., 

T,, 0/ 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following, comparisono: 

(a) ý/b see: 2. u. 

(b) Vp see: 4. u. 

(c) ý/'b see: 6. u. 
(d) VV see: 8. u. 

(0) "Mf see: 10. u. 

(f) -V M see: 12. u. 

(g) see: 14. u. 

(h) see: 16. u. 

M i/kEp see: 18. u. 

(j) ý/d see: 20. u. 

(k) t sce: 22. u. 

(I) : ý/' d sec: 24-u. 

(m) z see: 26. u. 

(n) Vs see: 28. u. 

(0) -Y/n see: 30. u. 
(p) -1111no see: 32. u. 
(q) Vg* see: 34. u. 

(r) -, Vlk see: 36. u. 

(S) -, */ 11 see: 38-U. 

(t) V9 see: 4-O. u. 

(u) V! v see: 42. u. 

(v) Vd /kaý3/, sunl v. /kadl/'a person' 

(w) /laý3/'bcer' v. /laOlPto ripont 

W d/n /maý3ý'honey' V. ImErn 2 /a witch' 
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(Y) V9 /laý3/'beer' v. /la'gl/l to be tired' 
(Z) It V. /lall/' to swallovil 
(a') it V. /lar /'to sing' 
(bl) V. /la21/1to be cold' 
(cl) v. /lail/Ito curse' 
(dl) Vu V. /lau I Phyena, 

(el) Z/O V. /la3/'Something' 

45. Realizations of IgI 

This phoneme is realized as 
[d3] in all contexts. 

I 
46o The hone-me (LO 

2 This phoneme belongs to pos e and'pos i 
I In pos e it cbmmutes with /v, f., gqkpm., rQý., dpt., nqrLdj 

z,, s, i., F, K, M, T, N, S, O/ 

(iii) In pos 12 it commutes with /v, fvg, kvO,, kLppd, t, 15,, FK, 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this Phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) 6/b see: 2. v. 

(b) elp sce: 4. v. 
(C) 6/'b see: 6. v. 

(d) 6/v see: 8. v. 

(0) (Y/ f sce: lo. v. 

(f) 6/m sec: 12. v. 

(g) (Y/ Mý P see: 14. v. 

(h) 6/g'ý see: 16. v. 
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(D e/ýP see: 18. V. 

(J) 6/ d see: 20. v. 

(k) d/t see: 22. v. 

(1) cy, /' d see: 24. v. 

(M) Z51Z sce: 26. v. 

(n) d/s sec: 28. v. 

(0) (Y/n sce: 30. v. 

(p) see: 32. v. 

(q) d1g see: 34. v. 

(r) d/k see: 36. v. 

ZVh see: 38. v. 

t) 6/ý see: 40. v. 

(U) d/ V sce: 42. v. 

(v) d/ ZY see: 44. v. 

(W) , du, 2/1 
chdrcoaV 

W 6/n /ka6lý' a person' 

(Y) Wg it it it 

(Z) 6/1 

(a') 61 r /la62 P'to live, 

(bl) 

(di) d/U 

(el) 6/0 it to it 

V. eu, 1211 to toop, s 
2 

v. /ka'n" /1 white' 

V. /Ica'g I Prainy season' 

V. /kal 1/fleg, 

V. /larl/'to sing' 

V. /141/1 to be cold' 

V. /lail/'to curse' 

V. /1 au 
I /'hyena' 

V. /la3/'Something 

. 47. Realizations bf-Al 

This lJhoneme is realized as 
EtS] in all contexts. 

C 
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48. The phoneme /ný/ 

M This phoneme belongs to pos E and pos I. 

(ii) In pos E it commutes with /b, p, 'b, *., kip, 'd,, h.. W. "n.. u/ 

(iii) In pos I it commutes with /bpp, 'b, rn,, b,, 'd'z,, s, *Oh, ý, 

Ov) The identity and distinctive function of'this phoneme 

are e stablished by the following comparisons: 

(a) r ýi sce: 2. w. 

(b) qVp see: 4-w. 

(C). n, ý/'b see: 6. w. 

(d) ný/v see: 8. w. 

(e) r ýL , 
ýlf sce: 10. w. 

(f) 41M see: 12. w. 

(g) nx/n:, ý sce: 14. w. 

(h) rtý/* see: 16. w. 

W rjý/Ig see: 18. w. 

(J) 4/d see: 20. w. 

(k) nf/t see: 22. w. 

(1) rl$/' d sae: 24-w- 

(n) rV z see: 26. w. 

(n) 1! Lj. '/S see: 28. w. 

(0) r4/n see: 30-w. 

(p) nl/r ,p4 S ýe: 3 2. w. 

q) nX1, g s, 0 0: 34. w. 
(r) qj/k see: 36. w. 

(G) rLý/ h see: 38-w. 
(t) oce: 40. w. 
(u) see: 42. w. 
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(v) n. ý/ -ý'l see: 44. W. 
(w) ngl 6 see: 46. w. 

4/n' /larjOPto ripen' 

(Y) rlll/' 9 it It if 
(Z) nVi it to it 

(a') rLX/ r it IIII 

(b I) 
rv/2 It if It 

(cl) rix/i It It It 
(dl) n , t,, 

/u It of It 

rjY/O to 11 

n2/'%vhiteness' ve /la"' 

V. /la'gl/'to be tired" 

V. /lall/' to sivallow' 

V. /larl/'to sing' 

V. /la2l/'to be cold' 

V. /lail/f to curse' 

V. /laul/shyena' 

vd /la3/'Some thing' 

49. Realizations of ZrLY 4/ 

This phoneme is realized as 
End3l in all contexts. 

50. The -phoneme 

(i) This phoneme belongs to pos E and pos 1. 

(-i) In pos. E it commutes with /b,, p., 'bqg zPP 
. 
ýpk 'dh., V., Uu/ 

i-i) In pos I it commutes with /b., p, 'b, O., 'd,, z, s, V, , hlgq 

r'2 U/ 
(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) ? Vb see: 2. x. 

(b) ? VP sce: 4. x. 
(C) V'b 

0 
sce: 6. x. 

(d) '51V oec: 8. x. 
(e) %If see: iO. x. 
(f) vm see: 12. x. 
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(g) Vv see: 14. x. 

(h) see: 16. x. 

(i) Vk ip see: 18. x. 
(J) Vd see: 20. x. 

(k) Vt see: 22. x. 

V'd see: 24. x. 
vz see: 26. x. 

(n), VS sce: 28. x. 

(0) 7Vn ', see: 30. x. 
(P) Vnd see: 32, x. 

(q) vg see: 34. x. 

(r) Vk see: 36. x. 

(S) Vh see: 38. x. 

(t) Vý see: 40. x. 

(U) iý/ ýg see: 42. x. 

(v) ? V: ý, see: 44. x. 

(W) V6 see: 46ýx. 

5Af see: 48. x. 

(Y) 5/1 g /kaZ2 /'white' 

(Z) Vi /16ýn2/'whiteness' 

(a') ? Vr 

(b 1) V2 

(cl) 
(dl) vu 

(eI) vo 

51 - Realizat ionsof 

v. /ka tgI Prainy season' 

V. /lal I Pto sivallow, 

V. /larl/' to singt 

V. /la*ll/' to be cold' 

V. /lai I Pto curse' 

Vý /lau'ý'hyenat 

ve /la3/tSomething' 

This phoneme is re alized as 
Cj'-] in all contexts. 
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52. The phoneme /'ff/ 

(1) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

/' 
¼ 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 
(C) 

(r) 
(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 
(k) 

(1) 

(rn) 

(n) 
(0) 

(p) 

(ci) 

(r) 

(s) 

(t) 

(u) 

(v) 

This phoneme belongs to pos 1. 

It commutes with /b, Py'b, mb., 'd,, z,, s, ndh, IfIVIOn .n 

r.. 2, i, u/ 
The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

9/b 

g/p 

'9/'b 

I g1v 

see: 2. y. 

see: 4-Y. 

see: 6. y. 

see: 8. y. 

IgIf sce: 10. y. 

'glm see: 12. y. 

, g/m, b sce: 14. y. 

, glo see: 16. y. 

'g/kýp sec: 18. y. 

'g/d see: 20. y. 

' g/' d 

9/s 
gbý 
g1r49 

9/k 

g/h 

g1q 

gly 

see: 22. y. 

see: 24. Y. 

see: 26. y. 

see: 28. y. 

see: 30-Y. 

see: 32. y. 

see: 34. y. 

see: 36. y. 

see: 38-Y. 

see: 40. y. 

see: 42. y. 

see: 44-Y. 
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( iv) 

(Z) 
(al 

(b 1 

(C1) 

(d 

g/n^' 

g/2 

glu 
19/0 

sce: 46. y. - 

sce: 48-Y. 

see: 50. Y. 

/la'gl/, to be tired' 

it If It 

It of of to 

of It it 

It of It It 

of it It of 

V. /lal I Pto swallow' 

V. /larl/I to sing' 

V. /la2l/'to be Cold? 

V. /lail/'to curse' 

V. /lau"Phyena' 

V. /la3/'Something' 

53. Realizations of /Ijq, / 

This phoneme is realized as a voiced dorso-velar in- 

gressive. 

54. The honeme /I 

This phoneme belongs to pos e2 and pos I. 

In pos e2 it commutes with 

In pos I it commutes with /b, p, 'b, rQ)ý, 'dpz, sfnjýqh, 

V, ý5, ný, h, 'gp r, 2, i, u/ 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) 1/b see: 2. z. 

(b) 1/-p see: 4. z- 

(C) 1/1 b see: 6. z. 

(d) I/V see: 8. z 
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ilf see: 10. Z. 
M 1/m see: 12. z. 

I/rq)) see: 14. z. 

(h) see: 16. z. 

see: 18. Z. 

(j) 1/d see: 20. z. 

(k) l/t see: 22. z. 

(1) 1/ld see: 24. z. 

(M) 1/z see: 26. z. 

(n) 1/s sce: 28. z. 

(0) 1/n see: 30. z. 
(P) Vro see: 32. z. 

(q) 1/0 see: 34. z. 

(r) 1/k see: 36. z. 

(S) I/h see: 38. z. 

( t) 1/ý see: 40. z. 

(U) I/ 1y, see: 42. z. 

(v) see: 44. z. 
(w) 1/6 see: 46. z. 

(X) I/n; ý see: 48. z. 
(Y) 111ý see: 50. z. 
(Z) 1/1 9 see: 52. z. 

(a') : L/r /lall/I to swallow' 
(bl) 1/2 it It 

(cl) l/i it if 

(dl) Vu It it 

(ei ) 1/0 . 
it of It 

V. /lar I Pto sing' 

V. /la21/1 to be cold' 

V. /lail/I to curse' 

V. /lau I /'hyena' 

V. /10/t Somettina' 
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55. Realizations of IV 

This phoneme has-two basic realizations. It is 

realized as dark C+1 
when preceding or succeeding nuclear 

/o/ or /u/. It is realized as clear 
CI] 

when preceding or 

succeeding nuclear /a/, /e/, or 

56. The j2honete /r/ 

W This phoneme belongs to pos e2 and pos I. 
2 (ii) In pos c it commutes with /m, n, rLol, i, O/ 

(iii) In pos I it commutes with /b, p, 'b, rpb, ld, z, stro, h, 

ý, go n,, . no t go 192 V io U/ 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) r/b see: 2. a 

(b) r/p see: 4. a 

(c) r/tb see: 6. a 

(d) r/v see: 8. a 

(e) r1f sec: 10. a . 
I (f) r/M 3cc: 12. a . 

(g) r/ mP sce: 14. a . 
1 (h) r/O see: 16. a . 
1 

see: 18. a 

(j) r/d see: 20. a 

(k) r/t see: 22. a 

(1) r/td see: 24. a 

(m) r/z see: 26. a 

(n) rls see: 28. a 
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(0) r/n see: 30. a 
(P) r/ro see: 32. a 
(q) r1g see: 34. a 
(r) r/k see: 36. a 
(S), r/h see: 38. a 
t) see: 40. a 

(U) see: 42. al. 
(V) r/9 I see: 44. a 
(W) r/d see: 46. al. 

r/0 I sce: 48. a . 
(Y) r/n 

I scc: 50. a 
(Z) r/, g I see: 52. a. 

(al ) r/ I sea: 54. a. 
(bl) r12 /1'arlP to sing' 

(c 1) 
r/ i It It to 

(dl) r/u If to it 

(el) r/O it It it 

57. Realizations of /, r/ 

v. /la2ý/' to be cold' 

v. /lail/I to curse' 

v. /laul/'hyenal 

v. /la3/1 Something' 

This phoneme is realized as rolled [r] in all contexts. 

58. The rhoneme 121 

This phoneme balongs to pos I. 

It cor. mutes with /b, p, 'brý, bj. 'd,, zvSqnd., hpq., ! 7p*, n 

0 
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(iii) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) /b see: 2. b 

(b) '2 /P see: 4. b 

2/'b see: 6. ý' 
. 

(d) 2/v see: 8. b 

(e) 71f see: I O. b 

M 2/m see: 12. bl . 
(g), '2 / m1b see: 14. b I. 

(h) 210 I 
see: 16. b . 

W 2 /kýp I 
see: 18. b 

Q) 7/d see: 20. bl. 

(k) -2/t see: 22. bl. 

(1) ? /'d see: 24. b 

(M) 21Z see: 26. b 

) ( 2/s see: 28. b 
n 

? /n see: 30. b 

(P) *2/rLa see: 32. b 

seo: 34. b 

(r) ? /k see: 36. b 

(S) 2/h I 
see: 38. b 

t) 2/9 see: 40. b 

(U) 2/ ýg I 
sce: 42. b 

(v) 21Y I 
sce: 44. b 

(W) 2/6 see: 46. b 

2/4 soe: 48. bl. 
(Y) 2/n see: 50. b 
(Z) ?. /' g see: 52. b 
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W) 2/1 see: 54. bi . 
(b see: 56. bi . 
(cl) -2 /la#21/'to be cold' 
(d') 7- /U it it 11 It 

(01) 121; 5 It of to it 

59. Realizations of 

This phoneme is realized as 
[2] 

. 

60. The nhoneme 

v. /lail/'to curse' 

v. /laul*/' hyena' 

v. /la3/'Something' 

This phoneme belongs to po's e2. pos n. and pos I. 
2 In pos a, it commutes with /mvnprLdpljr., ý/ 

In pos n it commutes with /u, a, e, o/ 

In pors I, it- commutes with /b,, p,, tbmj),, 'd, z, s,, roh, 

(v) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) i/b see: 2. cl. 

(b) i/p I 
S00: 4-c 

(C) i/lb sec: 6. cl. 
(d) i/v see: 8. cl. 

(0) i/f se. e: io. C 

(f) i/m see: 12. c 

i/nb see: 14. c 
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(h) see: 16. c 
i/IV see: 18. c 

(j) i/d see: 20. c 

(k) i/t see: 22. c 

(1) i/'d see: 24. c 

(M) i/z see,. 26. c 

(n) i/s see: 28. c 

(0) i/n -. Oe: 30. c . 
(P) i/ro soe: 32. cl. 
(q) i/g see: 34. cl. 
(r) i/k see: 36. c 
(S) i/h seet38-C 

t) i/I see: 40. cl. 
(u) i/V see: 42. c 
(v) see: 44. c 
(w) i/d see: 46. c 

I see: 48. c 
(Y) i/ýn 60e: 50. c 

see: 52. c . 
(a see: 54. cl 

(b i/r I 
sce: 56. c . 

(cl) 1/2 see: 58. c . 
(di) i/u /lail/'to curse' v. /lau. 'I/'hycna' 

i/a 
3 

/ti /'this' V. /tal/'that' 

(fl) i/e /li'dl/'to pull, V. /lotdl/'to see' 
I (g ) i/o it it it 

1 
V. /lod/to cultivate' 

(h 1) 1/0 /lail/'to curse' V. /la3 /'Somothing' 
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61. Realizations_oL/i 

Thisphoneme is realized as [j] in nuclear position 

and as [j] in"pe'ripheral positions. 

Its length in nuclear position is conditioned by the 

tones. When on a high (level) tone, it is realized as a 

short close vowel with lips spread. Otherwise it ds 

realized as a long close vowel with lips spread when on either 

a dipping or a falling tone. 

62. The phoneme /, I/ 

This phoneme belongs to pos E, pos n. and pos I. 

In pos E it commutes with 

In pos n it commutes with /i,, tL, eo/ 

In pos I it commutes with /bp,, 'b, ng),, vd., z, s, ilý., h.. g., 

niK,, nI 

(v) The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: * 

(a) u/b see: 2. d1. 

(b) U/P* sce: 4. di. 

(C) u/vb see: 6. dl. 

(d) U/v see: 8. di. 

(e) Ulf seo,: 10. d 

M U/M see: 12. d 

U/, -, 'ý see: 14. d 

(h) U/0 see: 16. d 

u/kEp see: 18. d 
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(i) 
(k) 

(n) 

( o) 

(p) 

q) 

r) 

(u) 

(v) 

(w) 

(75) 

b 

c 

d 

(01) 

(f 

(h 

U/d 

U/ t 

u/I d 

U/z 

U/S 

u/n 

U/11ý 

ulg 

u/k 

u/h 

U/U 

U/W 

I, /-* 

U/6 

u/ ni 

UP g 

U/1 

u/r 

U12 

U/i 

u/a 

U/e 

U/0 

U/0 

see: 20. d 

see: 22. d 

see: 24. d. 

see: 26. d. 

see: 28. d 

see: 30. d 

see: 32. d 

see: 34. d 

see: 36. d 

see: 38. d 

s ee: 40. d 

see: 42. d. 

see: 44. d. 

see: 46. d. 

see: 48. d . 

see: 50. d . 
I 

sce: 52. d 
I see: 54. d. 

see: 56. d . 

see: 58. d. 

see: 60. d. 

/Iýud 
2 /1 chest' 
2 /lud /, to put' 
3 /tum /'ostrich' 

1 /dau /'a string bag' 

63. Realizations-of/u/ 

'i v. /Icad : /'a person' 
2 

v. /led Pto carry' 

v. /toml/'bug' 

V. /6a 1P 
name I 

This phoneme is realized as 
[u] in the nuclear position 
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and as 
[w] in peripheiýal po sitions. 

Its length in nuclear pos ition is conditioned by the 

tones. When on a high (level) tonep it is realize. d as a short 

back rounded vowel. Otherwise, it is realized as a long 

back rounded vowel when on either a dipping or a falling tone. 

64. The T)honeme 

This phoneme belongs to pos n. 

It commutes with /i, u, e, o/ 

The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme V 
are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) a/i see. 60. el. 
(b) a/u, see: 62. el. 

a/e /lad 2 /'to tellt v* /led 2 Pto carry' 

(d) a/o /latdl/lto preservet v. /loldl/tto cultivatet 

65. Realizations-of /, -a/ 

This phoneme has two basic realizations. It is - 

realized as plain Ca] and as centralized 
Cd] 

. The centralized 

one occurs only when the implosive positions is f. illod by the 

/i/ phoneme. The plain one occurs in all other contexts. 

66. The T)honeme /e/ 

(i) This phoneme belongs to pos n. 
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It commutes with /i,, u., ao/ 

The identity and distinctive function of this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) e/i see: 60. f 

(b) e/u see: 62. fl. 
2 (c) e/a see: 64. f 

(d) e/o /led 2/ 'I to see" v. /lo'dl/'to cultivate' 

67. Realizations of Ze/ 

This phoneme has two basic realizations - 
Cel and 

E'Ll. 

The Cel whose realization is short, occurs on the high lbvel) 

tone, whereas the Cf. ] whose realization is long, occurs on 

either a dipping or a falling tone. 

68. The -nhonpme A 

This phoneme belongs to-pos n. 

It commutes with /i., u,, ae/ 

The identity and distinctive functions of, this phoneme 

are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) 0/1 see: 60. g 
1. 

(b) O/u see: 62. gi. 

(C) o/a see: 64. c. 
(d) o/e see: 66. d. 
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69. 'Real-izntl-onr, of /o/ 

This phoneme is realized as half-close back Eo] 
with 

lips rounded and as a half -open back C31 also with lips 

rounded. Tho Col whose realization is short, occurs on the 

high (level) tone, whereas the C. )] whose realization is long, 

occurs on either a dipping or a falling tone. 

70. The archiphoneme /F/ 

This archiphoneme belongs to pos el and pos 12 

In pos eI it co=utes with /g. k., mgmi ,?,, 
d2t,, n,, 0,, z. s., 

Y,, d., KtY, , T., NpS,, d, 0/ 

In pos i21tcom.. utes. with 1g, k, Q,, k-tp., dpt., Y, d., Kp Ytp.. 

T,, ý,, O/ 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this 

archiphoneme are established by tho following comparisons: 

(a) F/m /Pladl/Ireligious leader' v. /Mla'bl/'I will dancd 

(bý /FnonP1/1 wild cat' v. /Kiamlý, Y 2/1 bed' 

(C) F/T 
, 

2 /lunP /'to follow' v. 
2 /lunT /'road' 

(d) F/S /Pladl/'religious leader' v. S2 /SlemK POyster 
shollt 

(a) FIN v. IN liý21, -. hpept 

(f) F/K v. /KlarIKY2/ t bedt 

(g) FAý /PnonF 1 /'wild cat' v. /Sin 62 Pfoott 

(h) F/O /lunP 2 /'to follow' v. /lun 2 Pto diva' 
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71. Roalizntions of /P/ 

This archiphoneme is realized as Ev] in all contexts. 

0 

72. The archiphoneme Al 

This archiphoneme belongs to pos e 

It commutes with /v, f,, g, k., d., t.. n; rLd.. z., s, ýY, d, FK, T, N, Sp 

The identity and distinctive function of this archi- 

phoneme are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) LVF see: 70. a. 

(b) /tIlel2p, Iv, ll fly, V. - 
/SlemKp2/'oyster shell' 

(c) MIN to It it v. IN,, ý2 Psheep' 

(d) ). VK /M. la'b1PI will dance' V. 
2 /Xlam PSupport for 

carrying things 
on the head' 

(e) m/d /mraV2phippopotamus' V. /6raý2 Ptype of tree, 

(f) 1-1/0 ýj 2/1, ill rIV. A, leý VI ly /leý2/1 to fly, 

73. Realizations of /jw/ 

This archiphoneme is realized as Em] 

a 
74. The archiphoneM,. q. 

_LV 

2 This archýiphoncme belongs to pos i 

C, - 

C 
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It commutes with 

The identity and distinctive function of this archi- 

phoneme are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) U/P soc: 70. b. 

(b) U/T /KlamU 2 /'bad' 

(C) U/K it It 

(d) vlýf it it 

(a) ITIO it it 

v. /lunT 2 /' ro ad' 

v. /lunK 2 /'to solidify' 

v. /S in 62 /, foot, 

v. /Kiam 2 PSupport for 
carrying things 
on the head' 

75. Realizations of 

This archiphoneme is realized as 
Cg-0] 

. 

76. - The archinhone-ne /T/ 

This archiphoneme belongs to pos eI and'pos 1 2. 

In pds eI it commutes with /vfgk,, mrQp.. n, *, z., s.. 

-K, d, FpK, M, N, Sv 1ý9 0/ 

In pos i2 it commutes with 

U9 (ýq OV 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of thin archi- 

phoneme are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) T/F sca: 70-c- 

(b) TIKY' sce: 74. b. 
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(c) T/S /Tioýg 2 /type of insect' v. /Sin6 2/ foot, 

(d) T/Iý /lUnT 2 Proad' v. /lunK2/'to solidify' 

(0) TA 11 11 v. /Sind 2 /'foot' 

It '0 It 2/t to dive' (f) T/O V. /lun 

77. Real-i7ations of /T/ 

This archiphoneme is realized an 
[t] in all contexts. 

78. The archirhoneme /S 

This archiphoneme belongs to POs e 

It commutes with 

(Jjj) The identity and distinctive function of this archi- 

phoneme are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) S/F sco: 70-d. 

(b) S/11 sce: 72. b. 

(c) SIT see: 76. c. 

(d) S/11 IS i emu 
2 Poyster shall' V. INliq 2 /'sheep' 

2 /'bed' (e) S/K v /KlamX 

M S16 V. 161or 2 /straight, 
f orward' 

(g) S/O V. /lamu 2 /'t6 munch' 

C, 
- 
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79. Realizations of ISI 

This archiphoneme is rcalized as Ez] 

80. The archinhoneme /NT/ 

(4 

(11) 

(iii) 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

This archiphoneme belongs to pos 0 

It commutes with 

The identity and distinctive function of this archi- 

phoneme are established by the following comparisons: 

IN/ -2 see: 70-e. 

N/M see: 72. c. 
N/S see: 78. d. 

NIK lNliý 2 /'sheep' V. 

N/ý it 11 v0 

NIO /N. la lb 2/ille 
vli 11 v 

dance 

81. Realizations of ZN1 

/Klarrlý, y 2 /'bed' 

/61er 2 /1 straight forward' 

/la'b/Ito dance' 

This archiphonom, e is realized as 
Gý] 

. 

82. The archinhoneme IKI 

12 
This. , irchiphonc,,, ic bolongo to pon c and. pos i 

In pos cl it com. mutes with 

; ý. 
q 

d, P, M, TIN, S., (Y,, 0/ 
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In pos i2 it commutes with 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this archi- 

phoneme are established by the following comparisons: 

(a) KIP sec: 70-f. 

(b) Vm see: 72. d. 

(c) IVIT soc: 74. c. 
(d) Y/T sco: 76. d. 

(e) YI/S see: 78-e. 

(f) K/NL sce: 80. d. 

(g) KA 2 
,Y 

/lunX Pto solidify' 
62/1foot, 

V. /Sin 

(h) K/O v. /lun 2 Pto drive' 

C, 

83. Realiz,, itions__of /K/ 

This archiphoneme is realized as 
Ek] in all contexts. 

84. The archip oneme /ý/ 

Iý2 This archiphoneme belongs to pos e and pos i 

In pos e1 it commutes with /vjf., g,, kxm., mj)pdOt)n, rj, 

zvs,, F, K, MvTjNvStO/ 

In pos 12 it commutos with 

T, O/ 

(iv) The identity and distinctive function of this archi- 

phoneme are established by the following comparisons: 
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(a) ý/p see: 70-rs- 

(b) 6111, 
see: 72. c. 

6AT see: 74. d. 

(d) 6/T see: 76. e. 
(0) els see: 78-f. 

M (ý/N see: 80. a. 
(g) 61K see: 82. g. 

(11) /&cr2/'Straight forwardt v. llor 2 Pthin' 

85. Realizat ions of Zýl 

This archiphoneme is realized asEts] 
in all contexts. 

86, The over-all system 

The consonant phonemes 

Occlusive Pricative Nasal 
lIngressive 

com- 
: Plex plain com- 

plex plain com- plain plex 

simple b p m 
Labial v f 1b 

compound' kp n& 

simple z s n n 
Apical a t Id 

compound ng ný 

simple i 
orsal k h 19 

compound 

Table 1. Unclassified Ill. Irl. 121 
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The vowel. phonemes 

ro unded sprea& 

vocalic 0 e 

semi-vocalic u 

Table 2. Unclassified /a/. 
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The three tables above represent in one way or the other, 

the over-all system of the phonemes of Yulu. The first two 

tables are the cartesian tables of the consonant and vowel 

phonemes of Yulu rosPectivOlY. As will have already been 

noted, there are some phonemes which are outsidq the table. 

This is mainly because they cannot be analysed into any 

distinctive features other than their own identities. Though 

the "two-in-a-column-two-in-a-row'1 requirement in the car- 

tesian table is a useful means of testing the consistency of 

distinctive feature analysis, it is not always sufficiently 

precise. The most precise test, as mentioned elsewhere in 

the thesis, is one that tabulates the distinctive functions 

of the features in all the phonemes (and archiphonemes) in 

which they are said to appear. Table No-3- is such a one. 

In this way, phonemes which were not previously included in 

the cartesian table, are now given places where they can be 

atsigned their oym identities. Although this table looks 

like a Jakobsonian-type, it is important to know that the 

resemblance is only superficial. 

As will have already been noted from both the Cartesian 

table of the consonant phonemes and the Jakobsonian table., 

the labels 'complex' and 'plain' rather than 'voiced' and 

tunvoiced', have been used. This has been done because 

Ivoicedt and 'unvoiced'. though appropriate with regard to 

realisations of the occlusives and fricativeso were not apt 

terms with regard to the nasals. As there is no functional 

reason for regarding the division within the nasals as 

intrinsically different from that within the occlusivcs and 

fricatives, I had to look for a term that was appropriate to 

both. 
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CHAPTER 11 

'Neutralization' and 'Concord' 

'Neutralization' and 'Archiphonemel 

As mentioned earlier, (cf. 'ch. X of Part'l), neutýaliz- 

ationýis the suspension, in specific contextsp of distinctive 

opposition between phonemes, whereas the term "archiphoneme" 

designates the simultaneous bundle of distinctive features 

resulting from the suspension of distinctive opposition between 

phonemes. As also mentioned earlier, this bundle of dis- 

tinctive features is, of course, a phoneme in its own right, 

but its occurrence is restricted to the context that effects 

the neutralization. For the prerequisites for the 

establishment of neutralization reference should be made to 

the aforementioned chapter. 

From the preceding chapter it would, no doubtv have 

been noted that the following archiphonemes 16'1j, /P/, IKI, 

/U/, /S/9 /T/O ILV and INI occur in Yulu. They are used 

to designate, respectively, the resultants of suspensions 

of distinctive opposition'between the following pairs of the 

consonant phonemes /v/-/f/,, 1g1-1k1q 101-1k'ýPl" 

/z/-/s/. /d/-/t/, 1rxa)1-1nV., and I*I-IrV. 

From the pairs of consonant phonemes cited above it 
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will be seen ýhat, there are two types of neutralization 

that take place in Yulu. Firstly, neutralization between 

complex/plain and secondlv, neutralization between the 

simPle/com-Pound. As far as the neutralization of the 

complex/plain OPPosition is concernedt there are two 

contexts: 

112 (a) followed by e 

plain na sss a I 

(b) lain nasali 
I) followed by 2 

(P 

.) 

For the neutralization between the simple/compound 

opposition, there is only one context: 

Ire2 I -P e) followed by 

(ý 

1 

U) 'Concord' , 3nd ' archi-positiont in Yulti 

As mentioned earlier, 'concord' is the suspc.. nsion of 

contrastive function between phonemes within the same 

distributional unit whereas the tern, "archi-position" is, by 

analogy with the term "archiph6neme", used to designate the 

positions resulting from total suspension of contrast. 

But since the concepts 'distributional uni't' and 'position' 

are necessary for understanding the notions fconcord' and 

a 

0 
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varchi-position' in the phonotactic description of a 

language, it is important first of all, to say a few words 

about the concepts 'distributional unit' and 'position' with 

specific reference to Yulu. 

The maximum extension of the distributional unit in 

Yulu covers five positions. These are: (el) first explosive., 
(e 2) 

second explosive, (n) nuclear, (il) first implosive and 
(i 2) 

second implosive. In other words, the syllable in 

Yulu can be said to coincide with the distributional unit. 

This is as it should be, because, as mentioneq earlier, in 

part II, Yulu is a member of the Sudanic family of languages 

whose members are monosyllabic and isolating, i. e. "m6st 

words in their simplest form consist of one syllable" 

(Tucker 1940). Furthermore, this phenomenon of the syllable 

being the maximum extension of the distributional unit is 

not confined either to Yulu or to other members of the Sudanic 

family of languages as such; it is also a phenomenon 

reminiscent of other monosyllabic languages particularly the 

Sinitic languages which Mulder and Hurren I have explained 

as follows: "the minimum extension of the distributional 

unit is one syllable. In some languagest e. g. Sinitic 

languages, this is also the maximum extension". The par- 

ticular Sinitic language which Mulder specifically mentions 
2 is the nort h Chinese dialect of Poking 

I Mulder, J. VJ. F. hnd. H. A. Hurren 'The English vowel phonemes 
from a functional point of view and a statement of their 
distribution' La Linpaiistiane,, 1968,1. 

2 Mulder states that "the syllable in Pekingese happens to co- 
incide with a distribtitional iinit, i. e. a phonological unit 
within which the distribution of phonemes can be-ddsciýibed 
completely and exhaustively" (Mulder 1968. ). 
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having clarified the concepts of 'distributional unit' 

and 'position' in Yulu, let us* see how 'concord' and 'archi- 

position' work in Yulu. An instance of a distributional 

unit in which all the five positions mentioned earlier are 

f illed is the form /KlamU/ 'klamo' (bed) which can be 

expressed as (e I IKI); (e 2 
, 
/1/) ; (n. /a/) (i I 

I/r, 
/) and 

/1 2 IKSI). 

As'a result of a suspension of contrastive function 

between phonemes within the distributional unit (syllable) 

mentioned earlier, we can further establish three archi- 

positions for the over-all system for the different structural 

subtypes of syllable (distributional unit) in Yulu-as can be 

seen in the diagram below. Por the prerequisite for the 

establishment of concord, these are. mutatis mutandis the same 

as those for the establishment of neutralization which have 

already been mentioned in chapter X of part 1. 

I.. 

! 

el 

I- : 

e 

Following Mulder's symbolizationg the symbols in the diagram 

should read as follows: (E)=(e Ie2) and (I)=(i I12 An 

example of the archi-position E., representing a suspension of 

contrast involving the first and second explosive positions, 
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is that filled by the phoneme /b/ in /bal/'ball (he-goat). 

The occurrence of this phoneme in an explosive position 

precludos the occurrence of other phonemes in explosive 

positions. That is, neither a second explosive position 

can be filled after /b/ in the syllable (bal) nor can 

another phoneme occur in the same distributional unit 

before the /b/ r)honcmc itself. Thus in the case of /b/ 

in explosive position, there can never be contrast between 

a phoneme filling first explosive and another filling second 

explosive position. 

On the other hand, an instance of the archi-position It 

representing a suspension of contrast involving the first and 

socond. implosivc positions, is that filled by the phoneme 

/I / in Alij/'nýling' (shoop). The pontnucluar occurrence 

of this phoneme precludes the postnuclear occurrence: of other 

Dhonemes. Neither a second implosive position can be filled 

in the syllable /. Nliý/ nor can another phoneme occur be, tween 

the nuclear phoneme and the /I/ phoneme itself. Thus in the 

case of IjI occurrinz postnuclearly there can never be a 

contrast between a phoneme filling the first implosive 

position and another phoneme filling second implosive 

position. An instance of a distributional unit where 

there is a suspension of contrast involving both the first 

and second explosive positions and a suspension. of contrast 

involving the first and second implosive positions is pro- 

vided by the form /rLY,, ul/ ln: ýul' (to stoop) symboliz, ý,. d as 
V 

(E, /4/); and (I, /l/). 

The conditions (rules) fQr suspension of concord in Yulu 
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-are as follows: 

I 
_, e2 is suspended in the context where /btpjlbýOpVq 

n occur prenuclearly. 

ir- i2 is suspended in the contexts where /bjpO'bqm d 

z rig, h, ý ný,, n,, 'g, 1, rj,?,, is, u/ occur postnuclearly. 
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CHAPTýDR III 

Classificatory c, --, i). culus in Yulu 

(i) The nosition classes in Yulu 

This chkoter will be mainly concerned with establishing" 

certain. types pf paradigmatic classes in Yulu. For the 

other paradigmatic claises and the theory underlying thip 

chapter, see Mulder's Sets_nrd Relationa ch III. One of 

the most general of these classes is what Mulder calls. 

"a position class" (Pos) and which he defines as "Sets of 

Items which can oc cur in the 4ame ponition or archi-rosition'' 

(Mulder 1968). The position classes in Yulu are as follows: 

Pos e: 

Pos e: (n, n9 i2. ý , 1, r, i. �0) ; 

pos n (ajegogi-su); 

oo s (b., pý nj, 'n", u) 

Pos (, m, n, )g) 

.2 Pos 1: 

Pos 

(ii) The extendcl rosition clas--es in Yuh-1 

Prom the position classes shown in the preceding section, 

we can further establish another class which Mulder torms 

"the extended position class" and which he defines as 

set of ite--s ,,,,!,, ich cin occur In the sarip nosi-tion or nny of 
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the. nrchi-nositions which_can represent that T)osJtion" 

(',,, 'ul(', er 1968). The following are the inventory of the 

extended position classes for Yulu. 

Epos c1= (pos a')+(pos 

F, X, V�, r, ' , N.. S, ý.. b, p, 'b, 

d, h.. nl, n5, u 

Enos c2= (Pos 02 )+(pos 

rj, 'n", u�, d) ; 

Epos n= (pos n)=(a, e, o, i, u); 

d� h, Epos il = (pos i')+(pos I)=(mn, b, pg'b.. m, 

rji, 'n, 's , gi, r�2.. i, U, 
22 Epos i (Pos i )+(pos 

(iii) the co-mm., itation clanses in Yulu 

In this se, ýtion vve shall be concerned with establishing 

Uhe commutation classes in Yulu. It will, no doubt, be 

romerabered fro: n chapter VIII of part I that 111uldcr defines 

tfte commutation class of a phoneme as "the sum of all para- 

digms in whict*. - a certain item occurs" - alternative definition: 

"The set consistina of an item (the commuter) together With 

all the items wtich commute with it (the commutants)" 

Mulder 1968). As also mentioned earlier, the commutation 

classes of phonemes of a language form one type of phonological 

fisub-systens"% 

Follo-wing Ikul(Jer' s -oractice, I shall use the diagram 

below to present the commutation classes in Yulu. The 
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phonemes on the diagonal line represent the commuters; 

the dots show the com,, Putants. In the diagram we have from 

top to bottom and from left to right the commutation class 
dencraltcd by /v/. that generated by Ifl, that by 

From the diagram it can be seen that every phoneme and 

archiphoneme except the vowels /ae,, o/ commutes with zero 

and vice-versa. Also following Mulder's practicep I have 

included the top and bottom rovis of phonemes in the diagr'am 

just for the sake of easy reference. 

6 
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The connpctive opposition classes in Yulu 

With the help of the diagram of the commutation classes 

in Yulu, we can establish a very important type of set 

which Mulder calls 'connective opposition classes' (cop) 

and which he defines an "A sub-set of a jenera . ed com in 

which the relation-'commutes with' is interconnectedin 

the set" - alternative definition: ''A set of individuals 

which commute with one mother"(Mulder 1968). gowadays, 

Mulder insists upon adding "self-contained" before 'set' 

or fsub-set' in definitions of this kind, but in the 

1968 publication this was not stated, although it was 

silently understood that this was a condition. 

To construct connective opposition classes, all via 

need to do, to cluote Mulder, is to: 

"move the dots so as to lot them join together in 
rovi's and columns constituting a square in which 
there is no empty place, i. e. it has to be com- 
pletely filled with dots and (on the diagonal 
line) with phonemes. If one succeeds, one has 
establi. -hed a co-P. A con i. - the set of phonemes 
reDresented on the diagonal line of such a 
square. One needs only to move the dots on 
one side of the diagonal line, because the 
co. ýresponding dots on the other side, being 
ý ints'of the inverse image,, follow automatically" 

10,11 u1derI -ad 
6 8) . 

By applying the above mothodoloLry) we can establish the 

following nineteen cops which we shall label with letters 

of the Alphabet i. e.: cop A, cop B ..... cop S. 
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'dith the help of the position clasoes listed earlier 

in, section (i) of this chapter, it will become obvious that 

AMers of cop ýA) are the consonants and semi-vowel phonemes 

of the Yulu language thich commute with each other. The 

members of cops (B, C .... R), with the exception of the 

phonemes /q/ nnd " and their resultant archiphqnoye 
21 

which belong to pos i, are members of pos e The 

members of cop (S) are the phonemes which belong to the 

nuclear position. 

The. functional emityalence cl-risse-, in Yulu 

Another important way of classifying phonemes is into 

what Mulder terms 'functional equivalence classes' (Focis). 

M; uldcr defines Feqs 

QO-P, '. Alternative 

r7cnm; Dtsicint sets 

rhonemes wlitn! ý-'ýe]-Cn 

For our purpose 

as "sets of commuters in ecuivalent 

definitions: "Sets of commiter! -, -in n 

of intercdmTmitj. n7 n1inneires. 9. ctq of 

7 to the qýwna c2=., " (IMulder 1968). 

we shall use the last definition which 

wi 11 alsc ind. irectly cover the other definitions. S inc e 

we have n4neteon cops, %,, ýe cannot use an ordinary Venn diagram 

to T). -esent the classificatory calculus. Instead of usinn- a 

L'arcluand graph which could have served the Purpose of a Venn 

dia, gra, m, we shall use numbers. The following are the Fco,, -. 

which can be established from the cops listed in the prbvious 

section. 

Feq 1 is the intersection of cops (ApC#D,, BpYvG,, Ii,, *IvR) 
=(v, f) 

Poo 2 (A, BvD, 0., Pp G, 11,1, R) =(g, k) 

Few (A,, B., Cp E, Y0G, 11, J) =(moo) 

Ze a (A.. BpC.. DpFpGpH#I, J.. KgR)=(dit); 
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Pen 9 is the intersection of cops (A, BtCpDpEpGpHJ, XtL, P)=(n,, rlý); 

Fen- 6 it LtFsHJ, K, L, M (AtBvCvDp, ', P)=(z, s); 

Fen (AtBpCfDjZqP#GjJpK, L , M, N). 
=( ,-I GY) 

Pan 8 (A, BpC, Z,, IitJ.. P) 

Fen 9 It It (B, JpK, LtMpNvOvP) =(F); 

P C', C, 10 It 11 It it to (CvJ, XjLpMtNj, Oj, PpQ) 

Fen 11 R) (D,, KjMj, Npj M 

Fen 12 (EpL.. OpP) =(T); 

Fen 13 (P t, MpN., , '%' I, -R) =(N); 

Fen i (GtNpQvl, ') =(S); 

Fen 15 (H,, OvPtZtR) 

Feq 16 (IPO) 

Pen 17 1s coi) A only (I, r,, bp., ' b., 'd., h.. ý7, rjý., ntj '0,2) 

Poo 18 is the intersection of cops (A, S) U) 

Feq 19 is cor S only =(a, e, o). 

C, 
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0 Chapter IV 

Phonotactic distribution in Yulu 

(i) Introduction 

As mentioned earlier, (cf ch. XII of part I) phono- 

tactics is concerned with how phonemes. combine tactically 

into self-contained phonotagms. Phonotactic distribution 

is., 't'hereforep concerned with giving an account of the syn- 

tactic arrangement and distribution of phonemes within the 

same distributional unit. The first step in this operation- 

is to assign phonemes to 'main distributional classea'. 

Because assigning phonemes to 'main distributional classes' 

is a paradigmatic operation.,, thia will involve making use 

of, the position classes as a stepping-stone in establishing 

the main distributional classes since the main distributional 

classes are intersections'between position classes. 

As far as Yulu is concernedg we can, from the seven 

position classes listed earlier in the preceding chapter, 

establish fourteen main distributional classes as shown 

below. Following Mulder's practicep I shall label each 

of them by the letters of the alphabet: i, e, Mdis A. 

Mdis B.... p Mdis N. "The members of each Mdis, are the only 

items which can stand in the positions shown after each 

cla I S. S. The sign 'S' means 'member(s) of"' (Mulder 1968); 

(ii) The maiý distributional-classes 

1. Ildis A 

po E3 Poo 12 



i8oo 
t 

2. Ild isB 

/m, n/ POO a pos e pot) 
3. Mdis C 

lSvMvNl pos e 
4. Mdis D 

/mb 
. z., s/ poslei t. pos I 

5. Mdis E 

POB e v Poo I 

6o Mdis F 

POO 0 Poo 0 pos 

7. Mdis G 

/a, e, o/ po an 

8, ITdis H 

/b.. p,, 'by I d,, h pos Ev,, pos I 

9. Mdis I 

pos E. pos 12 

10. JIdis J 
2 

; POG ev pos ny POE3 

II. Mdis X 

/U/ 6 POE3 E,, pos n. pos I 

12. Mdis L 

AT/ P013 

13. Mdis M 

po El 

14. Mdis N 

/0/ 6 Poo al p POO a2t Poo ip 
ý oo i P 
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(iii) The distributional classes 

The second step in the phonotactic distribution involves 

taking the phonotactic context into consideration. By 

adopting this approach, soM`O of the "main distribution 

classes" can be further subdivided into 'distribution 

classes'. The important principle followed here to oub- 

divide "main distributional claýsesll into 'distribution 

classes' is to find outp within the distributional unit, 

with which phonemes in which positions a particular phoneme 

can co -occur. The main distributional clas6es which contain 

only one item cannot be further subdivided andv as ouch, 

are equated on a par. with 'distribution classes'. 

The simplest way to arrive at a statement of distribution 

of phonemes is to start with the item in the nuclear position 

since other positions are dependent on it. From the 

nucleus, one can work towards items in the peripheral 

positions. In languages with mono-phonematic syllables, 

e. g. Pekingese mentioned by Mulderp 
. 
'fan elegant way of 

making statement of distribution is that of progressively 

establishing the possible expansions of syllables consisting 

of one phoneTe into syllables which have reached their maximum 

phonematic expansion in the language in question", (Mulder 

1968). 

In a language like Yulu, -things are somewhat different. 

This is not meant to deny that the principles of analysis 

are th. e same, i. e. starting from the nucleus and moving 

outwards. BUt the difference is that in Yulup unlike in 

Pekingese, the minimum extension of the syllable consists 
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of two phonemes. T4at is to say# the element in the nuclear 

position does not, by itselfp constitute an acceptable 

syllable in Yulu. One of the explosive or implosive 

positions must also be filled by a phoneme. 

Having sketched as it were, the method for subdividing 

some of the main distributional classesp let us now proceed 

with the actual statement of distribution, Since the 

paradigms are too numerous to enumerate., I shall only list 

below the distribution classeop their member or members and 

the other items they can co-occur withl withIn the same 

distributional unit. 

dis Al /v, f, g, k, d, t, 9,6/ occur in Poo e only if pos e2 

is filled by /0/; and in Poo 12 only if Poo i 

is filled by /0/. 

dis A2 /F/ occurs in Poo el only if Poo 02 is filled by 

/1/, /n/ or /nd/; and in Poo 12 only if pos i 

is filled by InI. 

12 dis'A3' : IYl occurs in pos e only if Poo 0 is filled by 

/l/; and in Pos 12 only if Poo ii is filled by /n/. 

dis A4 : /T/ occurs in Poo eI only if Poo e2 is filled by 

/i/ or InV; and in Poo 12 only if Poo iI is 

filled by IrV. 

dis A5 : 161 occurs in Poo el only if pos e2 is filled by 

/l/ or /r/; 'and in pos 12 only if Poo iI is filled 

, by /n/. 

dis B1. : InV, occurs'in pos el only if Poo a2 is filled by 

/, 0/; in Poo e2 only if Poo n is filled by /a/ 

or /u/, *,, and in Poo il only if Poo n io filled by 

or /u/. 

C 
1' 
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c 

dis B2 In/ occurs in pos a! only if Pon e2 is filled by 

/0/; in Poe a2 only if Poe n is -filled by 

/a/ or /o/; and in, poe iI only if pos n is filled 

by /a/. /a/. /o/ or /u/. 

dis CI /S/ occurs in Pon a' only if Poe a2 is filled by 

/l/ or Iml. 
, 

dis C2 /M/ occurs in Poe aI only if Pon a2 is filled by 

/I/ or Irl. 

dis C3 INI occurs in pos aI only if Poe a2 is filled by 

/I/. -4 

dis DI occurs in Poe a' only if-pos a2 is filled by 

/0/; and in pos I only-if Poe n is filled by 

/a/ or A/ 
- 

dis D2 :. /z., s/ occur in pos. e 
I 

only if Pon a2 is filled by 

/0/. - 
dis El /I/ occurs in pos a2 only if Poe n is filled by 

/a/, /a/ or /o/. 

dis E2 /r/ occurs in Pon a2 only if Poe n is filled by 

/a/ or /o/; and in Poe I only if Pon n is filled 

by /a/p/o/p/i/ or /u/* 

dis F AP/ occurs in Poe a1 only if Poe a2 in filled 
2 by /0/; in pos a only if Pon n -is filled by 

/i/; and in Poe I only if Pon n is filled by 

/a/,, /e/ or 

dis G /a., eo/ are the phonemes of Yulu which can only 

stand in the nuclear position. 

dis HI /b/ occurs in Poe E only if Poe n in filled by - 

/a/ or /a/; and in pos I only if Poe n in filled 

by /a/,, /a/ or /i/. 

C, 
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dis 112 /p/ occurs in Poo E only if Poo n is filled by 

/a/ or /i/; and in Pon I only if Pon n is filled 

by /a/p/e/ or /u/.. 

dis H3 /'b/ occurs in Poo E only if Poo n is filled by 

/o/; and in pos I. only if Pon n is filled by 

/a/,, /o/ or ItV. 

dis H4 /'d/ occurs in Poo E only if Poo n is filled 

by /a/;, and in pos I only if Poo n is filled by 

/a/, /e/. or /u/. 

dis H5 /4/ occurs in Poo E only if Poo n. is filled by 

/a/; and in Pos I only if pos n is filled by 

/a/ or /o/. 

dis H6 : /IV/ occurs in pos I only if Poo n is filled by 

/a/, /o/, /i/ or /U/, 

dis H7 : occurs in pos E only if pos n is filled by 

/a/, /o/ or /u/; and in pos I only if pos n is 

filled by /a/, /o/ or /i/a 

dis H8 occurs in pos E only if Poo n is filled by 

/a/, /o/ or /i/; and in Pon I only if Pon n in 

filled by /a/ or /u/, 

dis 11 occurs in E only if pos n is filled by /a/, 

A/ 
or /u/; and in Pon 12 only if Poo ii is 

filled by 

dig 12,, occurs 

or- /u/ 

by /, 0/. 

dis J occurs 

/a/ or /o/ 

in pos E only if pos n is filled by 

and in pos 12 only if pos n is filled 

In pos e only if pos n is filled by 

and in pos I only if pos n Is filled 
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by /a/ or /o/. 

dis K /u/ occurs in pos E only if pos n is filled by 

/a/,, /e/ or /i/; and in pos I only if poo n is 

filled by /a/ or /o/. 

dis L occurs in pos 12 only if pos iI is filled by 

dis Y11 /1,2/ occur in pos I only if pos n is filled by 

/a/., /e/,, /o/ or /i/. 

dis M2 /'g/ occurs in pos I only if pos n is filled by 

/a/., /e/, /o/t or /u/. 

dis N /0/ occurs in pos eI only if pos a2 is filled by 

lml, lndl or /: L/; and in pos 12 only if pos iI 

is filled by InV. 

Vie note that the vowels /a, e, o/ have the same distri- 

bution, and so have the consonants /v., fqgjkvdvtqI. &/, /zps/ 

and 11,21 respect'ively. The other phonemes and archi- 

phonemes have an idiosyncratic distribution. The abova 

statements are hypotheses about the*distribution of phonemes,, 

archiphonemes and 'zero' in Yulu. As I have not been able 

to find counter-evidence, I consider them# for the moment 

corroboratedý 

N. 

0 

C-1 
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CHAPTER V 

THE TONES OP YULU 

(J) Axiomatization of prosody 

Although Mulder did not fully axiomatize prosody in 

his phonological theory at the time of the publication of 

Sets and Relations in Phon912=, he has now fully axiomatized 

it in his theory. Mention of the axiomatization of prosody 

in Ilulder's phonological theory is important at this juncture 

because this will be the model of analysis used in the 

present chapter and has also increased the scope of Axiomatic 

Functionalist Phonology. Since the particular postulates 

which deal with the axiomatization of prosody will be 

appearing soon 
I, I shall, in order to avoid repetition, 

refrain from quoting them here, but will only quote those 

aspects which have immediate bearing towards an understanding 

of the present chapter. 

Initially, 'it is important to mention that the phonetic 

term 'Prosody' has now been rejected by axiomatic funttional- 

ists as it does not lend itself to describing 'functional' 

features. This decision is consistent with axiomatic 

functionalist theory, as only features that are 'functional' 

I See the forthcoming Proceedings of the First Inter- 
national Colloquium of Functionalist Lingiiistics, 
Groningen, The Netherlands, 1974, for the most 
recent and precise statement of Mulder's Postulates 
for Axiomatic Functionalism, together with Hervey's 
Postulate *ýor Axiomatic Functionalism - Continued. 
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are considered relevant, 'functional' in the sense. of. being 

"separately relevant to the purport of the whole of which it 

is a part" (Mulder 1968), the purport being communication* 

The functionalist term 'para-tactic features' has now come 

to replace the phonetic term 'prosody'. The term "tactic" 

stands in natural language for phonotactic or syntactic 

whereas the terms "para" and "features" are used as basic 

terms. So "para-tactic features" in natural language stands 

for "para-phonotactic or para-syntactic features". In 

natural language the terms 'para-phonotactiefeatures' and 

para-syntactic features' are lumped under týe phonetic term 

'prosody' solely for phonetic reasons. 

"This is because their phonetic substance is usually 
simple pitch or amplitudep or a mixture of the two. 
The lack of variation in substance leads to a great 
deal of amalgamation (physical simultaneity) and 
layering at the phonetic levels, and disentanglement 
at this level is usually impossible. "I 

By using a functionalist approachp howeverp it is 

0 

possible to brirg about a disentanglement at both the 

phonological and grammatical level. Thus 'para-phonotactic 

features' belong to phonology whereas 'para-syntactic features' 

belong to grammar. By still using the tfunctional' prin- 

ciple, we can further disentangle the para-phonoýactic featuros 

and para-syntactic features into the contrastive and dis- 

tinctive types. 

(ji) Parri-phonotactics 

As mentioned earlierv in chapter V of part I which deals 

with the domain of phonology, para-phonotactics is a part 
a 

I Ibid. 

I. 
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of phonology which can be considered to be peripheral to 

phonology proper as it deals with non-discrete elements, 

i. e. features which fall outside the double articulation 

(Martinet 1960 & 1962). From the diagram in the afore- 

mentioned chapter and also from the statement in the provious 

section, it will be seen that para-phonotactic features are 

of two types contrastive and distinctive. Irrespective 

of their phonetic realization, contractive para-phonotactic 

features are mainly called 'accent' whereas distinctive para- 

phonotactic features are called 'tones'. Both 'accent' and 

'tone' as seen earliero are superimposed upon chains of 

phonemes. Furthermore, the importance of these features as 

far as their overall role is concerned, differs from one 

language to another. As for Yulu, distinctive para- 

phonotactic features are the most important. For this reason, 

vie shall turn our attention to them. 

(iii) Earlier tonal analysis of Yulti 

An earlier reference'to the tones of Yulu known to the 

writer is that by Tucker and Bryan (Tucker and Bryan 1966) 

from whom 
Oe 

quotes the following. 

"In lar4guages so far analysed for tone (BUNGO, BAKA, 
MOROKODO, KREIS11, YULUp SARA, MBAI and to certain 
extent BAGIRMI) three levels have been noted, but 
it is not certain that all languages have throe 
tonemes. " 

The approach used by these authors for the tonal analysis 

of the above mentioned languages is phonetic; and the system 

of tone-marking used by them was that devised by the late 

Professor Viestermann and which was recommended by the Inter- 

0 

C, 

e C' 
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national African Institute in its memorandum, 
I 

Another attempt made to analyse the tones of Yulu was 
2 that made by Professor A. N. Tucker and the present writer 

Still using the, phonetic approachp the result reached was 

that Yulu has four tones, i. e. High, Semi-High (Mid), Low- 

Mid and Low. These four phonetic tones were recently 

confirmed by mingograms3. 

(iv) A functionalist analysis of the tones of Yulu 

Having mentioned the earlier phonetic approach to 

the tonal analysis of Yulu in the preceding section, it is 

now time that attention is turned to the functiohalist. analysis, 

the approach with which this thesis is concerned. 

Speaking from a functionalist point of view, it can be 

said that Yulu has only three distinctive tones thus forming 

a three-way opposition. To justify this claim, let us 

represent the phonetic characteristic patterns of the four 

phonetic tones mentioned in the previous section by the scheme 

below. I shall replace the phonetically-orientatod terms 

with the impressionistic phonetic terms below. 

I Memorandum NO. 1. 'Practical Orthography of African T, qn- 
guage 1, London, 1927p revised editionp 1930. 

. 
2 This took place about five years ago while the writer was a 

student and Professor Tucker now Professor Emoritus was a 
member of staff at SOAS. ' University of London. 

3 The writer'made recordings at the recording studio of SOAS 
in early 1975 which were later mingogramed. The writer is 
most grateful to his former teacher at SOASp Profeasor J. 
Carnochan, for having edited up the first 86 mingograms 
and for the detailed notes which accompanied them. 
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more or less level 

curved 

ri s ing 

D falling 

From the illustration above, it will be seen that, from a 

phonetic taxonomic point of viqw, Yulu can be said to have 

a complicated tonal system. The situation is, however, much 

different when looked at from the functionalist point of 

view. Functionally speaking, there is no case in the' 

language where the phonetic tones B and C are opposed to 

each other (in the sense that the replacement of one by the 

other in the same paradigm can bring about a change in com- 

munication). They can, thereforep be regarded as variants 

of one tone. Given the three way opposition stated earlier, 

the validity of this conclusion becomes the more obvious whan 

it is pointed out that since A is functionally opposed to 

D as in /katcl/'a person' versus /ka63/va donkey' and vice- 

versa, it logically follows that neither A nor D could be 

opposed to B and C as separate entities, Having already 

stated above that B and C are not opposed to each other, 'it 

follows that A or D should be opposed to them as one unit. 

For easy reference, we shall refer to these tones as 

Tone I, Tone II, and Tone III respectively. Tone I is high 

and level, Tone II is rising, and Tone III is falling. Our 

earlier conclusion of the phonetic tones B and C being 

variants of t-he rising tone becomes the more satisfying %vhcn 

it is noted that the realization of the rising tone is 

curved and rising, an aspect which is exactly like the 

mentioned phonetic tones as can be seen from the diagram 
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above. 

To illustrate my point, I shall use the diagram below. 

The first column shows the four phonetic tonesp the second 

column shows the impressionistic phonetic terms and the 

third column shows the labels for the three distinctive 

tones and also showing the mentioned phonetic tones which 

are realizations of the rising tone. 

Phonetic (according to pitch) , Impressionistic Functional 
tones phonetic terms labels 

Tone I High C,. -> Level 
->Level 

Tone 11 Mid > Curved 
I 

Rising 
Tone III Low-Mid <_ ---Rising ý 

Tone IV Low ý_ _____:; PPalling- 
_ __4Falling 

To establish the identity of a tone in a given language, 

just as in the case of a phoneme, one minimal distinctive 

pair is sufficient, for instance, in the example mentioned 

earlier for the establishment of Tone I versus Tone III and 

vice-versa in Yulu. But this does not establish the intrinsic 

iddntity of the tone since, for functionalists, the identity 

of anything 'in ,ý language depends on its distinctive function, 

i. e. the set of oppositions into which it enters. This 

will,, therefore, involve establishing a separate minimal 

pair for every opposition into which a tone"enters., But 

to establish the identity and distinctive function of a 

tone, everything in the minimal pair as already seen above, 

ought to be týe same except the contranting tones. 
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I. Tone I 

The identity and distinctive function of this tone can 

be established by the following comparisons: 

(a) Tone I/Tone 11 /kad/la person' v. /W/Isalt' 

(b) Tone I/Tone III /kad/la person' v. /kaiY/'a donkey' 
a 

0 2. Tone II 

The identity and distinctive function of this tone can 

be established by the following comparisons: 

(a) Tone II/Tone I see: l. a. 

(b) Tone II/Tona III /kad/loalt' v. /kad/'a donkey' 

3. Tone III 

The. identity and distinctive function of this tona can 

be established by the following comparisons: 

(a) Tone III/Tone I see: l. b. 

(b) Tone III/Tone Il see: 2. b. 

As far as Yulu is concerned we cannot talk of applying dis- 

tinctive feature analysis to the tones. This is because 

given that they are only three in number their further 

analysis could not satisfy the condition of. the "two-in-a- 

column-two-in-a-row" requiremeni which is a prerequisite for 

testing the over-all hypothesis of distinctive feature 

analysis. Since distinctive feature analysis cannot be 

carried out, we cannot, therefore, talk of neutralization 

either, as neutralization is the suspension of distinctive 

opposition beýween either distinctive features of phoneme or 

distinctive features of tones - as it is distinctive features 
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which serve to maintain minimal functional differences 

between phonemes dr tones. 
41 

Being aware that there may seem to be something stranj; o about 

this)l would like to add that I have done some investiCation concor 

ing the interchangeability of the (phonetically) curved and the 

(phonetically) rising tone. 8ince I have not found any counter- 

evidence however --- i. e. in all those cases which I have encountered 

there is free variance also in realization --- I have to assume that 

they are freely interchangeableeThis further supports my contentioxi 

that Yulu has only three distinctive tones* 

-CI 
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ADDENDUM 

After the thesis was typed, it was discovered that a 

Xhird type of neutralization which can occur in Yulu is 

what migohtbe termed 'double neutralization'. This 

neutralization involv-es t he suspension of distinctive 

opposition between the four distinctive features complex/ 

plain and simple/compound respectively. -The phopemes which 

partake in this double neutralization are the labial 

occlusives /b/-/p/, /0/-/V/ and the apical nasals 

/n/-/nj/. These phonemes can be seen in the 

Cartesian table on P. 157. 

The writer has taken note of these facts and in the event 

that he intends to publish this work, the minor revisions 

involved will be done accordingly. Such revisions which 

come immediately to mind are formulating rules of neutral- 

ization which can cover the contexts of the double 

neutralization as well and revising the position classes, 

and the distribution of the phonemes involved in the double 

neutralization. 

It was with this consideration in mind that the 

archiphonemes AV and INI which designate the simultaneous 

bundle of distinctive features resulting from the suspension 

of distinctive opposition between the above mentioned 

phonemes had to be given all the four features /complex/, 

/plain/, /sir: ple/ and /compound/ as can be seen in the 

Jakobsonian table on p. 159. 
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